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P. BRYAN HEIDORN & BETH SANDORE 

Introduction 

The last several years have brought about technological advances in 
computing and digital imaging technology that have immediate and per-
manent consequences for visual resource collections. This technology is 
fast becoming a part of routine library operations and is an important 
facet in the evolution from current print-based to digital libraries. Li-
braries are involved in organizing and managing large visual resource 
collections. These collections are now being created to support research 
and instruction in nearly every discipline. Within the library and infor-
mation center environment, the same technologies can impact preserva-
tion, interlibrary loan, and classroom support. The central challenges in 
working with digital image collections mirror those that libraries have 
sought to address for centuries: How do we organize, provide access to, 
store, and protect the collections to meet user needs at a reasonable cost? 

The Thirty-Third Annual Clinic on Library Applications of Data Pro-
cessing was held at the Beckman Institute on the campus of the Univer-
sity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) on March 24-26, 1996. The 
theme of this symposium was "Digital Image Access and Retrieval." Speak-
ers were invited to present papers in three general areas: (1) systems, 
planning, and implementation; (2) automatic and semi-automatic index-
ing; and (3) preservation. Although the clinic encompassed three areas 
of digital imaging, substantially more time was devoted to automatic and 
semi-automatic indexing and retrieval because the conference organiz-
ers felt that this was the area in which there was the strongest need to 
foster cross-disciplinary interaction. Preliminary reports of the sympo-
sium were featured in Library Hi Tech (Heidorn et al. 1996). The goal of 
the clinic was to bring together researchers and practitioners in multiple 
fields and provide a forum where experts could present their research 
and engage in creative interaction with participants. Directors of cul-
tural heritage institutions, educators, librarians, systems engineers, com-
puter and information scientists, and content providers were among those 
who participated in the clinic. The participants explored digital image 
technology and many facets of its impact on the libraries of today and 
tomorrow. 

If a picture is worth a thousand words, it should not be surprising 
that it takes at least that many words to index an individual image. Li-
braries do not have the resources to manually index the extensive digital 
image collections that they are creating. A similar problem exists in not-
for-profit and commercial sectors where visual resources represent a sig-
nificant component of the information in a collection. While current 
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technology enables cost-effective creation of digital image collections, 
the cost of manually indexing and describing images remains prohibi-
tive. Technical difficulties and the fluidity of technology that are involved 
in creating digital collections further complicate the cost issue. There 
are few well-established practices that can be emulated. In addition to 
the indexing challenge, other significant unresolved issues include copy-
right and archiving and preservation of digital material. The authors in 
this volume are among the pioneers who are charting an uncertain course 
into this new territory. 

The collection of papers that were presented at the Thirty-Third 
Annual Clinic on Library Applications of Data Processing is arranged in 
three sections that reflect different aspects of digital image access that 
were explored at the symposium. The first section, "Systems, Planning 
and Implementation," contains three papers that provide a framework 
for exploring these topics. These papers cover the historical, technical, 
and management issues involved in digital image collection development. 
The second and largest section includes six papers that address the cen-
tral issue of automatic and semi-automatic indexing of images. The final 
section contains two papers that treat the topic of using digital images as 
replacements for deteriorating originals in the preservation process. 

The technology to create digital images and digital image databases 
is readily accessible. Imaging systems can provide a powerful new tool 
for transmitting and using information. Visual information permeates 
our world and will continue to do so with increased technology develop-
ment. This development ensures that most humans have a very strong 
bias toward visual information. Consequently, we can expect an ever-
growing demand for the technology. We hope that the research and prac-
tice reflected at the Thirty-Third Annual Clinic on Library Applications 
of Data Processing and in this volume will facilitate the evolution within 
libraries and cultural heritage institutions from print-based, highly unique 
resources to digital materials that are easily accessible to a broad user 
community. 

SYSTEMS, P L A N N I N G , A N D I M P L E M E N T A T I O N 

In his keynote address, "Image Databases: The First Decade, the 
Present, and the Future," Howard Besser reminds us how much has been 
accomplished in the area of digital imaging within such a short time. He 
also indicates that there is still considerable work left to be done. Howard 
Besser was involved in library and museum image databases development 
before many thought image databases were a practical consideration. 
While that interpretation of the field proved incorrect, it is true that a 
decade ago the technology was limited. Innovation in several critical 
technologies, including storage, telecommunications, and processing 
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power, has fueled the current fast pace of development. These technolo-
gies will need further improvement before the vision of some current 
practitioners can be met. Digital bandwidth to the home, for example, is 
inadequate for image applications. Besser outlines the roles of library 
and information scientists, both in future developments and in their in-
teraction with other sciences such as computer science and engineering. 
While the imaging projects of a decade ago did not anticipate a few of 
today's developments, such as the World Wide Web, these projects were, 
for the most part, on the right track. From our current perspective, Besser 
was able to identify crucial areas of future work. Among these are stan-
dards and metadata development, image quality issues, and approaches 
for content-based retrieval. Current projects must take this future into 
account in order to maximize the useful life of the collections. 

Jennifer Trant's paper, 'Exploring New Models for Administering 
Intellectual Property: The Museum Educational Site Licensing (MESL) 
Project," explores the administrative, technical, and legal mechanisms 
for the eventual delivery of large high quality collections of museum im-
ages to educational institutions. Through the MESL consortium, seven 
museums and seven universities are cooperating in a two-year project to 
establish standard practices to accommodate this new potential for distri-
bution of images. There are numerous and complex legal and intellec-
tual property rights issues associated with the migration of rights from 
original works to reproductions, as well as to surrogates that represent 
reproductions. This is complicated by the ease with which an exact copy 
of a digital image can be made and transported, greatly increasing the 
likelihood of theft. Some models for rights management include: rights 
holders' collectives, brokerages, rights resellers, consortia, and locator 
services. At the time of the conference, the MESL project had been un-
derway for one and a half years. Some of the lessons learned from that 
project will facilitate the organization of new projects. 

In the final paper of this section, "The Big Picture: Selection and 
Design Issues for Image Information Systems," Lois Lunin examines the 
many factors involved in the planning and design of an image informa-
tion system. Lunin counsels that, while it is easy to become preoccupied 
with the technology alone, any digital image delivery system requires much 
broader planning and analysis of the users' needs and the eventual de-
sired functionality of the system. Before a project begins, it is necessary 
to identify the users of the system, the images of interest, the source and 
property rights associated with the images, short- and long-term hard-
ware and software needs, standards, and costs. These proceedings pro-
vide a valuable decision-making framework for anyone contemplating 
the development of an image database for any substantial collection. 

3 
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A U T O M A T I C A N D S E M I - A U T O M A T I C I N D E X I N G 

This section of the volume is dedicated to the discussion of research 
and commercial systems that perform automatic content-based indexing 
of images. Each paper includes a theoretical discussion of the problen 
domain and the principles used to solve the problems in that domain 
While none of these systems solves the image database problem in ifc 
entirety, each makes a unique contribution to progress in the field. Ir 
some cases the systems can be used to solve at least a subclass of practica 
problems. These authors make it clear that one of the significant research 
questions that remains to be explored is that of mapping from the low 
level features that are recognized by image processing techniques to the 
high level and conceptual features of interest to humans. The contribu 
tions by Chang et al. and Forsyth et al. represent research that has beer 
supported by the NSF/ARPA/NASA Digital Libraries Initiative Program 
It is significant to note that two of the six federally funded digital librar) 
research projects focus directly on image processing and retrieval sys 
tems. 

Rajiv Mehrotra centers his thesis, "Content-Based Image Modeling 
and Retrieval," on the fact that an image database or any other type oi 
database is only effective if it models the real world in a manner that is 
attuned to the user's perceptions and needs. For visual resources, this 
means that a system must be capable of representing image content in 
terms that are recognizable to users. Some of these features are at a low 
level and describe image properties, objects, and their attributes. A sepa-
rate set of features describes application-dependent and user-dependent 
semantics. Mehrotra points out a distinction between two classes of im-
age retrieval problem. Problems of the first class occur in content-con-
strained domains where it is possible to define, a priori, a semantic do-
main model. One example of a constrained domain is a part database in 
a manufacturing application. In these domains, it is possible to construct 
mechanisms to extract semantic features of any image. The second, more 
complex problem class is not restricted to a particular set of objects or 
relations. These heterogeneous collections are more difficult (if not 
impossible) to quantify with predefined semantics. To address this issue, 
Mehrotra proposes a generalized model that supports levels of abstrac-
tion and dynamic semantics. The model is intended to be flexible enough 
to support both user-dependent and domain-dependent semantics. 

Mehrotra tests his ideas in the prototype system, MUSEUM, which 
uses separate models for the representation and processing of two- and 
three-dimensional object shapes. The former is handled by a variety of 
segment matching while the latter is handled by labeled sequences of 
vertices. Vertices in 3-D shapes are labeled with features values that are 
reminiscent of Waltz's (1975) vertex labels of "L," "ARROW," "FORK," 
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and "T." These are normalized into a fixed sequence and used as a re-
trieval vector, similar to the vector space model sometimes employed in 
text information retrieval systems. 

Ramesh Jain discusses the role of multimedia access in the area of 
digital libraries. The new material in digital libraries will exist to support 
text, images, video, audio, animation, as well as other formats. This het-
erogeneity of format makes it difficult to support queries at the semantic 
level, particularly where the query requires an integration of media. Yet, 
it seems clear that users would often want the option to search for infor-
mation independent of media. A query like "Asteroid impacts on Jupiter 
in 1995" should return articles and books about the topic but also poten-
tially NASA photos and even data in formats used only by astronomers. 

In his chapter, "Visual Information Retrieval in Digital Libraries," 
Jain introduces a data model called VIMSYS that supports a hierarchical 
representation of images. The lower levels are reminiscent of the hierar-
chical structure introduced in manual standards for indexing graphical 
materials such as the Art and Architecture Thesaurus (Peterson, 1990; White-
head, 1989) and the Library of Congress, Thesaurus for Graphic Materials 
(Library of Congress, 1995). The chief feature of the VIMSYS model is 
that the bottom two layers pertain to the physical characteristics of a scene 
that are domain-independent while the top two layers refer to domain-
dependent features and relationships in the image. This separation facili-
tates the movement of the system across domains. 

The contribution of Chang et al., "Efficient Techniques for Feature-
Based Image/Video Access and Manipulation," focuses on the parallel 
issues of image and video indexing, retrieval, and manipulation. 
VisualSEEK is a content-based image query system. The second system, 
CVEPS (Compressed Video Editing and Parsing System), supports video 
manipulat ion with indexing suppor t of individual f rames f rom 
VisualSEEK. In both media forms, these systems address the problem of 
heterogeneous unconstrained collections, the second problem class iden-
tified by Mehrotra in this volume. In this problem class, low level visual 
features are extracted from a scene, independent of any domain-specific 
semantic interpretation. In the case of VisualSEEK, these "low" level fea-
tures include the complex operations of automatic object segmentation 
and characterization. 

Most other current automatic image systems index on global color 
or texture. In the cases where object level indexing is allowed, segmenta-
tion must be provided by a human. VisualSEEK supports some forms of 
spatial indexing and query, a feature rare in image indexing systems. A 
query may include information about the relative location of objects in a 
scene as well as absolute location. Both automatic segmentation and spa-
tial relations are addressed in the work of Forsyth, et al. later in this vol-
ume. There are potential drawbacks to the impressive number of visual 
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characteristics that are supported—e.g., computational complexity and 
user interface complexity. The greater the number of features supported 
by a system, the more difficult it becomes for a user to fully exploit the 
system's resources. Both issues are addressed in the current paper, al-
though both are very much still open research issues. 

There are a number of problems that form the center of focus for 
current domain independent automatic image indexing research. The 
paper by Huang, Mehrotra, and Ramchandran, "Multimedia Analysis and 
Retrieval System (MARS) Project," provides a rich discussion of many of 
these. These issues include: indexing based on global image color and 
texture, image segmentation, layout, shape descriptors, compression, and 
multimodal query integration. The most commonly implemented fea-
ture among the domain-independent image indexing techniques are glo-
bal image color and texture indexing. Systems differ in the techniques 
used, but in all cases the goal is to devise an automatically generated 
metric which reflects the average or typical color or texture of an entire 
image independent of objects which may exist in the image. While this is 
a relatively gross measure, it is useful in some retrieval domains, provid-
ing a useful feature in databases where there is a single object in each 
image. It allows for the recognition of "red" in queries such as "Retrieve 
all red vases." 

Of course, it is useful to provide access to the individual objects in an 
image as well. This motivates solutions to the image segmentation prob-
lem. The current version of MARS uses c-means clustering to identify like 
regions in the image. Details of the technique can be found in the paper. 
The general problem for all systems is that humans naturally segment an 
image into its component objects and frequently wish to query a system 
about the presence of particular objects in a database or properties of the 
objects such as their color. The techniques used in MARS are relatively 
general, allowing for the identification of properties of regions. Object 
recognition is not performed automatically in this system. Object-specific 
labels are neither generated nor attached to the identified regions. In-
deed this is impossible given the current state of technology. The MARS 
system can, however, process queries which look for regions of color or 
texture of a specific size and location. 

Once coherent regions in an image have been identified, it is pos-
sible to allow queries based on the layout of those regions. Layout refers 
to the positioning of regions in an image. A query may require that the 
top half of an image should be red while the bottom half should be dark 
(as in an ocean sunset). This type of layout relies on global positioning 
of regions relative to the entire image and is the type performed in this 
version of MARS. Some systems, such as VisualSEEK, support relative lay-
out constraints in queries. In this query type, the locations of regions are 
specified in relation to one another and independent of the location on 
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the image. For example, a query of this type may specify that there should 
be a blue region to the left and above a red and white region (as in an 
American flag). 

MARS uses a Modified Fourier Descriptor (MFS) to support shape 
similarity search. This technique uses a quantification of the edge of an 
object. This particular approach has a number of attractive properties, 
one of which is that it is computationally tractable. The challenge for any 
system which tries to support automatic shape indexing is to devise a 
method that is computationally tractable, has descriptive power sufficient 
to differentiate objects in the collection, is robust under noise, is per-
spective invariant, and is intuitively accessible to a user. While no system 
has achieved all of these criteria for shape matching, there are a number 
of useful approaches to shape description such as the MFS used in MARS. 

Because of the size of digital images and video, compression is a major 
issue. It is necessary to compress images to conserve disk space and to 
reduce the time needed for transmission. Not quite as obvious is the fact 
that there is potential to speed up some aspects of image analysis by pro-
cessing in the compressed domain rather than working in uncompressed 
formats. This approach is taken using the MPEG compression format in 
the CVEPS system described by Chang in this volume. MARS uses wave-
lets. 

The richness and diversity of the indexing techniques discussed above 
introduce their own problem—i.e., how to efficiently integrate this broad 
spectrum of features into a single query. MARS uses a weighted sum of 
similarity measures for independent features with the presumption of 
feature independence. 

Some of these issues and others are addressed in the paper, "Finding 
Pictures of Objects in Large Collections of Images" by David Forsyth et 
al. One of the most interesting features of this system is the pre-coordina-
tion of feature sets to create object detectors such as a horizon filter. Three 
case studies are presented in this paper. The first demonstrates the use of 
low level color and texture properties for indexing and classification. This 
work is distinguished by its attention to segmentation based on color and 
texture similarity in adjacent subregions. During this process, additional 
information about the texture properties is extracted allowing for quan-
tification of the spatial relationship between repeated elements in a tex-
ture. This is useful for recognition of regions containing patterns such as 
plaids and prints that occur frequently on clothing as well as repeated 
patterns that occur in nature. The characteristics of the pattern can be 
used in indexing and in segmentation. Consistent with Mehrotra's analy-
sis of problem classes, these techniques work best in environments where 
there are few domain-specific constraints. 

The second case study demonstrates the introduction of the geomet-
ric constraints which may be exploited when the domain is limited. In 
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this case, the domain is limited to trees. Techniques are developed to 
recognize the strong vertical axis typical of trees. This is integrated with 
assumptions of rotational symmetry along the generating axis to help 
identify the edges of the tree. Additional texture and color properties are 
used to help with subclassification of the trees—e.g., into conifer and 
broadleaf forms. The final case study progresses further into domain-
specific semantics. A system is discussed which develops a filter to auto-
matically identify naked people in images. Higher level algorithms build 
on texture based segmentation to identify potential limbs and torso. Geo-
metric constraints of the relative size and orientation of the segments are 
used to make the classification. 

Moving further along the continuum between general broad and 
shallow techniques to narrow and deep, we arrive at the contribution of 
Rohini Srihari, 'Using Speech Input for Image Interpretation, Annota-
tion, and Retrieval." This paper focuses on the design and implementa-
tion of Show&Tell, which performs the task suggested in the paper's title. 
One of the subgoals of the system is to perform the computationally diffi-
cult image understanding task of object recognition. As stated earlier, 
this is an open problem. Here, two techniques are used to constrain the 
problem and to introduce top-down processing constraints. First, the vi-
sion problem is limited to the active area of aerial photography with a 
constrained set of objects of interest, including buildings and roads. The 
second technique is novel and represents the primary intellectual contri-
bution of the work. The semantic output of a natural language process-
ing system is used to direct image analysis and the object identification 
task. This is a semi-automatic indexing and retrieval system where a hu-
man provides a verbal and gesture description of objects in an aerial pho-
tograph. This description is used to annotate the objects in the image 
and to direct image processing. Both the natural language processing 
and the image processing are dependent on a domain-specific world model 
or ontology. 

These human-provided annotations may be used as index terms for 
later retrieval and are attached to the objects in the segmented image. 
The output of the image processing is used to fill in details of the seman-
tic model and to augment the image index. The functionality of the 
system may best be summarized through an example query from the pa-
per, "Show all buildings to the right of Kelly Laboratory." 

Parallel techniques are used by Srihari's group in the section on 
MMVAR: A Multimodal System for Video Annotation and Retrieval. The 
problem is to allow content-based retrieval in a video database. Here 
again, natural language annotation is used to direct image processing. In 
this case, the additional problem of video sequence segmentation is ad-
dressed. WordNet is used to expand query terms to increase the likeli-
hood of matching the original annotations. Together, the techniques 
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used in Show&Tell and MMVAR demonstrate the processing advantages 
that may be gained by integrating processing in multiple modalities and 
by exploiting rich domain-specific ontologies. 

Taken together, the papers in this section mark the forward edge of 
research in automatic content-based image indexing and retrieval. We 
can expect this to be an active area for research and commercialization 
for the next decade. 

P R E S E R V A T I O N 

The final section of this volume contains two papers on preservation 
as it relates to digital media. The first paper outlines the general issues 
for any preservation project, the second describes a particular preserva-
tion project. In the first paper, "Digital Imaging: Issues for Preservation 
and Access," Meg Bellinger points out the fallacy of digital incorruptibil-
ity. Many factors must be taken into account before reliable digital media 
can be produced. Digitization projects are just one aspect of a compre-
hensive preservation plan. As has been reported elsewhere (Preserving 
Digital Information: Report of the Task Force on Archiving of Digital Informa-
tion, 1996; Lunin, this volume), some of the factors to consider that are 
identified in this paper are: the quality of the digital image as a factor of 
resolution, authenticity, verification, bibliographical integrity, preserving 
and archiving digital media, as well as equipment and standard obsoles-
cence. 

If these considerations are addressed, a digitization project can both 
help preserve a collection and improve access. The digital format has 
other advantages as well. Donald Luman discusses digitization and digital 
manipulation in "Preserving the Past: The Development of a Digital His-
torical Aerial Photography Archive." In preceding papers in this volume, 
the ease with which digital images can be modified was viewed as a liabil-
ity of the digital format. This project demonstrates the use of image pro-
cessing to repair and enhance photography. It also demonstrates how 
digital representations of archival material can be digitally merged with 
modern data. In this case, archival images are merged with modern digi-
tal orthophotography to provide three-dimensional views of the terrain 
of the past. These can be compared with the current landscape to evalu-
ate change. 
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HOWARD BESSER 

Image Databases: 
The First Decade, the Present, and the Future 

We have seen an explosion of image database developments in the decade 
since work began on the first multi-user networked system. This paper 
explores the state of technology a decade ago, revisits one of the earliest 
systems, identifies curren t interesting projects, discusses the major issues 
that are being faced today, and forecasts issues and trends that will emerge 
in the future. This paper reflects the biases of the author, zuhose primary 
interests lie in building image databases of cultural heritage materials, 
and who was involved in the development of the Berkeley Image Data-
base System (ImageQuery). 

TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES IN 1986 

In 1986, the idea of large-scale image databases seemed quite far-
fetched. By today's standards, storage capacity was minuscule, networks 
were unbearably slow, and visual display devices were poor. The market 
penetration was very low for most of the tools needed for image database 
development. 

In the past several years, we have seen a spurt in the growth of image 
databases. It is now possible to overcome the once insurmountable tech-
nological impediments. Recent increases in storage capacity, network 
bandwidth, processing power, and display resolution have enabled a tre-
mendous growth in image database development. Literally hundreds of 
such projects have begun in the last few years. 

Technical capabilities in 1986 look primitive when viewed from our 
current perspective. Future forecasters a decade ago wrote about how 
technological change would eventually make digital image databases vi-
able (Besser, 1987a, 1987b, 1987c; Lynch 8c Brownrigg, 1986), but few 
people (even those forecasters) were certain that this would happen within 
their lifetimes. 

In this section, we will examine the technological capabilities of a 
decade ago, both to try to understand the impediments that were faced at 
that time and to provide insight into how we might plan today for changes 
m the coming decade. 

Storage 

Hard disks had just recently been introduced in personal computers 
(such as the IBM XT) and were a fairly new idea for desktop machines. A 
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30 megabyte disk was considered very large for a personal computer. Large 
disks for mainframe computers (such as the one hosting the University o: 
California's Melvyl system) each had a capacity of about 600 megabyte* 
and were the size of a washing machine. In an environment like this 
proposing the development of collections of one megabyte image file* 
sounded impractical, and the advocacy of 50 megabyte files sounded ri 
diculous. Today it is hard to find a new personal computer with a hare 
drive much smaller than 100 megabytes, and multi-gigabyte drives are 
commonplace, and smaller than the floppy drives of a decade ago. 

Processors 

The IBM AT was the newest personal computer a decade ago. IB1V 
XTs and Apple Macintosh Plus machines had the widest use and the mos 
common processor at the time was the 8086. PCs had an internal memor 
(RAM) limit of 640K. Mainframe computers, such as the IBM 4300, hac 
16M-32M of RAM, executed 2 million instructions/second (MIPS), anc 
cost around $1 million. Image processing (which is unbearably slow i 
one cannot have quick and easy random access to the entire image) wa: 
impractical and generally was confined to specialized machines. 

Today most computers come with a minimum of 8M of RAM, anc 
desktop machines with more power than the mainframes of a decade age 
are cheap and commonplace. Today's machines are fast enough anc 
have enough RAM to hold and manipulate an image without the pur 
chase of specialized hardware. 

Networks 

Networking within a site was not very common. Wiring to the desk 
top was usually twisted-pair wires carrying signals for terminals or termi 
nal-emulation. Ethernet wiring had come out just a few years before am 
was still rare. Wide area networks had not really penetrated beyond tin 
defense industry and large universities. Sites were connected to the pre 
decessor of the Internet (the Arpanet) at approximately 56 Kilobits/sec 

Today, most wiring is designed to carry full-scale networking, Interne 
access is commonplace, and large to mid-sized organizations tend to b< 
connected to it at speeds of T-l to T-3 (1.5 Megabits to 45 Megabits/sec.) 

Display Devices 

Few display devices could handle a wide range of colors. Eight-bi 
display devices (256 colors) were considered high-end in the PC marke 
and required a special card and monitor. In public lectures, people wer< 
surprised to see images of works of art displayed on a computer screen. 

Today, 24-bit displays (16 million colors) come as a standard featur 
on new PCs, and no special cards or monitors are required. Onscreei 
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graphic images are frequently used to promote computer and software 
sales. 

Scanners 
A decade ago, scanners were expensive and rare. The only advertise-

ments for scanners appeared in catalogs of instrumentation devices. Scan-
ning software had poor user interfaces, and most scanners required pro-
gramming skills in order to make use of them. Most software did not 
permit immediate onscreen viewing of the image, and frequently the user 
had to scan on one workstation, run programs on the scanned file, and 
move it to another workstation to view it. Even when attached to a power-
ful CPU, scanners were slow (a 45 minute scan was not out of the ques-
tion) and frequently required so much light and accompanying heat that 
scanning of delicate objects, such as works of art, was impossible. 

Today, very good scanners sell for under $500 and are available 
through most sources that sell computer peripherals. Virtually all scan-
ners come with point-and-click software that quickly displays images on 
the screen. Today, a scan that takes more than a few minutes is consid-
ered unbearably slow, and light and heat exposure are within tolerance 
levels for most objects. 

Compression 
The only image compression scheme with wide implementation was 

the CCITT Group III standard employed in fax machines. Work on de-
fining compression standards for color images was just beginning. With 
this lack of sophisticated compression standards, individuals developed 
their own compression schemes, and images compressed using these 
schemes could not be decompressed by others. 

Today compression schemes such as JPEG and LZW are widely ac-
cepted standards, and the capability to decompress these files is included 
in a wide variety of image display and processing software, as well as in 
generic viewing and browsing tools, such as Web browsers. 

Client-Server Architecture 
X-Windows was the only client-server architecture with a significant 

installed base, but its deployment at the time was very small (limited pri-
marily to a small percentage of UNIX-based workstations on major uni-
versity campuses). Because image database designers could not rely upon 
distributing processing to the client, most designs had to assume all im-
age processing would be done at the server, and that high bandwidth 
would be required in order to send compressed files to the client. 

Today the widespread deployment of Web browsers permits image 
display and processing functionality to be off-loaded to the client. This 
puts less strain on the server and on the use of network bandwidth. 
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I M A G E Q U E R Y R E V I S I T E D 

How well did we really understand the problems in 1986, and what 
functions are still important today? In 1986, UC Berkeley's office of In-
formation Systems and Technology began work on a project to deliver 
high quality digital images from its Art Museum, Architecture Slide Li-
brary, and Geography Department. The developers believe that this soft-
ware (eventually called ImageQuery) was the first deployed multi-user 
networked digital image database system. The software was first shown 
publicly at the conferences of the American Association of Museums and 
the American Library Association in June 1987. 

ImageQuery was an X-Windows-based system with a number of fea-
tures that were relatively new for the time: a graphic user interface (GUI), 
point-and-click searching, thumbnail images to permit browsing and sort-
ing, tools for annotation of images, and the linking of images to locations 
on maps. In addition, ImageQuery was designed for networked accessi-
bility, had client-server features, and permitted Boolean searches. 
ImageQuery design and features have been described in more detail else-
where (Besser, 1991b, 1990, 1988a, 1988b; Besser 8c Snow, 1990). Here 
we will focus on some key elements from ImageQuery and analyze them 
with the benefit of a decade of hindsight. 

1 1 '•" 
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Figure 1. ImageQuery Screendump 
(images courtesy of Phoebe Hearst Museum of Anthropology, UC Berkeley) 
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ImageQuery featured thumbnail images linked to a list of brief 
records for each image (see the lower-right and lower-left windows in 
figure 1). Clicking on an image highlighted that image as well as the 
related text record. Clicking on a text record highlighted the related 
image. This proved to be a powerful method both for finding the correct 
image off a list of hits and for quickly identifying an image displayed on 
the screen. 

Each displayed thumbnail image was linked to both a full-text record 
and a larger version of that image. A pulldown menu (triggered by point-
ing to a thumbnail image and holding down a mouse button) would give 
the user the choice of displaying the full image or text (see menu below 
thumbnail of jacket in figure 1). Again this proved to be a powerful tool 
to link browsing to fuller information, though in today's environment, 
small on-screen buttons appear to be more effective than pulldown menus. 

ImageQuery's architecture was modular (see figure 2). The user in-
terface sent queries to a database that resided separately, so different da-
tabases and structures could serve as the "back-end." For a number of 
years, ImageQuery could only support back-end structures that had been 
collapsed into flat files, but eventually capabilities were added to support 
SQL-type queries. Another limitation of ImageQuery was that the text 
database structure had to be pre-identified and coded into a short prefer-
ences file rather than dynamically discovered. 

ImageQuery's design incorporating a separate module for text stor-
age and retrieval is still a very powerful idea (see the author's generalized 
model in figure 3). This allows image database developers to leverage off 
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technical developments in the much larger text-database market which 
have realized great efficiencies in indexing and retrieval. The modular-
ity also permits external applications to easily access the text portion of 
the database. The ImageQuery design is part of a movement away from 
closed nonmodular systems toward the modularization of user interface, 
query structure, search and retrieval, storage, and the linking of these 
modules through a set of standards and protocols. This currently popu-
lar trend is apparent in the library world with the focus on the Z39.50 
standard. 

Figure 3. Generalized structural model for Image Database 

ImageQuery also employed modularization to link sets of tools for 
users to view and process images. By pointing to an onscreen image, a 
user could pull down a menu and choose a variety of image processing 
tools that could be applied to that image. ImageQuery would then in-
voke software (such as paint programs for annotation or color-map pro-
grams for balancing and altering colors, or processing programs for zoom-
ing) that would allow them to analyze or alter the current image. 

This idea of linking to external tools is still very important. One can 
expect that a variety of tools will emerge for image manipulation, for 
image organization, and for classroom presentation. Image database 
developers cannot hope to keep up with the latest developments in all 
these areas (particularly in areas like image processing and display which 
will respond quickly to software and hardware developments). By 
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providing modular links to external software, image database developers 
can instead leverage off of the large image processing and consumer 
markets and the continuous upgrading of functionality that is likely to 
take place within those markets. But in order to do this effectively, the 
image database community needs to define standard links it will use to 
invoke these programs. 

The ImageQuery team's idea of links to external tools was part of a 
broader view of what an image database should be. The team's philoso-
phy was that (particularly in an academic environment) simply providing 
access to a database was not enough; developers had the responsibility to 
provide the user with tools to integrate the results of database retrieval 
into their normal work processes. This was part of a general notion then 
beginning to emerge within the academic community that libraries, com-
puter centers, instructional designers, and users should be working to-
gether to build "scholars' workstations" (Rosenberg, 1985; Moran, 1987). 
Over the years, these ideas have been implemented in a variety of areas 
including the capability of downloading records from an online public 
access catalog into software for handling personal bibliographies and foot-
notes (Stigleman, 1996), or the development of templates to help in-
structors build instructional material incorporating images from a data-
base (Stephenson & Ashmore, 1996). A key factor that has enabled the 
joining of tools to databases is the adoption of standards (Phillips, 1992). 

The ImageQuery developers recognized the importance of a client-
server architecture, both to assure that the image database could be ac-
cessed from a wide variety of platforms, and to put less of a strain on the 
server and network by off-loading some of the functionality onto client 
workstations. But the ImageQuery team expected that environment to 
be an X-Windows based environment. For many years, they waited pa-
tiently for a variety of developments over which they had no control— 
i.e., the porting of X-Windows onto Intel and Macintosh platforms, an 
increase in the installed base of X-Windows machines, and the develop-
ment of the X Imaging Extensions (MIT X Consortium, 1993). No one 
on the ImageQuery development team anticipated the phenomenal 
growth in World Wide Web browsers that would clearly make this the 
delivery platform of choice. Web browsers not only solved the 
multiplatform and central database load problems, but they implemented 
client functionality in a much more sophisticated way than ImageQuery. 
Web browser helper applications recognize a variety of image file for-
mats, handle decompression, and can spawn external viewing software 
(all of which combine to lessen the load on the network and the server 
and to increase the number of file storage options). 

Another key philosophy behind ImageQuery was the implementa-
tion of a user interface that would provide a common "look and feel" 
across all image collections. Prior to ImageQuery, each campus object 
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collection had its own idiosyncratic retrieval system and user interface 
(Besser & Snow, 1990). Users had to make a substantial investment of 
time to learn to use one of these retrieval systems, and most appeared 
reluctant to invest the time to learn a second. The ImageQuery team 
believed that a common user interface would encourage cross-disciplin-
ary use of these collections, so they designed a system that, on the sur-
face, always appeared the same to the user. Only the names and contents 
of fields differed from database to database, and an "authority preview" 
function was developed to permit users (particularly those unfamiliar with 
valid terms associated with a field name) to view a list of terms that had 
been assigned within a given field. It is likely that much of the appeal of 
World Wide Web browsers lies in the fact that they act as a universal inter-
face, providing a common "look and feel" to anything they access. Though 
a function to preview the actual contents of a field within a database still 
appears powerful, this has not yet been widely implemented. 

There are a number of areas in which the designs for ImageQuery 
look naive in retrospect. Though the notion of interoperability still ap-
pears important, the functionality to allow searching across image data-
bases of different objects (each having different field names and con-
tents) is vastly more complex than the ImageQuery team anticipated 
(Besser & Snow, 1990; Besser, 1994b; Beauregard et al., 1994). The 
ImageQuery team was also naive in dealing with the issue of scaling up. 
Though some thought was put into methods for decreasing storage cost 
and topologies which would limit the impact on a particular server or a 
particular segment of a network, very little thought was put into issues of 
how to handle queries that might retrieve thousands of initial hits. 
ImageQuery did provide for important functionality like visual browsing 
to narrow query sets (by clicking on the thumbnail images that the user 
wanted to save), but by itself this would not help the user whose initial 
query retrieved more than 100 hits. In retrospect, functions like relevancy 
feedback look critical to dealing with large image databases (see the sec-
tion on "Retrieval" under the heading "Where Do We Need to Go from 
Here?"). 

I M P O R T A N T R E C E N T P R O J E C T S A N D D E V E L O P M E N T S 

The landscape today is far different from that of a decade ago. A 
combination of technological developments and adventurous pioneer-
ing projects has paved the way for serious image database development. 
In recent years, there has been such a rapid explosion in image database 
projects and developments that any attempt to publish an article compil-
ing these would be outdated before it was printed. Here the author will 
just make brief mention of the most recent important developments; he 
sporadically maintains a more current list on the WorldWide Web (Besser, 
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1996d). 
Important issues facing image databases in the recent past have been 

outlined elsewhere (Besser, 1995a, 1995b, 1992, 1991a; Cawkell, 1993). 
Guides to building image databases in environments such as cultural re-
positories have begun to appear (Besser 8c Trant, 1995). A listserv is now 
devoted to image database issues (ImageLib Listserv), and the same group 
at the University of Arizona's Library also provides a clearinghouse of 
image database products (ImageLib Clearinghouse, 1995). An online im-
age database bibliography is also available (Besser, 1996c). 

Many hundreds (probably thousands) of collections are at least par-
tially accessible on the WorldWide Web. Photographic stock houses have 
begun digitizing their images, and there are now well over a dozen com-
mercial vendors with collections of over 100,000 digital images. New 
competitors (such as Bill Gates's Corbis, Kodak's KPX, and Picture Net-
work Inc's Seymour) are trying to market digital images to a wide variety of 
markets. 

The Museum Educational Site Licensing Project (MESL) has given 
us the first serious testbed for image databases in a multisite academic 
environment. Images from seven museums are being distributed and 
deployed on seven university campuses (Museum Educational Site Licens-
ing Project, 1996). This project is already helping to identify intellectual 
property issues (see Trant's paper in these Proceedings), standards and 
issues needed for image distribution (Besser 8c Stephenson, 1996), and 
the infrastructure and tools needed to deploy an image database in an 
environment with many users (Besser 8c Stephenson, 1996). This project 
will also help us understand what we will need in order to incorporate 
the use of image databases into the instructional environment. 

The Computerized Interchange of Museum Information (CIMI) 
project is designed to define interchange issues for the museum environ-
ment (CIMI, 1996). Most of the work thus far has taken unstructured 
and database-generated textual information, that in some way relates to 
museum objects, and inserted SGML tags into this text so that it con-
forms to the structured text standard developed by the project team. 
CIMI's work is likely to provide keen insight into interchange issues in-
volving images and accompanying text. 

W H E R E D O W E N E E D T O G O F R O M H E R E ? 

A number of impediments to the widespread deployment of image 
databases still remain. Some of these will be solved whether or not the 
library and information science (LIS) communities1 choose to partici-
pate, while others can only be solved by the LIS communities. 

Impediments due to the limitations of storage capacity and cost, band-
width, client-server functionality, and scanner capabilities will be solved 
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without LIS participation. Storage capacity will continue to increase, 
storage costs will fall, network speeds will accelerate, and client-server 
functionality will continue to grow. Scanner throughput and reliability 
will increase, image capture quality (in terms of resolution, bit-depth, 
and fidelity) will improve, and scanner software will develop even better 
user interfaces and increased interoperability with image processing and 
other software. The driving forces behind these changes are a constitu-
ent market that is so large that the LIS community probably couldn't 
have much of an impact even if it tried to. 

The LIS community needs to focus attention where it can play a criti-
cal role. One such key area is around issues of image longevity. The LIS 
community has begun to identify issues of long-term preservation and 
access to digital information in general. The author has participated in a 
task force on digital preservation issues co-sponsored by the Commission 
on Preservation and Access and the Research Libraries Group. This task 
force has put forward the notion of data migration as far superior to data 
refreshing and has made a variety of recommendations to assure long-
term preservation and access of materials in digital form. These include 
the creation of certified storehouses for cultural heritage materials, de-
velopment of metadata standards, and development of migration strate-
gies (Waters et al., 1996). 

The LIS community also needs to work on ensuring integrity and 
authenticity of digital information. The widespread use of image pro-
cessing tools has led to widespread dissemination of "altered" images, 
particularly over the WorldWide Web. Our community needs to find ways 
to assure users that an image is truly what it purports to be. This is an 
area where it might be most promising to intervene in industry discus-
sions about security and control over access to digital information. Secu-
rity tools like digital signatures, encapsulation, and cryptography might 
also be adapted to ensure integrity and authenticity. Because publishers 
and technologists are currently experimenting and developing standards 
for security, it is critical that the LIS community becomes immediately 
involved in shaping these standards so that the standards adopted do not 
preclude extensions which will ensure integrity and authenticity. 

Developing Standards for Images 
The LIS community must also be deeply involved in development of 

metadata2 standards for digital images. In March 1995, this author joined 
a group of other librarians and computer professionals at a meeting that 
began to define a core set of metadata elements for digital objects in 
general. Over the past year, significant work has been done on this Dublin 
Core (Weibel & Miller, 1996), and, a week after this Data Processing Clinic, 
a second meeting will be held in Warwick, England, to further identify 
and define metadata elements essential for networked digital information 
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(United Kingdom..., 1996). Building on this metadata work, the Coali-
tion for Networked Information and OCLC will sponsor a meeting in 
September 1996 to identify metadata elements specifically relevant to 
images (for a report of the meeting, see Weibel & Miller, 1997). 

Metadata standards for digital images are critical. Current practices 
for image header information are sufficient to provide most of today's 
applications with enough information (about file format and compres-
sion) to successfully view the image, but it is doubtful that these will be 
sufficient to view these images a decade from now (let alone view them a 
century later). Today it is difficult for applications to recognize or view 
documents created with the most widely used word processing program 
of a decade ago (Wordstar). We must take the steps necessary to ensure 
that digital images produced today will be viewable well into the future, 
and a key step in making that happen is the provision of adequate 
metadata. 

The first set of metadata we need to define is technical imaging infor-
mation. This is the information that applications will need in order to 
open the image and view it appropriately. For this we will need to in-
clude basic information about the image (dimensions and dynamic range), 
the scheme used to encode the image (file formats such as TIFF, GIF, 
JFIF, SPIFF, PICT, PCD, Photoshop, EPS, CGM, TGA, etc.), and the method 
used to compress it (JPEG, LZW, Quicktime, etc.). We will also need to 
note information about color, including the color lookup table and color 
metric (such as RGB or CMYK). 

A second area for which we need to develop metadata standards is 
information about the capture process. We need to store information 
about what was scanned (a slide, a transparency, a photographic print, an 
original object), some type of scale to relate the size of the scanned im-
age to the dimensions of the original object and/or the item scanned, 
and the type of light source (full spectrum or infrared). For quality con-
trol and accurate viewing, processing information (such as scanner make 
and model, date of scan, scanning personnel, audit trail of cropping and 
color adjustments, etc.) is likely to prove helpful. 3 When color manage-
ment systems improve their handling of onscreen display, having infor-
mation about the model of scanner used to create an image will be criti-
cal in order to view that image with appropriate color correction. 

We also need to consider information about the quality and veracity 
of the image. Who was responsible for scanning (for certain purposes, 
we might need to distinguish between an image scanned by the Metro-
politan Museum of Art and an image of the same object scanned by a 
teenager on her home scanner)? What source image was scanned (the 
original, a high quality transparency, or a page out of an art book)? It 
would also be useful to be able to recursively track the source of the im-
age. Our communities have not yet reached a consensus on whether 
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digital copies are equivalent to other digital copies, particularly if they 
differ in compression scheme, file format, resolution or bit-depth, or if 
one is a close-up derived from a portion of the other. We have just begun 
to identify the issues in image equivalency (Besser & Weise, 1995) and 
need to come to common agreement on vocabulary with which to discuss 
this (such as versions and editions). This kind of identification is also 
critical for us to be able to enter a new stage of networked information 
where we begin to identify digital information as distinct works (which 
may reside in multiple locations in the same or different versions) rather 
than the (very dangerous) current situation where we identify networked 
information as a particular location in the form of a URL. Separating a 
work from its location (though URNs and URCs) will be a critical devel-
opment for networked access to information in the next few years. 

Another critical factor involving veracity is to develop ways of assur-
ing that the image is indeed what the metadata contends that it is. Today 
many images on the World Wide Web purport to be what they are not 
(Besser, 1996a). As mentioned earlier, systems for data encryption, en-
capsulation, and digital signatures need to be adapted so that they can 
help assure authenticity and veracity of images. 

The final area that will be important is information about rights and 
reproduction of the image. It would be advantageous for metadata to 
note basic information such as use restrictions related to viewing, print-
ing, reproducing, etc. Contact information for the rights holder should 
also be included. Some of this information should be stored where it 
cannot be separated from the image (i.e., in the header or footer), while 
some of the information should be stored where it can easily be accessed 
by a retrieval program (i.e., in an external database). Because each de-
rivative of an image inherits rights restrictions from its parent but may 
also convey certain rights to the derivative creator, the rights metadata 
for a given image might be complex (including a separate set of restric-
tions on the original, a photographic copy, and a scan of that photographic 
copy). 

Much work still needs to be done in refining each of these areas of 
image standards. The constituent communities (LIS, commercial imag-
ing, networked information) need to come to some common agreement 
about these standards. They need to agree on what types of information 
must be placed in the image header (where it is less likely to become 
disassociated with the image), what types of information should be placed 
in an accompanying text record, and what information should be dupli-
cated in both. For each piece of this metadata, these communities must 
identify a field in which to house it and define a set of controlled vocabu-
lary or rules for filling in that field. Wherever possible, these communi-
ties should adapt existing standards to incorporate the needs of images. 
In some areas, we will have to work with other bodies to make sure the 
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standards they adopt will incorporate our needs, and in other areas we 
will have to set the standards ourselves. And in many cases we will have to 
follow the standard-adoption cycle with a strong public relations cam-
paign in order to convince application vendors to implement the stan-
dard we adopt. 

Image Quality 
Because we are still constrained by the technological limitations of 

storage and bandwidth, we clearly have to separate the issue of the qual-
ity of image we capture and save versus the quality of image we choose to 
deliver today. It is certainly possible (and perhaps preferable) to capture 
an image at a higher quality than we can afford to deliver, and derive a 
lower-quality image that we will deliver today. Then, as our technological 
capabilities improve, we can go back to those stored images and derive 
better-quality ones (without having to repeat the more costly step of im-
age capture). 

We still know very little about image quality needs. In the area of 
cultural heritage, there has only been one set of serious studies examin-
ing the quality of image we need to provide to users (Ester, 1990, 1994). 
This set of studies (by the Getty Art History Information Program [AHIP]) 
had a small population, studied a small set of images, and did not exam-
ine the effects of compression. But the methodology of this set of studies 
(identification of the points at which users could not discern differences 
in image quality, plotting these on discernability/cost axis, and suggest-
ing that delivery systems should choose the quality at the beginning of 
the various flat points on the curve) is very sound and should prove use-
ful for further studies. 

We must be careful not to let the perceptions of our current users 
affect our long-term custodianship over digital images. We know that 
users' perception of image quality changes over time and is shaped by 
the quality of the images they see in their daily lives. In the early 1950s, a 
grainy 6-bit image on a screen would have looked excellent to a viewer 
accustomed to black and white television. A decade ago, 8-bit images 
were really impressive; today they look inferior to people who have 24-bit 
display capabilities. If high-definition television (HDTV) comes into wide-
spread use, the average person's idea of what constitutes a quality image 
will again change significantly. 

It is perhaps more relevant to seriously explore the use that is made 
of images in particular domains. In some domains, it will be important 
for digital images to preserve some of the artifactual nature of the object 
(such as the paper grain on a manuscript page), while in other domains 
it will only be important to preserve the information content of the ob-
ject (such as the words on a page). We need a better understanding of 
these differences. 
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We need many more studies like those done at the Getty Art History 
Information Program, stratified by user type (undergraduate student, fac-
ulty researcher, curator, research scientist), domain (art history, archeol-
ogy, coronary medicine, astronomy), and type of object represented by 
the image (painting, pottery, X-ray). This will give us some guidance as 
to the level of image quality we need to deliver to current users. And we 
need to use what we learn from such studies to distinguish among differ-
ent classes of purposes for image digitization (preservation, scholarly re-
search, consumer access, etc.). 

Retrieval 

Because most collections of images have very little textual informa-
tion already accompanying them, our traditional means of retrieval can-
not easily be applied to images (Besser & Snow, 1990). Museums, which 
collectively house one of the largest bodies of images that do have accom-
panying text, often assign terms to an image which are not at all helpful 
to the average layperson. Vocabulary for scientists, art historians, and 
doctors appears foreign to the average user searching for images. 

Few collections anywhere in the world provide item-level access to 
images using terminology that is useful to the average person or to any-
one outside the very narrow domain for which access was designed. While 
most collections wish to expand their usefulness to other "markets," very 
few will be able to afford the cost of assigning terms to each individual 
image within their collections. Two methods for dealing with this appear 
to hold promise: user-assigned terminology and content-based retrieval. 

If we can develop systems for user-assigned terminology, collection 
managers can rely upon users to assign terms or keywords to individual 
images. Under such a system, when a user finds an image, the system 
would ask them what words they might have used to search for this im-
age. Those words are then entered into the retrieval system, and subse-
quent users searching on these words will find the image. As the number 
of people using such a system grows, so do the number of access points 
for many of the images. 

It is essential that such systems allow searches against officially-as-
signed terms both independently of user-contributed terms and in con-
junction with them. We can expect two types of searches: one that only 
looks at terms assigned by catalogers, and the other that looks at both 
cataloger-assigned terms and at user-assigned terms.4 Systems like this 
will also be able to serve as aids to catalogers. One can envision a system 
where periodically user-contributed terms will be "upgraded" to officially 
assigned terms by a cataloger (and will then be retrievable by both meth-
ods). 

As systems like this grow, future users may want to limit their searches 
to terms assigned by people who they trust (perhaps because they come 
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from the same field, or because they assign terms more reliably). So 
these systems will likely develop both a searchable "ownership" feature 
for each term assigned and a "confidence level" that a user can set which 
applies to a group of owners. Design of systems like this will also have to 
be sensitive to the privacy of term contributors. Users setting confidence 
levels for term-assigners may locate these people through basic profiles 
of their subject expertise and position (but not name), or they may locate 
them by finding correlations between other term-assigners and how the 
user him/herself assigns terms to other images (as incorporated in cur-
rent systems such as Firefly). 

User-assigned terms are likely to be part of a broader trend that will 
affect collection access. As resources for cataloging diminish while digi-
tally based material becomes more available, collection managers will 
begin to rely more heavily upon input from their users. Recently, a pro-
fessor at the University of Virginia5 has been contributing information to 
the Fowler Museum in Los Angeles about the objects pictured in the digi-
tal image he is using through the Museum Educational Site Licensing 
Project. We will have to develop feedback mechanisms to channel infor-
mation from scholars back into the collections and collection records. 

In the past, we have maintained that image-browsing functions will 
help overcome some of the problems associated with the paucity of asso-
ciated text (Besser, 1990). But recent breakthroughs in content-based 
retrieval hold the promise of even more far-reaching effects. Content-
based retrieval systems such as Virage, UC Berkeley's Cypress (see discus-
sions of both systems in other papers in these Proceedings), and IBM's 
QBIC offer users the opportunity to ask the system to "find more images 
like this one." The two critical pieces to content-based retrieval are image 
extraction (the system's capability of automatically finding colors, shapes, 
texture, or objects within an image) and relevance (the capability to re-
trieve images in a ranked order in relation to attributes identified [usu-
ally as part of the extraction process]). 

Currently, some content-based retrieval systems are extending rel-
evance feedback functions to incorporate existing text records in addi-
tion to image features, and this will prove to be a very powerful tool for 
image retrieval. In the coming years, these systems will also need to adapt 
their measures of similarity to work differently for various user popula-
tions (e.g., the meaning of similarity in color or texture may be different 
for a graphic designer than for an art historian). 

Other Issues 

In the future, we can expect the emergence of new types of user in-
terfaces. Virtual reality techniques will provide new ways of seeing and 
navigating through a body of information and provide us with new meta-
phors for relating to that information. 
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Another key issue will be the development of analytical tools to view, 
recombine, and manipulate images. As was explained in the earlier sec-
tion on ImageQuery, software and learning materials to manipulate im-
ages are critical parts in building a Scholar's Workstation. Tools like Mark 
Handel's (1996) CLens (which lets a user move a digital magnifying glass 
over an image and move through different registered images [such as 
infrared or radiograph versions]) and Christie Stephenson and Lara 
Ashmore's (1996) templates (to help instructors create instructional ex-
ercises using images) are critical parts in making image databases useful 
as more than mere retrieval tools. 

A final critical issue is that of scalability. No one has yet built a very 
large highly used image database. Though we can identify key issues that 
we know will cause problems (such as how to handle queries that retrieve 
thousands of hits, or how to migrate images between primary, secondary, 
and tertiary storage), we really don't know how various architectures and 
functions will scale up. 

C O N C L U S I O N 

From reviewing the past, it should be clear that what seem like insur-
mountable technological impediments can disappear in just a decade. 
From this we should learn not to let current impediments distract us from 
seriously moving toward the implementation of image databases for the 
future. Thinking about how today's impediments might be viewed a de-
cade from now might help us move toward that future without being 
saddled with the limitations imposed by today's technologies. 

This paper has outlined some immediate steps that must be taken in 
order to move forward. We must move from constructing a collection of 
discrete images to building a library of material that inter-relates and 
inter-operates. The digital library of the future will not simply be a col-
lection of discrete objects but will also provide the tools for analyzing, 
combining, and repurposing the objects. Digital objects housed in a li-
brary will become the raw material used to shape still newer information 
objects. Builders of image databases must develop a broad vision that 
goes beyond merely capturing and storing a discrete set of digital images. 
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N O T E S 

1 For the purpose of this discussion, what we call the "LIS community" consists of a number 
of different traditional communities: library, information science, cultural heritage, and 
the general academic communities. 

o 
Metadata are "data about data." A cataloging record and a bibliographic citation are 
both metadata for a book. 3 
At some point in the future, a repository may discover that a particular scanning staff 
member was color blind to orange or that a scanning device lost its blue sensitivity. This 
information will help identify (and possibly even restore) problem images. 

4 This is similar to many OPACs today which permit subject searches against cataloger-
assigned subject terms but also allow keyword searches which run against words in a 
number of fields (including Subject). 
Benjamin C. Ray of the Religious Studies department. The Fowler Museum does not 
currently have a curator to cover this domain, and in some ways Ray is effectively acting 
as a remote curator for them. 
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Exploring New Models for 
Administering Intellectual Property: 
The Museum Educational Site Licensing Project 

Research and teaching in the university would benefit if high-quality 
museum images and associated information could be made available 
over campus networks for educational purposes. For this to be possible, 
however, museums and educational institutions need to define a com-
mon framework for information collection, distribution, and use, that 
respects intellectual property rights. The Museum Educational Site Li-
censing (MESL) Project has brought museums and universities together 
to explore these administratvie, legal, and technical issues. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The museum and educational communities have seen the potential 
for digital imaging and network technologies to make cultural heritage 
information more broadly accessible. However, the integration of mu-
seum digital content into higher education has been hampered by a lack 
of progress on the definition and administration of intellectual property 
rights. By their nature, imaging systems require a complex balancing of 
the interests of numerous rights holders in protecting their intellectual 
property and the desires of image users to use images in their studies, 
teaching, and research. A common understanding of rights, permissions, 
and restrictions and a shared framework for administering rights reflect-
ing broadly accepted terms and conditions for the use of materials would 
ease the burden of honoring intellectual property rights and enable the 
educational use of digital materials. 

The Museum Educational Site Licensing Project (MESL) brings rep-
resentative U.S. museums, colleges, and universities together to explore 
these issues. Their goal is to define the terms and conditions for educa-
tional use of museums' digital images and information on campus-wide 
networks. During this two-year experiment (launched in 1995 by the 
Getty Art History Information Program {now the Getty Information Insti-
tute] in conjunction with MUSE Educational Media), a select group of 
educational and collecting institutions are collaborating in good faith to 
study the capture, distribution, and educational use of digital images and 
their associated texts. 
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The partners in the MESL project are developing and testing admin-
istrative, technical, and legal mechanisms that could eventually make it 
possible to deliver large quantities of high-quality museum images and 
information to all educational institutions. Participants are drafting a 
model site licensing agreement, exploring models for the collective ad-
ministration of intellectual property rights, and studying the economics 
of image creation and network distribution. The project has also pro-
vided a vehicle for exploring and promoting the educational benefits of 
digital access to museum collections through campus networks. 

This discussion reports on the first eighteen months of activity in the 
MESL project (January 1995-June 1996) offering both some preliminary 
impressions of the participants' experiences to date and an assessment of 
the issues the project faces in its second year of activity. 

I N T E L L E C T U A L P R O P E R T Y R I G H T S I N D I G I T A L I M A G E S 

Uncertainty regarding intellectual property rights has been a barrier 
in the creation of networked information resources for some time.1 This 
problem is exacerbated when visual resources are concerned for a num-
ber of reasons. First, the rights in digital images are often multilayered 
and complex. Simply determining who holds the rights in a particular 
work is often difficult. This problem is exacerbated when the digitization 
of existing visual resource collections is contemplated, because these col-
lections have been constructed over time and often lack detailed infor-
mation about the sources of images. Second, existing rights administra-
tion systems are inefficient at best. We are without a comprehensive ser-
vice that offers rights to museum images. As a result, a disproportionate 
amount of time and effort is expended in the information location and 
rights-negotiation process. Third, the legal framework has yet to respond 
to the changes in technology. A solution to these conundrums is unlikely 
to come from the legislative arena, as the law is by nature responsive and 
conservative; a consensus on these issues, which is satisfactory to lawmak-
ers and lobby groups alike, is unlikely to emerge in the short term. 

W H I C H I M A G E ? W H O S E R I G H T S ? 

Basic picture research has always been one of the primary research 
challenges in disciplines that depend on the visual as a primary informa-
tion source. Simply locating works of art that may have passed from pri-
vate collection to private collection or are held, but uncataloged, in a 
public collection is a specialist task, requiring much ingenuity and not a 
small amount of serendipity or sometimes blind luck. Much specialist 
knowledge is required to negotiate the vast number of information sources 
to identify the particular images that are relevant to a specific line of 
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inquiry. A large proportion of research is based on the construction of 
the corpus of a particular creator—the catalogue raisonnée. There is still 
no union catalog or finding aid which indexes available images. Much 
picture research involves separately contacting numerous institutional col-
lections and requires much expert knowledge to identify appropriate vi-
sual resources. Many sources go unnoticed, and a disproportionate 
amount of time and effort is expended in this information location stage. 

Once an image has been found, gaining the rights to use it in a pub-
lication or multimedia project is an equally complex task. Much of the 
confusion regarding intellectual property rights in visual images arises 
from the many ways that they are created and the many sources for im-
ages in educational institutions' collections.2 Digitizing and using digital 
images for educational purposes requires an analysis of all the rights con-
nected with each image. Determining the rights inherent in an image 
requires an understanding of the source of the image, the content por-
trayed, and the nature of the image (whether it is an original visual image 
or a reproduction). 

Visual images can be original works themselves, they can be repro-
ductions of other copyrighted works or, if a reproduction includes origi-
nal elements, they can be both. Often a digital image is many "genera-
tions" removed from the original work that it reproduces. For example, 
a digital image may have been scanned from a slide, that was copied from 
a published book, that printed a photographic transparency, that repro-
duced an original work of art. Each stage of reproduction in this chain 
may involve an additional layer of rights. The rights in each of these 
images may be held by different rightsholders; obtaining rights to one 
does not automatically grant rights to use another. Existing visual re-
source collections are comprised of many types of images, each with par-
ticular rights or layers of associated rights. Digitizing such a collection 
requires a commitment to the identification of rightsholders and the 
negotiation of rights to convert an image into digital form. 

Figure 1 offers a schematized (and simplified) representation of the 
sources for digital images. 

An original visual image can be defined as a work of art or an original 
work of authorship (or part of a work) fixed in a visual medium. Original 
visual images may be in digital or analog form. Examples of original vi-
sual images include graphic, photographic, sculptural, and architectural 
works as well as stills from motion pictures or other audiovisual works. 
The rights in an original visual image are defined in Section 106 of the 
U.S. Copyright Act as the right to reproduce the work, to prepare deriva-
tive works based on it, to distribute copies of the work, to perform the 
work, and to display it in public.3 

A reproduction can be defined as a copy, in digital or analog form, of 
an original visual image. The most common forms of reproductions are 
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photographic, including for example, prints, 35 mm slides, and color 
transparencies. If a reproduction is legally made (i.e., with the permis-
sion of the rightsholder in the original work) and includes copyrightable 
elements, it can be eligible for its own copyright protection, which must 
be considered in addition to the rights inherent in the original visual 
image.4 The original visual image shown in a reproduction is often re-
ferred to as the "underlying work." Many digital images reproduce other 
works. Digital images can be reproductions of either original visual im-
ages—e.g., when an original work is scanned directly—or of other repro-
ductions—e.g., when a scan is made from a transparency reproducing a 
work of art. 

A published reproduction is a reproduction of an original visual image 
appearing in a publication. Examples of published reproductions in-
clude a plate in an exhibition catalog that reproduces a work of art or a 
digital image appearing on a CD-ROM. Separate copyrights may exist in 
the publication, the reproduction, and the original visual image. 

In some cases, such as copystand photography, a published repro-
duction may have been further reproduced, creating a copy of a published 
reproduction. As these types of copies are often mechanical in nature, they 
may not be copyrightable in themselves. However, rights in the original 
visual image, the reproduction, and the publication must still be consid-
ered. 

Digital Image 
[scanned/ 
copied ] 

[scanned/ 
copied] 

Original Work 
[photographed/ 
scanned] 

t 
Reproduction 

• [published] 

Published 
Reproduction 

i [photographed/ 
scanned] 

of Published 
Reproduction 

Thumbnail [ scanned/ 
Image copied ] 

Figure 1. A schematicized representation of the sources of the digital image 
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In this example, a digital image is a single still image stored in binary 
code—i.e., bits and bytes. Examples of digital images include bit-mapped 
images (encoded as a series of bits and bytes each representing a particu-
lar pixel or part of the image) and vector graphics (encoded as equations 
and/or algorithms representing lines and curves). A digital image can 
be an original visual image, a reproduction, a published reproduction, 
or a copy of a published reproduction; determining in what manner a 
digital image was created will determine the rights associated with it. 

A thumbnail image is a small-scale reproduction of a digital image, 
often used in an online catalog or image browsing display to enable iden-
tification of an original visual image. Thumbnail images are of low reso-
lution and quality (often averaging between 100 x 100 to 256 x 256 pix-
els) and are considered to be of limited commercial or reproductive value. 
While there are still rights associated with thumbnail images, they are 
often distributed more freely than higher quality images as a visual refer-
ence to the original work and as a marketing tool. 

Visual resource collections in educational institutions often number 
tens of thousands of images, generally photographic slides, which may be 
original visual images, reproductions, published reproductions, or cop-
ies of published reproductions. The images in visual resource collec-
tions have been acquired from a wide variety of sources—i.e., by pur-
chase, donation, or through copy-photography or original photography. 
Collections have been built over an extended period of time, and it is 
often impossible to trace the sources of images acquired by purchase in 
the past or to identify if a work is indeed still available in order to negoti-
ate rights. This complexity makes the conversion of existing visual re-
source collections into digital form problematic. 

Even if it is possible to identify who holds the intellectual property 
rights to an image, locating that rightsholder may be a very difficult task 
and negotiating the rights an arduous process. Within museums, rights 
administration procedures are now based on a print model of publica-
tion and distribution and are focused on the single image. Each image 
often requires a separate request with its own forms and permissions to 
negotiate. Museums are without a single fee scale, and the fees that are 
charged are also based on the print model. What may have seemed rea-
sonable for a high quality art book containing at the most fifty images 
seems unreasonable for a multimedia publication containing ten times 
that many images.5 In addition, each museum has defined its own terms 
and conditions under which an image can be used. As a result, a content 
user has to negotiate (and renegotiate) with many separate institutions in 
order to build up an archive of usable content. This redundancy adds a 
level of overhead to the rights acquisition process which impedes the use 
of large numbers of images and may serve as a deterrent to the negotia-
tion of rights to use images.6 
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D I G I T I Z A T I O N O F C O L L E C T I O N S 

These restrictive forces are in clear opposition to an increased de-
mand for multimedia content in the educational community. Experi-
ments in using new technologies are maturing to become new tools for 
providing increased access to research resources. Where in the past, for 
example, undergraduate art history students were unable to use institu-
tional slide libraries for review after class, collections of digital images 
made available online enable consultation both on- and off-site at a time 
convenient to the student. 

The creation of digital image collections in a systematic and uniform 
way offers a real benefit to the educational and research community, en-
abling the creation of teaching resources to support the curriculum and 
providing a source of quality content to support the integration of new 
technology into teaching and research. However, the digital conversion 
of existing slide collections is not necessarily an ideal solution. Slides 
may be of uncertain age or many generations removed from the original 
work and therefore of limited quality. Rights in the original visual im-
ages and their reproductions may be uncertain and their use restricted. 
In addition, documentation may be incomplete. The ability to acquire 
quality digital images from a reliable source, accompanied by authorita-
tive textual descriptions, would be of significant value to the educational 
community. 

M U S E U M / U N I V E R S I T Y C O L L A B O R A T I O N 

The Museum Educational Site Licensing (MESL) Project was estab-
lished to respond to the need for educational access to high quality rights-
cleared museum images and accompanying texts. The project brings 
museums (as information providers) and universities (as information us-
ers) together to define the terms and conditions for the educational use 
of digital resources drawn from museum collections. It is exploring an 
alternative method for distributing digital content drawn from museum 
collections to the educational market. 

Museums are in a position to offer the educational community a qual-
ity information package of text and image—in effect a multimedia de-
scription and analysis of the works of art in their collections. Under ap-
propriate licensing terms, it would be possible to make this depth of knowl-
edge about museum collections available for research and teaching. What 
is required is a contractual arrangement under which museums could 
supply content to educational institutions at predictable terms and for a 
reasonable cost. 

Bringing the information providers and the information users to-
gether to prototype a licensing agreement also offers a means to address 
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the uncertainty of the legal framework. Rather than having to rely on the 
courts to define the application of old laws to new technology, both par-
ties can negotiate a mutually beneficial licensing agreement. The terms 
and conditions for this license are being established through experimen-
tation, entered into in a good-faith spirit of cooperation, and that will 
result in a contractual agreement that meets the needs of both sides. 

Museums and universities have been ideal partners in this experi-
ment. In addition to the obvious attraction—i.e., that museums have 
content that universities want—there are other factors that have contrib-
uted to the success of the MESL experiment. Both share a common cul-
ture of teaching and learning. This common focus has enabled the defi-
nition of licensing terms that enable a full range of educational uses. In 
addition, museums and universities are both information users and in-
formation providers. Museums often engage in research that requires 
the consultation and use of images in other collections; universities hold 
collections of unique materials in their libraries' special collections and 
in campus museums. This duality has enabled the negotiation process, as 
participants have been able to see issues from both sides. 

The participants in the MESL project were selected in a competitive 
call for participation issued in the fall of 1994. Fourteen participating 
institutions7 (seven universities, and seven museums or collecting institu-
tions) were chosen to represent a broad range of sizes and governance 
structures. Technological experience was also highly ranked, as it was 
seen as an essential precondition for full project participation. Each in-
stitution has fielded an interdisciplinary project team: museum teams in-
clude members from the curatorial, registration, photo services, and ad-
ministration departments along with the museum library and research 
centers; university teams include faculty, instructional technology, library, 
and campus computing and administration representatives.8 The project 
is managed by the Getty Art History Information Program and advised by 
a management committee.9 

Between January 1995 and June 1997, MESL participants will focus 
their attention on defining the terms and conditions for the educational 
use of museum digital content and exploring appropriate technical and 
administrative mechanisms for enabling the distribution of high quality 
information. This will require the balancing of the requirements of rights 
holders and rights users and addressing a number of technological and 
pedagogical challenges. 

N E E D S O F R I G H T S H O L D E R S A N D R I G H T S U S E R S 

As information providers and rights holders, museums' paramount 
concern is maintaining the integrity of the original works of art that they 
preserve and interpret in trust. A distribution system must, therefore, 
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ensure the accuracy of the information distributed and provide adequate 
protection from alteration or unauthorized copying. It must also acknowl-
edge both the artist and the collection and offer some sort of remunera-
tion for the intellectual property created by the museum. 

As information users, universities require easy access to a large body 
of high quality material from a central or coordinated source. Materials 
should be predictably high quality and available under a reasonable fee 
structure, according to common terms and conditions, regardless of 
source. High administrative overheads and processing costs should be 
avoided, and the materials licensed should be of uniform quality. 

A D M I N I S T E R I N G I N T E L L E C T U A L P R O P E R T Y R I G H T S 

An effective and efficient system of administering intellectual prop-
erty rights is key to the development of educational use of museum digi-
tal content. Establishing such a system depends on the definition of a set 
of standard terms and conditions for the use of quantities of material, the 
development of equitable pricing models, and the creation of a frame-
work within which it is possible to negotiate rights efficiently. 

Traditionally, rights are assigned by holding individuals or institu-
tions for the specific use of a particular work.10 This kind of licensing, 
focused on the individual item, is difficult to adapt to the in-depth re-
search requirements of higher education, where access to a broad range 
of material is essential and depth of content may be as critical as access to 
a particular work. MESL is exploring a model whereby museums offer 
collections of material to universities under a single site license. A range of 
digital images and information from museum collections is made avail-
able under the same terms for use by all members of a campus commu-
nity. 

Many pricing structures and systems being developed to support digi-
tal commerce are premised on a "pay-per-bit" or "pay-per-view model." 
This type of transaction-based pricing did not fit well with the educational 
goals of the MESL project. It was feared that per-use charges would in-
hibit access and discourage the exploration of a new kind of information. 
In addition, participants did not have the monitoring systems in place 
that would be required to gather individual usage statistics. Finally, as we 
were introducing a new resource to the campus community, it seemed 
impossible to predict usage levels and therefore derive realistic pricing 
models.11 The pricing model that MESL is exploring is based on a sub-
scription—a predictable fee paid for unlimited use of a defined informa-
tion set. 

There are a number of models for the administration of license terms 
and fees, each with its own pros and cons. These can be characterized as: 
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1. The rights holder's collective model. A collective body acts for rights 
holders and represents their interests to copyright users. Often a stan-
dard set of terms and conditions with a single fee scale is applied, 
regardless of the information supplier or user. Examples of this type 
of organization include the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) that 
acts for publishers, and the American Society of Media Photographers 
(ASMP) that represents photographers. 

2. The brokerage model. A third party administers rights for a fee, which 
is often charged as a percentage of the license fee negotiated for the 
use of intellectual property. The terms of each transaction may vary. 
Examples include Picture Network International (PNI) or the Kodak 
Picture Exchange (KPX). 

3. The rights reseller model. A third party acquires rights and then re-
sells them, with or without consulting the original rights holder. Ex-
amples include Corbis Media and stock photo agencies. 

4. The consortium model. A membership organization, such as Research 
Libraries Group (RLG), agrees to exchange information for mutual 
benefit. 

5. The locator service model. Not truly a rights administering body, a 
locator service acts as a finding agency, passing requests through to 
rights holders, which define the terms and conditions of use and ne-
gotiate licenses individually. An example includes Academic Press's 
planned Image Directory (ID) service. 

Each of these administrative models has pros and cons, often trading sim-
plicity in administrative structure for flexibility in licensing terms. MESL 
participants are examining these models to see which would best serve 
the needs of museums and universities and best satisfy the requirements 
for integrated information location and intellectual property rights ac-
quisition services. Any organization founded on one of these models 
would also have to resolve the legal terms of the license agreement and 
the technical framework for information collection and distribution. 

MESL PROGRESS T O DATE 

The participants in MESL adopted an experimental methodology to 
explore the issues of licensing museum digital intellectual property for 
educational purposes. Over the course of the two-year project, the par-
ticipating collecting institutions agreed to make a significant number of 
images from their collections available for educational use on the cam-
pus networks of the participating educational institutions. This allowed 
the project participants to gain real experience with the technical issues 
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associated with the digital distribution of museum information and to 
develop a framework of use within which to define and test the terms of a 
model site-license agreement. 

L I C E N S I N G A G R E E M E N T 

As a basis for their collaboration, all participating MESL institutions 
signed a cooperative agreement.12 This document outlined the goals of 
the experiment and defined the responsibilities of each participant. It 
also outlined the terms and conditions for the use of museum informa-
tion on campus networks—i.e., the first draft of the terms and conditions 
of a site license. 

MESL institutions desired to fashion terms that would enable the 
broadest possible use of museum digital intellectual property within the 
educational context, but which protected the investment museums have 
made in its creation. MESL information may be distributed over the 
campus network for educational use only, including research, teaching, 
and student projects. Any commercial use or redistribution beyond the 
bounds of the campus is not permitted. 

In the next year, the cooperative agreement will be rewritten as a set 
of model site-license terms.13 These will address the use of museum infor-
mation for educational purposes but will not define the legal framework 
for a licensing body or the technical framework for information collec-
tion and distribution.14 

I N F O R M A T I O N C O L L E C T I O N A N D D I S T R I B U T I O N 

Each MESL collecting institution agreed to make at least 1,000 im-
ages and associated information available to the educational participants 
over the course of the project. Images were supplied in as high a quality 
as the participating museum was comfortable releasing and in the file 
format they had available. Text was reformatted according to a project-
defined data dictionary.15 This information was collected by the Univer-
sity of Michigan, duplicated, and distributed to participating educational 
institutions.16 Each university then made its own decisions regarding de-
ployment of that data on its campus network. 

This strategy acknowledged the diverse nature of the technological 
infrastructures on each of the participating university campuses. By sepa-
rating the content from the deployment systems, it has been possible to 
leverage the investments already made on each of the campuses. This 
also acknowledges the heterogeneous nature of the participating 
insitutions and the difficulty of developing consensus on a common de-
ployment strategy at the outset of the project. 
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U S E O F M U S E U M I N F O R M A T I O N 

From its outset the MESL project has encouraged the broadest pos-
sible use of the information made available. As well as supporting teach-
ing and research in Humanities disciplines (including art history, history, 
anthropology, cultural and religious studies), museum information has 
been used in multimedia development, (including communications and 
interface design analysis), and information and computer science (in-
cluding research into image database access, image description, search 
and retrieval, and image processing). For example, in the first year of the 
project MESL images have also been used in joint studio and art history 
projects at the University of Maryland, a Religious Studies course at the 
University of Virginia, an Information Science course at the University of 
Michigan, a history of Photography course at the University of Illinois, an 
Art History course at American University, and the Art Humanities course 
required for all undergraduates at Columbia University. 

E V A L U A T I O N 

The second year of the MESL project will focus on evaluating and 
documenting the experience of making over 8000 museum images avail-
able on campus networks. This will include profiling the distribution sys-
tems developed on each of the campuses, assessing the interface choices 
and delivery options made in each MESL implementation, gathering sta-
tistics about use, conducting a study of the benefits of the availability of 
the information and working with faculty and students to assess the im-
pact of integrating new technologies into the curriculum. 

The distribution system will also be documented, and a report 
developed which offers recommendations regarding technical standards 
and requirements based on the MESL experience, and outlines areas for 
future exploration. The impact of the project on museum documenta-
tion procedures will also be studied, and requirements for information 
export from collections documentation systems defined. The Andrew W. 
Mellon Foundation has also funded a study of the economics of the dis-
tribution of visual information which will use the MESL project as a case 
study, and examine the costs and benefits of the introduction of new tech-
nologies to manage visual resource collections. 

These evaluative reports will provide a clear statement of the costs 
and benefits of introducing digital museum informaiton into the educa-
tional community. 

C O N C L U S I O N 

There are many potential benefits for research and teaching if high-
quality museum images and associated information can be made over 
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campus networks for educational purposes. For this to be possible, how-
ever, museums and educational institutions need to define a common 
framework for information collection, distribution and use. The MESL 
project has brought together museums and universities to explore the 
administrative, legal and technical issues underlying the development of 
a new model for the distribution of museum intellectual property for 
educational use. In the first eighteen months of the project, through the 
experimental distribution of over 8,000 museum images and associated 
information, MESL participants have demonstrated both the feasibility 
and the desirability of such an alliance. In the project's second year, this 
experience will be codified and reported, and the results shared. 

The success of the Museum Educational Site Licensing Project has 
been built upon the contributions and enthusiasm of its participants. 
Project teams have actively embraced the challenges that developing a 
new distribution model has placed on their technical infrastructures, re-
assessed conceptions of information distribution and licensing, and re-
designed curriculum to take advantage of new resources. As a result, the 
students in MESL institutions have had an unprecedented opportunity to 
explore, in depth, parts of the collections of significant U.S. museums. 
This glimpse of the potential for new technology to bring knowledge and 
appreciation of cultural heritage to a new generation whose interest is 
essential for its preservation, it is in itself justification for the struggle to 
redefine our methods of providing access to collection, and should pro-
vide sufficient motivation for both museums and universities to face the 
challenges of redefining their traditional approaches to the negotiation 
of intellectual property rights.17 

N O T E S 
1 The participants in the meeting which launched the Getty AHIP Imaging Initiative ur-

gently expressed this: "Imaging and copyright issues are on a collision course" states the 
report of their discussions (Initiative on Electronic Imaging and Information Standards, Meet-
ing Report, Getty Art History Information Program [AHIP] March 3-4, 1994). 
This section is based on discussions and draft texts of the Guidelines for the Fair Use of 
Visual Image Archives developed by the Image Archives, working group of the Committee 
on Fair Use (CONFU). I have been an active participant in these discussions and have 
drafted portions of that text. I would like to thank other participants in that process, 
particularly Mary Levering of the U.S. Copyright Office, for their contribution to my 
understanding of these issues. The rights defined for each of these image types are 
those which apply under U.S. law. While the issues are similar in other legal jurisdic-
tions, the legal framework and the nature of the rights assigned by copyright and other 
intellectual property legislation vary from country to country. Creating intellectual prop-
erty management frameworks that work in an international context is a significant chal-
lenge being addressed by projects such as IMPRIMATUR, an initiative of the Euorpoean 
Union, which has U.S. representation in the form of the Interactive Multimedia Associaion 

3 (IMA). 
In addition, the moral rights of the creator (as defined in Section 106A) must be consid-
ered. 4 
As of this writing, there has yet to be a determination as to whether the digitization 
process involves sufficient creativity to be a copyrightable work (as is the case with 
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reproductive lithography) or if it is mechanical in nature and without creativity (as is the 
case with photocopying) and therefore does not produce a protected work. Given the 
amount of skill involved in the creation of an accurate scan and the need for accuracy 
and fidelity in the process (color balancing, cropping, etc.), there is a strong argument, 
voiced by major suppliers of digital images including Corbis Media and Luna Imaging 
among others, that reproductive digital images are indeed copyrightable. 

5 When discussing the transaction costs for the identification and acquisition of intellec-
tual property rights, Joseph Lebersole estimates that "as much as ninety percent of the 
costs of a multimedia work may be allocated to these problems. Something will have to 
be done to keep new industries from strangling before they come even close to reaching 
their potential" (Joseph L. Ebersole, Protecting Intellectual Property Rights on the Information 
Superhighways, A Report for the Information Industry Association, March 1994, p. 84). 

6 This issue is explored in more depth by D. Bearman & J. Trant, Museums and intellectual 
property: Rethinking rights management for a digital world (Special issue: Copyright 
and fair use: The great image debate). Visual Resources, 12(3-4). 
Participating Museums: Fowler Museum of Cultural History at the University of Califor-
nia, Los Angeles; The George Eastman House, Rochester, NY; The Harvard University 
Art Museums, Cambridge, MA; The Library of Congress, Washington, DC; Museum of 
Fine Arts, Houston, TX; The National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC; The National 
Museum of American Art, Washington, DC. 
Participating Universities: American University, Washington, DC; Columbia University, 
New York; Cornell University, Ithaca, NY; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, IL; 
University of Maryland, College Park, MD; University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Dearborn, 
and Flint, MI; University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA. 

8 The configuration of each team varies, depending on local circumstances and interests. 
Full lists of project team members can be found on the MESL Ŵ WW site: http:// 
www.gii.getty.edu/mesl 

9 The MESL Management Committee is comprised of Maxwell Anderson, Art Gallery of 
Ontario and Information Technology liaison for the Association of Art Museum Direc-
tors; David Bearman, Archives and Museums Informatics; Howard Besser, University of 
California, Berkeley; and Clifford Lynch, University of California, Office of the Presi-
dent, and is chaired by Jennifer Trant, MESL Project Director. 

10 A good example of this kind of arrangement is the Sample License Agreements for CD-ROM 
Production distributed by the American Association of Museums. 

11 
Elsewhere I have also developed further philosophical arguments in favor of subscrip-
tion-based pricing rather than "pay-per-use." See J. Trant. (1995). The Getty AHIP Imag-
ing Initiative: A status report (presented at EVA 95 and reprinted in Archives and Museum 
Informatics, 9[3], specifically pp. 267-269). 

12 The text of the agreement is available on the MESL WWW site: http://www.gii.getty.edu/ 
mesl 13 
The agreement has already provided the basis for the collaboration of the members of 
the Art Museum Image Consortium (AMICO), an initiative of the Association of Art 
Museum Directors (AAMD) to provide collective licensing of works from member institu-
tions' collections. See http://www.amn.org 

14 Defining the administrative framework for a collective licensing body and the technical 
framework for information collection and distribution have fallen beyond the bounds of 
the current MESL project. In addition, technical specifications would be best dealt with 
as a schedule appended to the agreement, as this would provide the flexibility required 
to respond to changing circumstances. These issues were discussed in detail at the spring 
1996 MESL Participants' Meeting (report available on the MESL WWW site). 

15 Available on the MESL WWW site (see note 12). 
16 A full report of the issues raised in the first year of information collection and distribu-

tion has been prepared by Howard Besser and Christie Stephenson for presentation at 
the EVA Conference, London, July 1996. 

17 A full list of the courses taught during the project can be found on the MESL WŴ W site. 
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The Big Picture: Selection and Design Issues for 
Image Information Systems 

A digital image is just one visible part of an image information system. 
What takes place behind the screen in order to display that image is the 
focus of this discussion. Many factors influence the planning and de-
sign of an image information system including its purpose, types of im-
ages, users and use, desired functions and features, and equipment and 
software. Also to be considered are file conversion and preparations in 
case of disaster as well as many social and ethical issues in the use of the 
system. Relatively new techniques for access and retrieval by image con-
tent are being explored with some systems now available. While these new 
mathematically oriented computer-based systems might, in time, help to 
alleviate some costly human processing, text documentation will still be 
necessary to identify the image and to describe such elements as the his-
torical context or the social environment in which the image was created. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Electronic image information systems appear to have emerged from 
a period of infancy in the mid-1980s to reach active adolescence one de-
cade later, probably because they offer the promise of greater efficiency 
and lower cost, and because they give a greater richness of the informa-
tion within the image. Though imaging in early 1996 was listed as a $2.59 
billion industry (Haimila, 1996) and has become an everyday procedure 
in science, medicine, industry, business, museums, and government, there 
are still many opportunities for imaging to flourish in new directions. 
One of today's frontier areas is the access and retrieval of electronic im-
ages by their content—that is, by the shape, color, texture, pattern, etc.— 
within the image rather than by surrogates such as title, artist, or subject. 

The image, however, is only part of the picture. What takes place 
behind the scenes to produce that electronic image is what this article is 
about—i.e., the selection and design issues that go into building the in-
formation system that will access and retrieve digital images efficiently, 
clearly, and relevant to the search request while at the same time meeting 
the standards set for the system. Not included in this article is a discus-
sion of hardware, software, or vocabulary control except to indicate where 
they fit into the general system considerations or, as in the case of display, 
affect the quality of the image. 

What goes into the design of an information retrieval system is not 
new. Many of the principles that we learned in designing textual 
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information retrieval systems decades ago are still basic today to the suc-
cess of a project. A review of some of those principles appears in the 
following sections. Image information systems, however, do have require-
ments beyond those needed for text, and some of those will be discussed. 
Also see Lunin (1987) for comparisons of conventional and image data-
bases. In addition, several ethical and social issues having to do with the 
use of image information systems are described briefly. 

A B O U T I M A G E S 

When we are dealing with electronic images, we are handling a digi-
tal representation of an object whether that object is a photograph, paint-
ing, drawing, or page of text. Because the image is in digital form, we can 
manipulate it; enhance it; alter its original colors; reduce its size or en-
large it; and store, print, or send it over networks. To process and trans-
mit images methodically, we need a system. 

P L A N N I N G T H E I M A G E I N F O R M A T I O N SYSTEM 

Systems analysis is still a basic requirement in planning for an image 
information system (Lunin, 1990). Figure 1 lists some fundamental as-
pects. 

Overall 
Purpose 
Types and number of images 
Source 
Users: who, how many, types 
Use: when, how, what, where 
Applications 
Access 
Legal issues 
Types of software needed 
Who helps? 

Functions and Features 
Indexing/retrieval 
Performance criteria 

Storage 
Integration 
Scanners 
Network 
Costs 
Flexibility 
Standards 

Display 
Quality 
Service/support 

Imaging System Vendors 
File Conversion 
Preparation for Disaster 

Figure 1. Considerations in the design of an image information system 

Overall 
Purpose—Why do you or your organization want to have/use image 

information? What do you expect as the main benefits of installing the 
system—e.g., to use an image surrogate in order to protect the original 
images which may be old and rare? To make it possible for many people 
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to be able to access the image simultaneously? To have near instant ac-
cess to each image, thus saving the cost and time of searching a manual 
file, finding and removing what you want to use, then refiling it? Do you 
want to reduce storage space requirements (as in filing cabinets)? Is bet-
ter document security a consideration? 

Types of Images—What kind of images will be entered into the system? 
What is the size of the collection, current acquisitions, and anticipated 
items? Are the items in black and white or in color? And are they all one 
size or in various shapes, sizes, and forms? Are they in good condition or 
are they fragile, stained, bent, or torn? 

Source of the Images—Where does the image originate? Does it in-
clude information about copyright, permissions to use, and restrictions 
in use? 

Users—Who will use the images? How many people and how often? 
Will the images be used in-house or online? What levels of users do you 
anticipate: workers in the office, those in the field, visitors, novices, or 
experts? 

Use—How will people use the system and when—daily? around the 
clock? What will be the frequency of access? The expected speed of 
access? Will users want to print or download to another system or both? 
How many users might there be simultaneously? Will they want to browse? 
Will they want to view images in various sizes and levels of resolution? 
Will they want functions such as zoom, color change, or annotation? Besser 
and Trant (1995) discuss use in some detail. 

Applications—Will the system be set up for specific topics or for gen-
eral subjects in many domains? For example, in medicine, will users want 
images about a particular disease, such as arthritis, or will they want all 
topics as those in a national library of medicine or consumer health 
agency? 

Access—What categories of information or access points must be 
searchable? In addition to words in text, identification numbers, key-
words, and category, it is now possible in some prototype systems as well 
as a few on the market to retrieve by color, iconic shapes, and position of 
elements within the image. 

Legal Issues—Will the users have the right to print or download? As 
Besser (1995) has pointed out, it is necessary to build enforcement of 
those rules into the systems (more about legal issues appears later in this 
discussion in the section on social and ethical issues). 

Types of Software Needed—Among the software required are programs 
to integrate a text database, browse thumbnails, and view individual im-
ages in detail. And, as Besser and others have pointed out, the integra-
tion between text management and browsing tools is still in its infancy; 
presently, systems have to be glued together rather than linked seamlessly 
in a sophisticated text management system to high quality image browsers. 
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Who Helps ?—In building the system, consider what groups within your 
organization should be involved and at what point in the analysis and 
planning. Also, determine if you want to build your own system, lease 
one, or purchase. 

Functions and Features 
Indexing/Retrieval—It is necessary to determine the functions and fea-

tures desired for the system. For example, do you want full-text searching 
as well as image retrieval? If so, do you want the images and the text to be 
retrieved at the same time? Do you want to be able to annotate images as 
you view them? How do you want to index the images—via a thesaurus or 
other vocabulary control that you presently use or will you need to con-
struct a new vocabulary control? Do you wish to be able to search the 
content of the image without the use of such aids as keywords, descrip-
tors, identifying numbers, name, type of image, or title? 

In what format will the images be stored—in the record with text or 
separately? And what about the display—thumbnail, medium scale, full-
scale image, or all? And will you need them in black and white, gray 
scale, or full color? Will you want the image on the screen, in print, or 
moved to another digital form? And at what resolution? 

Performance Criteria—What performance criteria are the most impor-
tant to you? Landford (1991) has raised many of these issues. For ex-
ample, she asks what image scanning speed is wanted and at what image 
resolution? What average search speed and what display resolution and 
number of visible pixels are required? And what average image retrieval 
speed is needed? What image print speed is desired? What image com-
pression ratio is wanted and should it be lossy or lossless? 

Storage—What will be your document/image storage capacity and en-
vironment (CD-ROM, hard disk, juke box, client-server, etc.)? To a large 
extent, that depends upon the size of the collection and its integration 
with other databases in the organization. 

Integration—What amount of custom integration with other systems 
is desired? Should it be with your collection management system, online 
public access catalog, publishing system, and/or other business or ad-
ministrative systems (Besser, 1995)? Will you want to integrate with other 
technologies—micrographics? telecommunications? connectivity with 
other computer systems? (Lunin, 1990). 

Scanners—What kind of scanner will be used—desktop? flatbed? high 
volume? See Besser and Trant (1995) for a brief overview of image cap-
ture and of the selection of scanners. 

Network—What are the network requirements within the organiza-
tion or enterprise? What bandwidth is called for; what standards will be 
followed? As Besser and Trant (1995) have pointed out: "Because image 
files are so large, the construction of a networked image database is likely 
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to affect system resources significantly. Therefore, systems architecture 
and network topology become significant concerns" (p. 33). 

Costs—Must the system operate under some cost constraints and, if 
so, what are they? Image information systems can be costly and perhaps 
more than an organization can afford. Is it necessary for the system to 
pay for itself or can it be underwritten by other sources? 

What are the implementation costs? Can one use any hardware or 
software that is currently available? Can you assign staff to the project, 
either temporarily or on an ongoing basis? Row (1995) raises several is-
sues: what level of training, learning, and organizational change will the 
new system require? The cost of implementing the technology is fairly 
easy to estimate but often it is not the largest cost. Training, organiza-
tional change, and possible disruption can increase costs enormously. 
What is the estimate for the total costs of entry, including preparing the 
materials for scanning, checking the quality of the scans, refiling the origi-
nal material, indexing the image, and entering the new information into 
the system? 

Flexibility—-As for the systems that you are considering, are they flex-
ible? Can they be altered easily and adapted to changing needs? Because 
it is often impossible to know exactly what you will need until the system 
is up and running, it is often advisable to do a pilot project that includes 
all aspects. As Row advises, once installed, a malleable system can be 
modified to suit individual needs at a time when one really knows what is 
needed. 

Can the system be expanded to add new functions such as batch scan-
ning and full-text search and perhaps some activities you cannot now an-
ticipate? As technology evolves, can you incorporate innovations? Is the 
system scalable? Can you go from a few to many hundred workstations 
without an unbearable strain on the system that affects speed and capac-
ity? Will the current system tolerate migration to a system for the entire 
organization with support for a wide range of functions and computing 
platforms and different services? 

The foregoing questions are not new. With some exceptions that re-
late specifically to images, we have asked these kinds of questions in the 
creation of text information systems during the past thirty-five years or 
more. Yet, as noted by other papers delivered during this conference, in 
some ways images are far more challenging than text. 

Standards—In the last sentence in his article in Database, Besser (1995) 
states: "For a digital image database to be useful beyond a single short-
term project or beyond a narrow user base, the database must be con-
structed according to common standards in both technical and descrip-
tive areas" (p. 19). To ensure that data will be interchangeable among 
systems, national and international standards for image file formats and 
compression methods have been developed and maintained by industry 
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and other collaborative bodies. Sources for information about standards 
and methods for describing images are listed in Besser and Trant (1995). 

Display 

One of the most important aspects of an image information system is 
the display—it is the face of the system the user sees. Meadows (1995) 
lists eleven things to look for in an imaging display: Among these are: 

• image legibility; 
• color or gray scale; 
• size of display screen (at least 20 inches diagonal); 
• resolution of at least 1600 x 1200 pixels; 
• dot pitch of at least 0.28 mm; and 
• refresh rate of a minimum of 70 Hz. 

Meadows advises that one should not buy a display based on specifi-
cations alone. The product data sheets are useful but not good indicators 
of image quality. And, most important, he adds, is to try a product before 
you buy. Evaluate the display in your own work environment with your 
own applications and with the controller you will use. Choose a com-
plete display subsystem from a single source. "Display devices are cur-
rently the weakest link in the image quality chain" state Besser and Trant. 
Also, they note that: "Each model of display and printing device renders 
color slightly differently" (p. 30). 

Quality—Look closely at the image quality. Meadows (1995) discusses 
three factors that affect image quality that do not appear on data sheets. 
These factors are focus, convergence, and contrast. "[S]ee if the charac-
ters are crisp and if the black-to-white transitions are sharp." Look at the 
focus in all areas of the screen to make certain that the edge focus is as 
good as the center. Convergence is how the red, green and blue guns 
align to form pixels. "Bad convergence shows characters with red, green, 
or blue edges" which can be distracting" (p. 46). Contrast is important in 
viewing black and white documents. Because subtle differences become 
apparent only with extended use, Meadows recommends that, before pur-
chase, users should work several hours on different displays, choose their 
favorites, and then tell why. Young (1995a) also advises the purchaser to 
be prepared to spend more money on an imaging display than on a moni-
tor used for viewing word processing files because of the need for higher 
refresh rate, better resolution, and larger size. 

Service and Support—Find out about service and support and the 
company's commitment to their product before you buy. See if on-site 
servicing is available. Read the fine print and look for multiyear warran-
ties. This is very important because many companies today are merging 
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or going out of business. Meadows's (1995) advice: "Look for a display 
with a 50,000 to 70,000 hours demonstrated MTBF [mean time before 
failure]" (p. 46) and choose a dependable vendor who has a proven track 
record and financial strength to stay in the business for a long while. 

Imaging System Vendors 
If you are going to use vendors, Landford (1991, pp. 39-44) and oth-

ers offer general questions to use in talking with those vendors. For ex-
ample, ask the vendor to show you exactly how their company would 
handle your application. Find out how many installations they have. Ask 
on which computer systems their system runs and its compatibility with 
other systems. Learn what upgrade paths they provide. 

Determine whether the system is easy to use and to maintain. What 
does their price include? How long before you can have your system up 
and running? What happens if your system goes down? What kinds of 
support do they then provide? What resources does their company use 
for quality assurance? How many keys can you assign to the image and 
can you name the ones you want to use? And what about the reliability of 
the system? 

Landford also suggests talking to organizations using the system. Ask 
the people there: If you could make the decision over again would you 
choose the same system and why? What are the system's main strengths 
and shortcomings? How easy is it to use? How well did the system inte-
grate with, or connect to, your existing hardware/software? And how 
good was the vendor's training and customer support? 

File Conversion 
Most organizations have existing files that they will want to convert 

to digital form. It is important to estimate correctly the size of the file. 
Because some documents and images are in less than perfect condition, 
it is necessary to know how to improve their quality—e.g., how to elimi-
nate extraneous marks, curled edges, and stains. Young (1995b) warned 
that a serious mistake companies make is estimating how long it will take 
to complete the job of backfile conversion. 

Using a service bureau can also offer advantages: 

1. hardware and software support; 
2. no productivity losses—your staff keeps working at their regular jobs 

during conversion; 
3. no new employees (temporaries) who learn how to do the work and 

then leave for a new skilled position; 
4. quality of the work; 
5. experience in conversion; 
6. document preparation (not all materials are ready for scanning); 
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7. media choices: WORM, CD-ROM, etc. 
8.other services should you want them: OCR, ICR, etc.; 
9. on-site conversion. This saves the expense of shipping materials and, 

in addition, you're around to supervise and check; 
10. document tracking; 
11. accurate time frames: a timetable for the work; 
12.no expensive equipment purchases: no capital investment if you do 

not use the equipment in the future (Young, 1995b). 

The cost of conversion depends on many factors: volume, document 
quality, document size, indexing, your location, time of year, the bureau's 
workload, your expectations and requirements, shipping, and so on. 
Service bureaus will try to give you a "vague quote to cover unknowns." 
Beware of one common practice of quoting low and charging high for 
any changes. Know in advance what each change will cost. "Talk to people 
who have done backfile conversions and ask them what changes they had 
made—and how much each cost" (p. 46). 

Compare quotes that you receive. Each bureau has a way of quoting, 
and items in one quotation might not appear in another. Items that might 
or might not be included in a quotation are: 

• The initial set up: does it include all equipment? Is there an extra 
charge for new equipment and how much is it? 

• Document preparation: Do staples need to be removed and how many? -
How many folded corners need to be unfolded? If you do it yourself, 
is what you save worth it in your time? 

• Indexing: Do you have an indexing system or do you need to build 
one? If there's much data entry needed, it might be less expensive to 
contract out. Make certain that the quotation includes "full index-
ing." 

• Clean-up: Make certain that noise removal is in the quotation. 
• Skewed images: Will the service bureau correct the skew in the scan-

ning? 
• Sizes: If the material to be scanned is in a variety of sizes, the charge 

will be more than if it is all one size. 
• Re-scan: If you want 100 percent image quality control, that will be 

expensive. Many service bureaus negotiate an "acceptable" quality 
control level which means that they will check every first, tenth, or 
100th image. The cost can be huge if you want 100 percent accuracy, 
but also consider the cost if your system is filled with poor images. 

• Quality control contract: Put into the contract that you want to check 
the input periodically. 
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T I M E W A R N E R ' S P H O T O C O N V E R S I O N 

If all of these details are beginning to feel fairly overwhelming, look 
at Time Warner's project to digitize more than 20 million photos (Bielski, 
1995). Their goal: to digitize and store those photos in a customized 
system to support research, magazine republishing, and eventually, on-
line versions of the publishing group's magazines including Time, Sports 
Illustrated, People, and Entertainment Weekly. 

They also need to process the accompanying text for each image, 
which will be the job of catalogers. The photos will be tagged with iden-
tifying text for retrieval. Once implemented, the system will be able to 
support up to 300 queries simultaneously. The company estimates that 
all the Time Warner magazines use up to 100,000 new photos annually. 

Isolating particular types of images of a much photographed subject 
is another required capability—e.g., to easily sift through 10,000 or more 
photos of a well-known person such as Bill Clinton or Barbra Streisand 
by designating body position, facial expression, or social context. 

B E I N G P R E P A R E D F O R D I S A S T E R 

While you hope you never have a flood, hurricane, fire, or explosion 
hitting your organization, nevertheless, experience teaches us that these 
events do occur and that systems can be wiped out during a disaster. Pre-
vention is critical but sometimes not possible. Recovery—and as quickly 
as possible—should be planned for. Preparedness should include rou-
tine management tasks as well as recovery from any major injuries to the 
network and database systems. Document all system information and 
know how to operate immediately after a disaster (see Lunin, 1994): 

• Define your recovery assumptions. List the key ones. For example: 
personnel should have access to the hard copy files within twenty-four 
hours. 

• Identify and list key departmental functions and the activities per-
formed by each department. List priorities. 

• Identify procedural implications. List activities that can be delayed, 
postponed, or performed manually. 

• Identify departmental interfaces. List internal and external depart-
mental interfaces by the functions of each department. 

• Identify critical applications. List mainframe, mini- or PC-applications 
and/or software required to support departmental functions depart-
ment-wide such as e-mail. 

Levels of documentation should include user, as well as technical, 
procedures. Know where your vendors are located and whether they are 
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still in business. If this is not possible, know who can provide the needed 
service and where that vendor is located. "Don't wait for an emergency 
to find out that the plan won't work. Assess the plan periodically. Revise 
it as necessary. Review the plan every 12 months" (Lunin, 1994, p. 58). 

N E W D I R E C T I O N S F O R I M A G E R E T R I E V A L 
B A S E D O N C O N T E N T 

New developments for access, search, retrieval, filtering, and catego-
rizing image information are in the works. Some of these developments 
were shown and discussed at RIAO (1994). Also, Web innovators are 
being encouraged to create applications and services that exceed the fea-
tures and functionality of the first generation of Web sites (Feder, 1996). 
Because of the many directions that research and development are tak-
ing are described in other papers in these proceedings, only a few not 
covered at the 1996 Clinic on Library Applications of Data Processing are 
described briefly here to add to the sense of breadth of ongoing work. 

At RIAO 94, a conference organized by Centre de Hautes Etudes 
Internationales D'Informatique Documentaire (C.I.D., France) and the 
Centre for Advanced Study of Information Systems, Inc. (C.A.S.I.S., U.S.), 
researchers and practitioners from many countries focused on still pho-
tographs as well as the extraction and representation of the content from 
clips and images to satisfy the needs of a wide range of users and pur-
poses (see Lunin, 1995 for coverage of that meeting). 

M.I.T.'s Media Streams uses an iconic annotation language to repre-
sent knowledge about the video content. Using stream-based annotation 
of video content together with memory-based representation, research-
ers can capture the semantic structure of the video. Special tools have 
been developed that understand enough about the content to help with 
the annotation process. Determining whether and how clips are similar 
is an ongoing challenge. 

One such software tool, Photobook, takes measurements of image 
features such as brightness, edges, textures, etc. It then uses a mathematical 
calculation to obtain a compact description of the set of images concern-
ing their prominent characteristics. One application of "Texture 
Photobook" is used in the fashion industry. 

Another challenge for image database tools like Photobook is how 
best to describe object shapes. A new mathematical method called modal 
matching is based on the idea of describing objects by their generalized 
symmetries. 

IBM's Almaden Research Center has been studying ways to query 
large online image databases using the image content as the basis of the 
queries. Examples of content are color, texture, shape, size, orientation, 
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and position of image objects and regions. Query is by image example; 
retrieval methods use similarity rather than exact match (Lunin, 1995). 
For more information see Layne (1994), RIAO (1994), Mostofa (1994), 
and Svenonius (1994). 

S O C I A L A N D E T H I C A L I S S U E S 

The selection and design of an image access and retrieval system raises 
many social and ethical concerns, among them accuracy, integrity, au-
thentication, and intellectual property rights. 

Header Information 

When an image has been produced or scanned into the system, the 
record's header should contain information about the make of scanner 
used, the date of the scan, and the identification of the scanning person-
nel. Other data should include file size, image quality, compression, file 
format, layered architecture, terminology, technical information, and in-
tellectual property rights (Lunin, 1994b. See also Figure 2). Many issues 
arise concerning what might happen to an image once it is produced. 
Discussion of some of these issues follows. 

Header information 
Accuracy 
Integrity 
Authentication 
Giving credit 
Intellectual property 
Re-use of images 
Off-color images 

Figure 2. Social and ethical issues 

Accuracy 

When accessing information on the Internet, many questions arise. 
Is the information accurate and are access and use of this information 
appropriate (Smith & Bellman, 1996)? If the image comes from a re-
spected library or repository, more confidence can be felt about its accu-
racy. 

Researchers can—and have—altered, edited, adjusted, refined, etc. 
scientific images without leaving a trace in order to fit their hypothesis. 
Whether to allow any image manipulation or even cosmetic change is 
becoming a real source of anxiety, for example, to federal agencies such 
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as the Food and Drug Administration, which relies on scientific images 
in evaluating drugs for approval. The need is seen "for a clear record of 
what has been done to an image, from editing to data compression. With-
out such a record, the image's scientific value becomes questionable" 
(Anderson, 1994). 

Integrity 

Related to integrity is whether the image is in its entirety or whether 
bits have been left out in either purposeful or accidental compression or 
other activity. Has new information somehow crept in that does not be-
long to the original image? These are serious concerns and the header 
information provided in a record might help to check on the accuracy of 
the image. 

Authentication 

Who really produced the image? Because images can be obtained 
from databases in various locations and changed or seen in a draft of a 
work put out by the creator for comments by colleagues, it is difficult to 
know if the image is in its final form or is still in a working stage and 
whether it came from the creator or someone who has obtained the im-
age and then altered it. 

Giving Credit 

An image obtained from the Internet and used in a report should 
acknowledge the source as clearly as possible, just as print documents 
should be acknowledged. Also, there is a real issue concerning payment 
owed for materials obtained on the Internet. In some cases there is a fee 
for use, although collection mechanisms have not all been worked out 
(Smith 8c Kallman, 1996). 

Intellectual Property 

Generally, anyone who copies the images or text of another person 
or publisher or organization without permission is guilty of copyright 
infringement. That person is also subject to actual damages, statutory 
damages (potentially in the hundreds of thousands of dollars), and im-
poundment of the infringing materials, and more (Roberts, 1994). 

In the recent current legal environment, copyright infringement has 
occurred when copyrightable subject matter exists, the infringer must 
have had access to it, and there is substantial similarity between the origi-
nal work and the allegedly copied work. Roberts (1994) explains that any 
copying by exact means such as photocopying, photographing, or other 
direct recording is not considered an original work. 

What are the image processing implications? 
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If the image processing involves extensive and difficult techniques 
to achieve an image that is different from the original, such as pixel-
by-pixel manipulation of stored data, the image processor may have 
reached the stage of an independently copyrightable work. Any such 
work, however, must still pass the test of no "substantial similarity" 
that will be put to a jury. If, however, the market for the new work 
created from the copying of the original work is different from that 
of the original creators' and a substantial amount of complex tech-
nical work was done by the person copying the original work to give 
rise to a new image, infringement will not necessarily be found. (Rob-
erts, 1994, p. 93) 

The study "Intellectual Property and the National Information Infra-
structure" (Nil) recommended that this type of electronic transmission 
of networks be brought under the definition of distribution to avoid any 
issue of whether this right is somehow not covered by copyright law. Of 
importance in the imaging area is the thought that importation via trans-
mission of images without the permission of the copyright holder is an 
infringement of the rights of the copyright owner. "The report noted 
that copyrighted works should be freely available but not available for 
free" (Roberts, 1995a, p. 82). While this clever wording states a good 
principle, the author of the article states that "it does not help those col-
leges and universities wishing to access and use images in a database, 
which are accessible over the Nil, to use that information without claims 
of infringement" (Roberts, 1995a, p. 82). 

Reuse of Images 
The re-use of "owned images" raises some other thorny points. Who 

is allowed to adapt images in the age of re-purposing? "If you are the 
commissioning party and owner of the copyright, you control the image 
reuse. Otherwise, artists are free to reuse their images and customers for 
those images, should not be surprised by such legal use" (Roberts, 1996). 

Off-Color Images 
And what about off-color images—and this does not mean fuschia 

when the color should have been purple. Such images pose a new liabil-
ity problem. Essentially, the creator should know the contents of the data-
base and whether the contents might possibly be offensive to those who 
access it. 

"A key aspect of your liability is what you knew about not only the 
contents of your database, but of the laws of the individual jurisdictions 
from which users might access your information" (Roberts, 1995b, p. 88). 
If there is any moral in this story, writes Roberts, it is either: 

1. Understand the contents of your database well, attempt to find 
objections to the content and take steps to limit the dissemination 
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of the in format ion only to those jurisdict ions where the contents 
would be legal; or maybe it's 
2. Pay no at tent ion to the contents of your database. Do not become 
involved in contr ibut ions to it, do not inspect it in any way, and sim-
ply be a vehicle in which informat ion can be disseminated to third 
parties, (p. 88) 

D E S I G N I N G T H E W A Y T O T H E F U T U R E 

Electronic image systems are here now and will become increasingly 
prevalent. It is obvious that further research and developments in hard-
ware and software will occur and that content retrieval systems will be-
come widely available. An image system with access and retrieval by con-
tent offers a radical departure in the way we can deal with images. It also 
shifts much of processing from humans to computer operations with both 
positive and negative effects, some of them social and ethical. 

The steps in setting up an image access and retrieval system are spe-
cific and complex, and increasingly there is more known about the spe-
cial requirements for designing efficient and effective systems. Thus, sys-
tem analysis will continue to be important in the design of such systems. 

While developing information technology offers the opportunity to 
do almost incredible things with images, the technology cannot supply 
the interpretation that can be offered by carefully selected verbal descrip-
tions (Lunin, 1994b). Text documentation will continue to be needed to 
identify and describe such elements as historical context or the social 
environment in which the image was produced, while the image itself 
will speak to us in a way that verbal language cannot. 
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Content-Based Image Modeling and Retrieval 

A database system models and manages an abstracted real world (or 
mini-world) pertinent to the problem at hand in terms of alphanumeric 
data. The semantic associated with any piece of alphanumeric data is 
known to or derived by the users of the database. This conventional 
approach to data modeling and management is not well suited for the 
effective management of imagery data. In an image database manage-
ment system, the desired information/semantics associated with the im-
aged mini-world needs to be automatically (or semi-automatically) ex-
tracted and appropriately modeled to facilitate content-based retrieval 
and manipulation of data. In this article, the key issues in content-
based image data modeling and retrieval are discussed. A system called 
MUSEUM is briefly presented to illustrate some of the approaches used to 
resolve the main challenges of conent-based data modeling and retrieval. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Several application areas have emerged that require effective and 
efficient management of image data. Examples of such application areas 
include digital library, medicine, defense, space exploration, law enforce-
ment, environmental monitoring and control, museum or historic col-
lection management, electronic publishing/advertising, education, and 
entertainment. In most of these areas, several large repositories of image 
data already exist and only a very small fraction of collected data is ever 
analyzed due to the lack of effective image database management tech-
niques. The growing list of applications combined with the advances in 
the areas of image analysis and database management caused an ever 
increasing interest in image database systems over the last decade. The 
major hurdle was posed by the memory and the computational require-
ments of an image database management system. The common saying, 
"an image is worth a thousand words" turned out to be an understate-
ment. In recent years, rapid improvements in computer hardware, 
memory management, and display devices have made it feasible to de-
velop practical and user-oriented image database management systems. 

The management of image databases involves a close interaction of 
database and machine vision technologies. Unfortunately, until recently, 
almost all reported efforts in the development of image database man-
agement technology did not consider this close interaction. As a result, 
some of the key issues were ignored by both the scientific communities 
resulting in systems with very little practical applications. Most of the 
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proposals from the database community were extensions of the conven-
tional database model that treated images as an appendix to the alphanu-
meric data. In these systems, pointers (or references) to images are al-
lowed as attributes and very limited processing and analysis of image 
contents is involved. In other words, images and alphanumeric data are 
not treated equally since image data-based constraints cannot be employed 
for data retrieval/selection (Grosky 8c Mehrotra, 1992). However, some 
of these efforts assumed that the machine vision community would pro-
vide the desired content-based image processing and analysis methods 
(Aslandogan et al., 1995). The image analysis activities of the machine 
vision scientific community completely ignored the database-related is-
sues (e.g., image representation, analysis, and recognition in a large and 
flexible database environment). It is now clear that conventional ap-
proaches to database management and image analysis are not well suited 
to the management of image and other nonalphanumeric data (Grosky 
8c Mehrotra, 1992; Grosky, 1994). The key challenges are posed by the 
contents of the images to be managed. Image databases are of little use 
without content-based image data description and retrieval. In the fol-
lowing sections, the challenges posed by the imagery data from the view-
points of data modeling (description) and data retrieval are discussed. 

C O N T E N T - B A S E D I M A G E D A T A M O D E L I N G 

A database represents an abstracted real world (mini-world) perti-
nent to the problem at hand in terms of its entities and relationships. 
Every piece of datum in a database conveys some application domain-
dependent information (or semantics). In a traditional database, the 
information about the modeled mini-world conveyed by a piece of alpha-
numeric data is known to, or derived by, the users. In an image database, 
raw images by themselves are of limited use unless the embedded appli-
cation- or user-dependent semantics can be somehow extracted and used 
in image data retrieval and manipulation. In other words, information 
about the imaged mini-world contained in images needs to be extracted 
and appropriately modeled in the database (Grosky, 1994; Grosky 8c 
Mehrotra, 1992; Gupta et al., 1991). Therefore, an image database man-
agement system must be capable of representing images in terms of their 
contents (image properties, objects and their attributes, and relationships 
among objects) and the associated application- and user-dependent se-
mantics and knowledge. From the modeling viewpoint, the content-based 
image databases can be broadly classified into two groups: 

1. Mini-world associated with images is known—In an image database of this 
type, the images are of a known (or fixed) mini-world. In these cases, 
the objects, scenes, events, and visual concepts that can appear in an 
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image are known a priori. There is usually only one application do-
main-dependent interpretation of each database image. Therefore, 
the contents of any database image can be represented by a predeter-
mined modeling scheme. For some application domains, model-based 
techniques can be employed to extract (automatically or semi-auto-
matically) the desired content-based image representation and to pro-
cess content-based image retrieval queries. An image database for a 
manufacturing application (containing images of parts, components, 
tools, machineries, and products) is an example of such a database. 

2. Unknown and variable mini-world—The images in such a database do 
not belong to any fixed mini-world and there is no a priori knowledge 
about the objects, scenes, and events that can appear in images. A 
database of a family's picture collection, a database of an explorer's 
image collection, or a database of images of a museum's collection 
are examples of such image databases. In such a database, most im-
ages are very different from other database images in terms of their 
contents. Therefore, in general, a predefined set of objects and rela-
tionships cannot be used to describe all the database images. Also, 
model-based image processing and analysis approaches are not di-
rectly applicable. Instead, capabilities to dynamically describe (or as-
sociate a mini-world) with each of the database images and to ma-
nipulate these descriptions is essentially required. In such a database, 
image processing and analysis methods are needed to interactively or 
automatically develop models for objects, events, and scenes found in 
the user-defined mini-world of an image. Such models can then be 
used in a model-based approach to partially and fully represent other 
images in terms of previously modeled objects, events, and scenes and 
to facilitate content-based image information manipulation and re-
trieval. 

In general, the interpretation of an image or a visual concept (e.g., 
beautiful or serene) may vary from user to user. Therefore multiple user-
or application-dependent mini-worlds (interpretations) can be associated 
with each of the database images. Each user can be characterized by the 
collection of his/her descriptions (or models) of objects, events, scenes, 
and concepts. Such user profiles can be effectively used to develop user-
oriented descriptions of database images and to process a user's queries 
in accordance with that user's profile. For example, a user's definition 
of the concept "colorful" should be utilized to respond to his/her que-
ries like, "retrieve all colorful pictures and retrieve database images at 
least as colorful as a given query image." If the definition of "colorful" 
does not exist in that user's profile, then the definition provided by an-
other user, whose profile is found to be most similar to the current user, 
can be selected to create the corresponding response. 
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JWorld Object Instances^) Joe Smith, Lassy, San Francisco 
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original/processed images, ... 

Figure 1 : Levels of Abstraction in MUSEUM 

It should be clear from the above discussion that image contents pose 
several challenges with respect to the representation or the modeling of 
images. We are currently developing an image database system which 
utilizes a data model called MUlti-SEmantic Unstructured data Model 
(MUSEUM). MUSEUM resolves the above-mentioned modeling issues 
and it has the following key features: 

• a generalized object-oriented model capable of representing both the 
structured data (i.e., images with a known mini-world) as well as the 
unstructured data (i.e., images where the mini-world is dynamically 
associated) ; 

• ability to dynamically associate, compose, and modify data (image) 
description; 

• flexibility of switching from one view of an image, a group of images, 
or the entire database, to the other and to simultaneously access and 
manipulate multiple views of an image, group of images, or the entire 
database; and 

• effective management of user profiles derived from their definitions 
of abstract concepts and descriptions of mini-worlds. 

In MUSEUM, database images and visual concepts are described us-
ing a multilevel abstraction hierarchy. The main levels of abstraction are 
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shown in figure 1. At the lowest levels are database images or example 
images. At the next level of description, an image is characterized in 
terms of its properties such as background/foreground colors, dominant 
colors, histograms, and texture properties. Description of images in terms 
of objects—such as image regions, boundary segments, and contours— 
and relationships among them forms the next level of abstraction. At the 
next level of abstraction, images are described in terms of generic ob-
jects, relationships, and concepts such as man, dog, car, crowd, horizon, 
sunset, cloudy, colorful, and smile. At the highest level of abstraction, 
images are described in terms of specific instances of the generic world 
objects. For example, a man may be described as Joe Smith, a dog may 
be described as Lassie, an image may be described as the San Francisco 
skyline. The image descriptions at any of these abstraction levels can be 
multilevel and can be derived from—or mapped to—the descriptions at 
the lower levels of abstraction. In MUSEUM, this multilevel description 
of images is composed of two parts—i.e., mandatory part and optional 
part. The mandatory description components are found in all database 
images, whereas the optional description components are image and/or 
user-dependent. The mandatory and optional description components 
are dependent on the nature of the image database. For example, de-
scriptions of images of a fixed mini-world image database may not have 
any optional description components. 

C O N T E N T - B A S E D I M A G E R E T R I E V A L 

The central task of any database management system is to retrieve 
records/objects that satisfy a set of specified constraints. In image data-
bases, an important class of data retrieval is content-based retrieval of 
images. In content-based retrieval, images whose contents satisfy the 
specified constraints are retrieved or selected. Content-based image re-
trieval queries can be classified into two broad classes: 

1. Queries involving no image processing/analysis—in these queries, no pro-
cessing or analysis of database images is required and no query im-
ages are given. Examples are: (1) retrieve all images containing at 
least one automobile in front of a house, (2) retrieve pictures con-
taining a smiling man. The symbolic descriptions (automatically ex-
tracted and/or user specified) associated with database images are 
used to select the desired images. These queries can be processed 
using traditional approaches. 

2. Queries involving image processing/analysis—these queries involve one 
or more images that are processed to extract the associated desired 
symbolic information. The extracted description is compared against 
the description of database images to select images that satisfy the 
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specified constraints. Examples of such queries are: (1) retrieve all 
images containing one or more objects similar to the object in a given 
query image, (2) retrieve all images that are similar to a given query 
image in terms of image color and texture features. 

To efficiently process content-based image retrieval queries, various 
levels of descriptions of database images need to be organized in effi-
cient secondary storage-based index structures. These indexes are 
searched to find descriptors and hence images that satisfy the specified 
constraints. Complex queries can be efficiently processed using the in-
cremental refinement process. An incremental refinement process starts 
by selecting images that satisfy a subset of the specified constraints. This 
initial response is refined in several stages until all the remaining con-
straints are satisfied. For example, consider a facial image database. To 
retrieve facial images similar to a query facial image, first the nose of the 
query face nose must be used to select facial images with a similar nose. 
This initial response can be refined by selecting other features in the 
query face one by one—e.g., hair region, mouth, eyes, and so on. The 
user can review the response at each stage of refinement and select the 
query feature for the next stage of refinement or elect to terminate the 
refinement process. Query processing by incremental refinement can be 
used with a multiresolution image representation scheme. In this case, 
the initial response to a query can be generated using a coarse represen-
tation, and this response can be refined using finer (less lossy) represen-
tations. 

To illustrate the key steps involved in the design of a content-based 
image retrieval system, we consider the problem of shape similarity-based 
image retrieval (Flickner et al., 1995; Gary & Mehrotra, 1995; Grosky 8c 
Mehrotra, 1990; Jagadish, 1991; Petland et al., 1994). In shape similarity-
based queries, constraints are therefore specified in terms of similarity of 
shapes. An example is, "retrieve images that contain at least one shape 
similar to the given query shape." In this case, the key issues to be re-
solved are: 
• Shape representation—how can the shapes present in an image be rep-

resented? How can the selected representation be extracted auto-
matically or semiautomatically from images? 

• Shape similarity definition—what criteria or measures should be used to 
automatically determine the similarity or dissimilarity of two shapes? 
The similarity measure should be consistent with the human interpre-
tation of shape similarity. 

• Access or index structures—how should shapes and related representa-
tions be organized to enable efficient searches for shapes that satisfy 
the specified shape similarity-based constraints? 
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feature 

Figure 2. A shape and its structural feature. 

Response 
I Refinement 

Partially 
Similar 
Shapes 

Response 

Figure 3: Two-dimensional shape similarity-based query processing 

In MUSEUM, a two-dimensional (i.e., almost flat) object image is 
represented by an ordered set of boundary points (e.g., maximal curva-
ture points or vertices of the polygonal approximation). Each shape is 
further represented by a set of structural features, which is a fixed size set 
of adjacent points (or line segments) of its representation. A shape and 
its structural features are shown in figure 2. 

Each structural feature is represented as a point in a multidimen-
sional space. Similarity between two structural features is measured by 
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the Euclidian distance between the corresponding points in the multidi-
mensional space. Any multidimensional point access method (Nievergelt 
et al., 1984, p. 84; Robinson, 1981; Seeger 8c Kriegel, 1990) can be used 
to organize the structural features of all the shapes in the database. Asso-
ciated with each structural feature is a list containing information about 
where, and in which shape, that structural feature appears. The key steps 
involved in processing a shape-similarity-based query are shown in figure 3. 

The boundary-based query shape representation is first developed, 
and then a structural feature, called the query feature, is selected 
(automatically or by the user). The index is searched to find structural 
features that are similar to the selected query features, and the list of 
database shapes associated with these similar features form the initial re-
sponse (called the set of partially similar shapes). This initial response is 
then refined by a global comparison of the query shapes with each of the 
shapes in the initial response. Shapes that are found to satisfy the speci-
fied global similarity constraints form the final response to the query. 
Further details of this technique can be found in Gary and Mehrotra 
(1993) and Mehrotra and Gary (1995). 

Shape 1 

Figure 4. Qualitatively Similar 

MUSEUM also supports shape-similarity-based retrieval of images of 
three-dimensional objects (Mehrotra 8c Gary, 1996). Similarity of images 
of three-dimensional shapes is determined by their qualitative appear-
ances in their respective image. Qualitative appearance of a three-di-
mensional object in an image is defined by the visible surfaces (or faces) 
and their qualitative characteristics. For example, in figure 4, shapes 1 
and 2 are considered qualitatively similar as they have qualitatively simi-
lar visible surfaces. Shape 3 is considered to be qualitatively different 
from the other two. 

Shape 2 
Shape 3 

and Different Three-Dimensional Shapes 
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Figure 5. Labeled image of an L-shaped object 

In MUSEUM, an image of a three-dimensional shape is represented 
by a character string composed of substrings, each representing the quali-
tative appearance of a region in the image in terms of its vertex types. 
Figure 5 shows an image of an L-shaped object with labeled vertices. The 
qualitative appearance of this shape is represented by the character string 

ALALALTL: ALTAY: AYAL: AYALAL: ALATL, 

where ":" (colon) is the region string separator. In this string, the first 
substring (i.e., the character string before the first ":" character) repre-
sents the silhouette region, and the following four substrings respectively 
represent regions labeled 1,2, 3, and 4. 

Two shape images with the same character string representation are 
considered to be qualitatively similar. If only some of the leading 
substrings match, the corresponding shapes are considered to be par-
tially similar. The degree of similarity is determined by the number of 
matching leading substrings. In this case, a suitable extension of any 
efficient string-matching index structure can be used to organize the da-
tabase of shapes and their representations. 

A shape-similarity-based query is processed in two stages as shown in 
figure 6. In the first stage, the query shape representation is used to 
search the index structures to find the string with the most number of 
matching leading substrings. The database shapes associated with this 
string form the initial response. Then if requested, this initial response is 
refined by retaining shapes having character string representations that 
completely match the query shape character string. 

Note that there is always a loss of information in a content-based 
representation of images. There is a trade-off between the memory and 
computational requirements and loss of information. The memory and 
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Response 

Figure 6. 3-dimensional shape similarity-based retrieval 

computational requirements are higher for finer representation schemes. 
The quality of image representation directly determines the query re-
sponse quality (i.e., number of images in a query response that are not 
consistent with the user's interpretation). Multiresolution image repre-
sentation combined with query processing by incremental refinement 
provides a scheme in which the trade-off between the response quality 
and query processing time can be controlled by the users. 

C O N C L U S I O N 

Recent advances in several digital computation technologies have 
made it possible to store and manage large repositories of imagery data. 
In recent years, it has become clear that such image databases are useful 
only if the database management schemes permit content-based retrieval 
of images. Image content and associated interpretations pose several 
challenges. In this discussion, key database design issues pertinent to 
content-based modeling (representation) and retrieval of images have 
been reviewed. 
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Visual Information Retrieval in Digital Libraries 

The emergence of information highways and multimedia computing has 
resulted in redefining the concept of libraries. It is widely believed that in 
the next few years, a significant portion of information in libraries will 
be in the form of multimedia electronic documents. Many approaches are 
being proposed for storing, retrieving, assimilating, harvesting, and pros-
pecting information from these multimedia documents. Digital libraries 
are expected to allow users to access information independent of the loca-
tions and types of data sources and will provide a unified picture of 
information. In this paper, we discuss requirements of these emerging 
information systems and present query methods and data models for these 
systems. Finally, we briefly present a few examples of approaches that 
provide a preview of how things will be done in the digital libraries in the 
near future. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The nature of documents is rapidly changing. A document in a com-
puter is a combination of text, graphics, images, video, and audio. This 
revolution in the nature of documents, obviously brought on by the tech-
nology now available, has resulted in a major change in the role and 
nature of libraries. Digital or electronic libraries will allow access to in-
formation anywhere, anytime, and in the most desired form. Research-
ers in digital libraries are developing techniques to cope with this major 
change in the basic nature and functionality of libraries. 

Another major change in the nature of libraries will be due to the 
amount of information available in a library. In fact, the basic notion of 
a centralized physical library is slowly disappearing. The World Wide 
Web has resulted in a transparent linking of worldwide information 
sources. Most of these information sources on the Web are currently 
multimedia documents. The amount of information on the Web is al-
ready beyond easy access without powerful search tools, and it is increas-
ing exponentially. A library can now be considered a means of access to 
this vast resource on the Web. The libraries of the future will be similar 
to the World Wide Web than to the traditional physical library. This change 
results in some very interesting challenges. The most important chal-
lenge is to find the right information in this huge body of data. 

In order to search digital libraries, many search tools are emerging, 
and these have become common on the Web. These search engines, 
which currently work only for text, help users by preparing data directories 
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that assist in finding all documents relevant in the context of specified 
key words. Arguably, search engines have played a significant role in the 
popularity of the Web. Without these tools, we would be wasting signifi-
cantly more time chasing links on the Web. 

Since most documents are now multimedia, search tools for 
nontextual information will be required. Without search and organiza-
tion methods for nontextual information, it will be very difficult to use 
digital libraries. 

In this paper, we discuss visual information retrieval methods. We 
discuss the nature of visual information (graphics, images, and video) 
and present the techniques being developed to retrieve this information. 
In a digital library, these tools will work closely with textual searches. In 
this paper, however, the focus will be only on visual tools. 

I N F O R M A T I O N I N D I G I T A L L I B R A R I E S 

A few decades ago, traditional libraries had only books; they were 
the only mechanism to store and communicate data, information, and 
knowledge. Technological advances in several fields have made it pos-
sible to store and communicate other forms of knowledge as easily as 
books. A major reason for this is the multimedia revolution. The power 
of multimedia systems originates in the fact that disparate information 
can be represented as a bit stream. This is a big advantage because every 
form of representation, from video to text, can be stored, processed, and 
communicated using the same device—a computer. By reducing all forms 
of information to bit streams, we can start focusing on information rather 
than the sensor used to acquire it and the communication channel used 
to transport it. We can also use an appropriate presentation method to 
supply information to a user. 

Most information in computers used to be alphanumeric and was 
already at a higher symbolic level. In multimedia systems, different types 
of information—images, text, audio, video, and graphics—are used. These 
media provide information in disparate representations and at different 
levels, ranging from signal (audio) to symbol (graphical). To combine 
and compare two information sources, it is essential that both informa-
tion sources are understood, and this understanding should be at a level 
where we can compare and contrast information independent of the origi-
nal representation medium. This is true for us, and if we want computers 
to seamlessly deal with disparate information sources, then we will have 
to do this for computers also. In digital libraries, computers should be 
able to distinguish each form of information. Strictly syntactic knowl-
edge about video, audio, graphic, or any other form of data makes them 
just a communication channel. The most attractive feature of current 
multimedia systems is that, even with very little semantic information, 
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they make different forms of information available in one environment. 
This facility is an enormous step in the right direction. By bringing all 
this information into a computing environment, we are developing sys-
tems that can deal with this information in a very flexible way. 

Images, video, audio, and other information representation have a 
large volume of data. Technology is progressing rapidly to deal with the 
required storage and bandwidth problems. These information sources 
represent low-level information. When considered as a bit stream with 
the meta information, the explicit semantic information content in these 
sources is very low. This poses a serious problem in accessing these infor-
mation sources. Humans are very efficient in abstracting information 
and then interacting with humans and other devices at a high level. This 
allows high bandwidth interactions among humans and between human 
and machines. 

Multimedia systems currently have this semantic bottleneck. Tech-
niques must be developed to add semantics to the data acquired from 
disparate sources in disparate forms. Since documents in digital libraries 
will be complex, tools to deal with information independent of its overall 
representation will become essential. A user may just ask a question and 
the answer may be available in the library in either text, image, graphics, 
or tabular form. The answer must be provided independent of the repre-
sentation. In some cases, the answer may be partially available in differ-
ent forms, and then these partial results must be combined at different 
information levels to provide the answer. 

In this discussion, we consider the semantics of image and video data. 
No effort is made to address techniques that combine partial informa-
tion from several sources. We will focus on how to represent information 
in images and how to organize images and related information to pro-
vide answers to a user from a database. 

N E W D A T A B A S E O P E R A T I O N S 

A digital library should allow the storage, communication, organiza-
tion, processing, and envisioning of information. It should facilitate in-
teractions by using natural interactions, which include multimedia input 
and output devices and use of high-level domain knowledge by a user. 

Domain knowledge should be so much a part of a system such that a 
user feels that the system is an intelligent aide. A user should be able to 
articulate queries using terminology commonly used in his field and 
should not have to worry about the organization of information in the 
system. 

The system should allow for powerful navigation tools. The user will 
use vague natural language, and that should be understood by the system 
to let a user navigate through the system. The nature of queries will be 
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fuzzy not due to the laziness of the user but due to the nature of informa-
tion and the size of the database. A general query environment will be 
like the one shown in figure 1. A user looking for certain information, 
for example, about a person who he vaguely recalls, specifies important 
things he remembers about the person. This specification may be that 
she has big eyes, wide mouth, long hair, and a small forehead. Based on 
this information, candidate people's pictures are retrieved. The user can 
then select the closest person that matches the query and modify the query 
by either specifying features or by using graphical and image-editing tools 
on the photo. This refines the query image, which is then sent to the 
system to provide new candidates to satisfy the query. Thus a query is 
incrementally formulated starting with the original vague idea. This pro-
cess will terminate when the user is satisfied. 

Due to the nature of data, several levels of abstraction in the data, 
and temporal changes in the data, the types and nature of interactions in 
such systems will be richer than those in a database or image processing 
system. We loosely refer to all interactions initiated by a user as queries. 
The types of queries in such systems can be defined in the following classes: 

Incremental Queries 
Describe the 

imrget fece in genera l 
descriptive terms» 

A new q u e 
h g e n e 

SfiX 
a g e 

ha ir c o l o r 

""Mm 1 
fesrturefol 

Candidate face» are returned. 

T h e wmr tka*m*z a 
face a n d a l i e n a specif ic 
f e a t u r e 

T h i s p r o e m s i s c o n t i n u e d until 
the correct face is located . 

J 
Figure 1. This figure shows that the queries in digital libraries will be incremental 
in nature. These queries will facilitate navigation and browsing of data. 
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1. Search. Search is one of the most commonly used operations in digital 
libraries. A user may want to search a library for specific images or 
documents containing some pictorial information. Tools should be 
provided to search based on this information. As discussed later, meta 
features are used to provide some information about images. In many 
applications, queries can be formulated to search specific images us-
ing only meta data. These queries can be answered, in most cases, 
using conventional database queries. In fact, many early image data-
bases and browsers were designed using this approach. 

A search based on some image or object attributes is more com-
mon. To answer these queries, one may have to use visual attributes 
of images for the search. A major difference in these queries will be 
the fact that similarity becomes a central operation rather than con-
ventional matching. Techniques to evaluate similarity are an active 
research topic in many fields of science and technology (Santini & 
Jain, in press). Many approaches have been proposed to compare 
several attributes to evaluate the similarity of two objects. In addition 
to the decision on what attributes to select, a very difficult decision is 
how to combine those attributes. Methods to combine attributes are 
domain dependent and subjective. It is clear, however, that in dealing 
with images and similar data sets, similarity rather than matching will 
be a key function in searching. 

2. Browse. When a user approaches a library, the most common opera-
tion is browsing documents to locate those that may contain the in-
formation of interest. A user may have a vague idea about the at-
tributes of an entity, relationships among entities in an image, or overall 
impression of an image. Such ideas are formed due to the overall 
appearance of the image rather than very specific objects and rela-
tions among them. In such cases, the user may be interested in brows-
ing the database based on an overall impression or appearance of 
images rather than searching for a specific entity. The system should 
allow formulation of fuzzy queries to browse through the database. 
In browsing mode, there is no specific entity for which a user is look-
ing. The system should provide data sets that are representative of all 
data in the system. The system should also keep track of what has 
been shown to the user. Some mechanism to judge the interest level 
of the user in the data displayed should be developed and this interest 
level should be logged to determine what to display next. 

3. Temporal Events. It is estimated that videos will be a major source of 
information in digital libraries. The number of videos has been rap-
idly increasing, and video is becoming an integral part of compound 
documents. In video sequences, one may want to retrieve images based 
on some events taking place in the sequence. A typical query of this 
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type may be: Show me all sequences in which player Xwas blocked by 
player Y. These queries will require temporal analysis of video se-
quences in terms of the events of interest. Some primitive spatio-
temporal features must be computed and stored in the database to 
answer questions concerning events of interest to users. 

Abstractions in spatio-temporal space are not yet understood well 
enough to automatically extract them from video sequences. Though 
some techniques have been developed to represent relative time or-
dering of two events, representations for abstraction of events need to 
be developed to allow users to articulate questions related to tempo-
ral events. 

4. Integrated Queries. Users are interested in getting information inde-
pendent of the medium. Thus, in a document, the requested infor-
mation may be either in text, image, graphics, or video form, and the 
system should provide the information without a user knowing the 
medium. This facility will require an abstraction of information from 
every media into one unified representation. We do not know of any 
efforts being made in this area yet. 

D A T A M O D E L A N D V I S U A L F E A T U R E S 

Information in an image exists at several abstraction levels and should 
be accessible at these levels. The data model used to store this informa-
tion must allow the existence of information at these multiple levels. 
Several data models have been proposed (e.g., see Gupta, 1991). Here 
we discuss one model that allows explicit representation of abstract levels 
in images. The VIMSYS data model uses a hierarchical representation of 
data using various levels of semantic interpretation that may satisfy the 
needs of digital libraries (Gupta et al., 1991). This data model is shown in 
Figure 2. At the image representation (IR) level, the actual image data 
are stored. Image objects (such as lines and regions) are extracted from 
the image and stored in the image object (IO) layer with no domain 
interpretation. Each of these objects may be associated with a domain 
object (DO) in that layer. The semantic interpretation is incorporated 
in these objects. The domain event (DE) layer can then associate objects 
of the DO layer with each other, providing the semantic representation 
of spatial or temporal relationships. This hierarchy provides a mecha-
nism for translating high-level semantic concepts into content-based que-
ries using the corresponding image data. This allows queries based on 
object similarity to be generated without requiring the user to specify the 
low-level image structure and attributes of the objects. Another very im-
portant aspect of this representation is that the first two levels, IR and IO, 
are domain-independent levels and the other two, DO and DS, are 
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domain-dependent levels. We do not know any system yet where this 
goal of clearly organizing domain-dependent and domain-independent 
components can be cleanly partitioned and implemented. We believe, 
however, that this is a worthwhile target. The architecture discussed be-
low is motivated by this desire. 

VIMS YS Data Model 
Donisie Knowledg« 

Figure 2. A four-level data model to capture different levels of abstractions in 
visual informat ion systems is shown here. The image levels are domain 
independent, the other two levels depend on the domain. 

These ideas have been used to develop several systems for the re-
trieval of images and video information in our group (Gupta et al., 1991; 
Bach et al., 1992; Swanberg et al., 1993a). Here we discuss each of the 
system components briefly. In the following discussion, we will discuss 
this architecture in the context of images and video, but our concepts are 
applicable to any kind of data. 

TYPES O F F E A T U R E S 

Features must be extracted from input images and stored in the data-
base. As is well known, different applications may require different fea-
tures (Jain et al., 1995). Since the features must be stored at the time of 
data entry, one must carefully decide which features will be used in a 
system. We consider that all features must be classified in one of the 
following classes: 

1. F_u. This set contains the features which are commonly referred to as 
meta-features. Some of these features can be automatically acquired 
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from the associated information on images. These features may in-
clude the size of the image, photographer, date taken, resolution, and 
similar additional information. This group also contains other fea-
tures that can be called user-specified. Values are assigned to these 
features by the user at the time of insertion. Many of these features 
can be read by the system either from the header, file name, or other 
similar sources. These features cannot be directly extracted from 
images. 

2. F_d. This set contains the features which are derived directly from 
the image data at the time of insertion of the images in the database. 
Values are automatically calculated for these features using automatic 
or semiautomatic functions. These features are called derived fea-
tures and include those that are commonly required in answering que-
ries. These features are stored in the database. 

3. F_c. This set contains the features whose values are not calculated 
until they are needed. Routines must be provided to calculate these 
values when they become necessary. These features may be computed 
from data at the query time. These are called query-only features or 
computed features. 

The first two types of features are actually stored in the database. Metadata 
can be frequently read from other sources or should be manually en-
tered. Which feature should be in F_d and which should be in F_c is an 
engineering decision. One must study frequently asked queries and de-
termine the required features. This determines the set to which a par-
ticular feature should belong. 

The system interface encourages users to formulate queries using 
metadata and derived features as much as possible. It reluctantly allows 
use of computed features. To access data, the system can purge the search 
space significantly using metadata and derived features and then apply 
computed features to only this reduced set of images. This strategy al-
lows flexibility while maintaining a reasonable response time. The sys-
tem may be able to predict wait time using number of images from which 
computed features must be extracted. 

INTERFACES 

Users of digital libraries will have disparate backgrounds. As a re-
sult, the interfaces to these libraries should be such that any novice can 
use intuitive methods. The operations used in these interactions must 
require almost no knowledge of the organization of the data and infor-
mation. Many of these operations cannot be conveniently performed 
using traditional interfaces. Here we discuss some general issues in 
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designing interfaces for digital libraries. Interactions with libraries are 
likely to be multimedia. Due to the nature of the data and several ab-
straction levels, it is expected that users will require multimodal interface 
mechanisms. 

Our focus on visual queries in digital libraries must allow facilities to 
formulate the following interactions: 

• General Search: In general, there will be two modes of navigation in 
libraries: locating and browsing. In the location mode, a user knows 
what he or she wants and the goal of the queries will be to get pre-
cisely that information. Also in the location mode, many queries may 
be symbolic because what is required can be articulated using meta 
data. Some location queries may require visual data. It is expected 
that search queries will deal mostly with meta data. For these queries, 
some query language, possibly a variant of SQL, may be used. 

• Query by Pictorial Example (QPE): A very powerful expression of a query 
is to point to a picture and expect that the system will show all pic-
tures similar to the example. This approach is easy to use but very 
complex to implement. The system must use certain features and 
some similarity measures to evaluate other pictures that are similar to 
the example. Effectively, the system must rank all data with respect to 
the example and then display pictures that are closest to the example. 
Interestingly, this has been very popular in designing image databases 
(Niblack et al., 1993). 

In QPE, features and similarity measures must be clearly defined 
for use in retrieving images. Similarity judgment has been a difficult 
problem and continues to attract the attention of several researchers 
(Santini 8c Jain, in press). The most interesting fact about similarity 
measures is that they are domain dependent and very subjective. As-
suming that we have identified a measure that is acceptable to a user 
for his or her domain, we face some interesting problems in QPE. All 
images are compared to the example to evaluate their similarity. This 
is possible in those cases where the size of the database is such that 
computations can be done in a reasonable time. When the size of the 
database grows such that it is not possible to accommodate all data in 
main memory and such computations become impractical, one must 
resort to indexing techniques. 

Indexing techniques for spatial data have been developed 
(Jagadish, 1991; Niblack et al., 1993; Samet, 1984). These techniques 
are very limited when it comes to addressing the problem of similar-
ity indexing. Techniques like TV-trees are a good step in the right 
direction but lack several important features (Linet al., 1994). 
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Query Canvas: Queries may be formulated by starting with an existing 
picture, scanning a new picture, and modifying these by using the 
visual and graphical tools available in common picture editing pro-
grams, such as Adobe Photoshop. One may cut and paste from sev-
eral images to articulate a query in the form of an image. It is also 
possible to start from a clean image and then draw an image using 
different drawing tools. The basic idea in this approach is to provide 
a tool to define a picture that may be used in a QPE. This approach 
allows a user to define a picture that they are looking for using visual 
tools. This will provide users with a visual query environment. 
Containment Queries'. In many cases, a user may point to an object or 
circle an area in an image and request all images that contain similar 
regions. These queries seem simple and will be if complete segmen-
tation of images is performed and all region properties are stored. 
Most image database systems store only global characteristics of an 
image. In these cases, one is looking for all images that are a superset 
of the region attributes. Once all such images are retrieved, some 
other filtering techniques could be developed to solve this problem. 
Semantic Queries: All the above queries were based on image attributes. 
In most applications, an image database is likely to be prepared for a 
specific domain-dependent application, such as human faces, icefloe 
images, or retinal images. It is important that users can then interact 
using domain-dependent terms. It is common that people may de-
scribe a person using terms like big eyes, wide mouth, small ears, rather 
than the corresponding image objects. 

Semantic queries require extensive use of domain knowledge. 
Domain knowledge is necessary both in defining features that will be 
used by the system and in interpreting user queries. Most image data-
base systems either considered domain knowlede implicitly by defin-
ing features or ignored it (Faloutsos et al., 1994). The role of explicit 
knowledge in image databases is discussed in (Gupta et al., 1991; 
Swanberg et al., 1993a; Swanberg et al., 1993b). 
Object Related Queries: These queries are semantic and ask for the pres-
ence of an object. These queries may deal with three-dimensional ob-
jects. Since three-dimensional objects are difficult to recognize using 
automated techniques, these queries may become very complex. Three-
dimensional object recognition is a very active research area in ma-
chine vision. Queries based on recognizing objects in a query image 
may be, therefore, very difficult to execute. 
Spatio-Temporal Queries: In video sequences, and in many other appli-
cations where pictures are obtained over a long period, a user may 
want to get answers to some spatio-temporal events and concepts. An-
swers to such questions may require complete analysis of all video 
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sequences and storing some important features from there. Consid-
ering the fact that methods to represent temporal events are not well 
developed yet, this area requires much research before one can de-
sign a system to deal with spatio-temporal queries at the natural lan-
guage level. 

E X A M P L E S Y S T E M S 

In this section, we present some emerging approaches in visual in-
formation retrieval. The information may be retrieved either based on 
global image properties or on object characteristics. We discuss ap-
proaches for both these systems and present example systems. 

Image Databases 
When one looks at an image, some global impression is formed. This 

impression is based on some general characteristics of images. Even in 
those cases where one may be interested in objects in images, global 
characteristics may help. This is due to the fact that, in the context of the 
library, many images will contain only one object of interest, and this 
object will be photographed in relatively controlled conditions. Thus, 
one may design a powerful system just by considering basic image fea-
tures. Some very basic image features are color, texture, and shape. 
Grayscale images are considered here as a special case of color. On first 
examination, it appears that one should consider attributes of objects in 
images. From machine vision literature, it is clear that segmentation is a 
difficult problem (Jain et al., 1995). While dealing with a diverse set of 
images which are acquired under varying conditions, segmentation may 
be very difficult. In such cases, one may want to completely ignore do-
main knowledge and build a database only using image attributes. These 
attributes may be computed for complete images or for their predefined 
areas. 

Many systems have been designed using image-only attributes. QBIC 
from IBM uses color, texture, and manually segmented shapes (Faloutsos 
et al., 1994). QBIC was the first complete system to demonstrate the 
efficacy of simple attributes in appearance-based retrieval of images from 
a reasonably sized database. The use of shape in QBIC is problematic, 
however. Shape is defined for individual segments which must be ob-
tained manually. This also creates an artificial situation in the database 
because, for each manually obtained segment, one must consider a sepa-
rate record in the database. Thus if an image has Nobjects, the database 
must contain N+ 1 records—one for the image and one each for N seg-
ments. Shape measures on complete images are not satisfactory because 
shape is defined for an image region. Some heuristics have been pro-
posed, but much remains to be done in this area. 
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Color is considered a global characteristic. Most systems rely on color 
histograms. Some kind of histogram matching is done to determine 
similarity of two images. Histogram-based approaches clearly ignore spa-
tial proximity of colors and hence may result in erroneous results. In 
most cases, however, histogram-based matching is quite effective. 

Texture poses a more difficult problem. Most systems use global 
measures of texture and try to assign some texture attribute to images. 
These attributes are then used for evaluating similarity of texture in im-
ages. Most images contain different types of texture in different parts of 
the image. The global texture attributes, therefore, could be misleading. 
These systems use only the first two levels of the VIMSYS data model. 
Since both of these—IR and IO—levels are domain independent, these 
image databases are domain independent. Users of these systems must 
supply the semantics in these systems. The semantics can be provided by 
using color and texture attributes of objects of interest. One may filter 
using these attributes and then use domain-dependent features on re-
maining images to retrieve desired information. 

An example of an image database that provides tools to organize and 
retrieve information using image level information is the PinPoint system 

Figure 3. A screen shot of PinPoint showing the query window and all images 
retrieved using QPE. Notice that a user can adjust weights of features and the 
feedback to the user is instantaneous. 
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developed at Virage. This system extracts features to characterize images 
using color, texture, structure, and composition. These features can be 
combined using distance functions. This system treats keywords also like 
features by using a thesaurus to compute distances between keywords in 
the query and stored images. The weights of the features can be changed 
to retrieve similar images using different similarity functions. We show a 
screen shot of this system in Figure 3. This shot shows all images re-
trieved as similar to the example image, which is the best matching im-
age and hence appears as the first image in similar images. If the images 
are created using the query canvas, shown in Figure 4, then one can ar-
ticulate a query by cutting and pasting and by other image manipulation 
operations. It must be mentioned that this system has no domain-level 
knowledge. 

Interestingly, even without any domain knowledge in this system, users 
very quickly learn to retrieve images of their choice by using an example 
image and appropriate weights of the features provided in the system. 
The system uses color, texture, and structure as features of an image. In 
color, both global colors, and automatically segmented segments and their 
locations, defined as composition, are used. For texture, several properties 

Figure 4. The query canvas allows a user to articulate a query using visual means. 
One can cut and paste from images and use image manipulation programs to 
articulate a query. 
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are computed using standard texture features and are combined to rep-
resent an overall measure of the texture. Structure addresses shapes and 
location of edge segments. It is interesting to see that these purely im-
age-based features, when combined with hand drawn queries on a can-
vas or an image selected for QPE, perform quite effectively in retrieving 
semantically relevant objects. This strongly suggests that by defining a 
pictorial alphabet and suitable rules to use this alphabet, it may be pos-
sible to develop powerful domain-dependent systems. 

Semantic Knowledge: The Xenomania System 
One can use domain knowledge to extract features at insert time and 

interpret user queries using domain knowledge and statistical character-
istics of the information in the database. Many projects in academia and 
industry address these issues. Here we demonstrate some of these ideas 
using a face retrieval system called Xenomania implemented at the Uni-
versity of Michigan (Bach et al., 1992). 

Xenomania was an interactive system for the retrieval of face images 
and information. It allows a user to locate a specific person in the data-
base and retrieve the person's image and other information. The user 
can describe the target face in general terms—e.g., shape of eyes, nose, 
length of hair—to begin the location process and to retrieve the initial 
results. After that, the target face may be described using these general 
terms or by using the actual image contents of the retrieved faces. All 
aspects of the architecture described above are incorporated into this 
system (this system is described by Bach et al. [1992]). 

We chose the interactive face identification problem because of the 
lack of well-defined image objects and features and the heavy dependence 
on both predefined domain knowledge and extensive user participa-
tion. Although much work has been done toward modeling of facial 
features, it is still very difficult to accurately extract and evaluate these 
features over a variety of faces and situations and even more difficult to 
assign semantic attributes to these features which are meaningful to us-
ers. This application exploits the demands for both extensive predefined 
domain knowledge and user-incorporated knowledge at every step of 
processing. 

Xenomania relied very heavily on previous research in the field of 
face recognition. Much work was done regarding the psychological as-
pects of face recognition which provided a basis for our initial implemen-
tation. Many automatic face recognition systems have also been devel-
oped. The Xenomania project, however, was not a face recognition sys-
tem but rather an image database system used for interactive face retrieval. 
Some face-recognition systems have approached the problem from strictly 
an image processing point of view with little or no emphasis on descrip-
tive representation of faces. These systems do not incorporate the user 
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for describing the face or guiding the query refinement once the recog-
nition process has been initiated. The most successful face reocgnition 
system is based on eigenfaces (Pentland, Moghaddam, & Starner, 1994; 
Pentland, Picard, & Sclaroff, 1994). This system is also influenced by 
image recognition approaches. In an eigenface-based system, one can 
specify an image and the system will retrieve all images that are similar to 
that. It may be interesting to combine eigenfaces with the descriptive 
approach used in Xenomania. 

Domain Knowledge 
As in any image management application, we are faced with the diffi-

culty of determining which attributes are important for each domain 
object, and how to accurately represent these attributes in the system. 
However, this is an attractive problem from our point of view, because it 
gives us the opportunity to investigate different types of object and fea-
ture representations. For instance, there are several attributes about an 
eye that may be important. Individual eye attributes such as area and 
width will be necessary, as will relative attributes such as the width of the 
eye compared to the height of the eye. Spatial attributes such as distance 
between the left eye and the right eye are also important and must be 
incorporated into the system. Other objects, such as eyebrows, may re-
quire entirely different attributes than those for eyes to be maintained in 
the system. We have based much of our initial implementation on re-
search that has been done to evaluate which facial features and attributes 
are best suited for face identification and differentiation. 

Many image databases are likely to be for specific applications and 
hence will require strong domain knowledge. The domain objects should 
be described using the image alphabet or image objects in the VIMSYS 
model. This task will require close interactions among database design-
ers, image processing experts, and domain experts. 

V I D E O DATABASES: T V N E W S O N D E M A N D 

Video is rapidly becoming the preferred mode of receiving informa-
tion and video is certainly the most vivid medium for conveying informa-
tion. Video has gained tremendous popularity since it appeared on the 
scene. As is well known, television has been one of the most influential 
inventions of this century. As a result, the last decade has seen rapid 
growth in camcorder use in all aspects of human activities. 

Video is the most impressive medium for communicating and re-
cording events in our life. Its use is limited, however, by its basically 
sequential nature. To access a particular segment of interest on a tape, 
one must spend significant time searching for the segment. Video data-
bases have potential to change the way we access and use video. 
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By storing each individual shot in the database, one can then access 
any individual frame based on the content of the shot. Each shot can be 
analyzed to find what is contained in each shot. Frames in each shot can 
be analyzed to find events in it. By segmenting videos into shots and 
analyzing those shots, one can extract information that can be put into a 
database. This database can then be searched to find sequences of interest. 

Video databases can be useful in many applications. One applica-
tion is news on demand. Suppose that each sequence is analyzed and the 
information in it is stored in a database with pointers to the relevant 
frames. This database then can be used to view the news of choice to the 
depth desired by a user and in the sequence desired. We are implement-
ing such a system in our laboratory (Swanberg et al, 1993a; Swanberg et 
al., 1993b; Hampapur et al., 1994a; Hampapur et al., 1994b). Details of 
segmentation of the sequence, architecture of the system, role of knowl-
edge in such a system, and all other aspects have been presented in 
Swanberg et al., 1993a; Swanberg et al., 1993b; and Hampapur et al., 
1994. It must be mentioned here that many other systems of this type are 
being implemented in other places. 

The architecture for the video database is composed of four major 
components: input, database, query environment, and knowledge base. 
The input module is further divided into two major components: a se-
quence segmentation subsystem and a feature detection subsystem. The 
knowledge module has a video object schema definition subsystem to 
help a user enter knowledge into the system for a specific application. 
The video object schema definition subsystem provides tools to model 
the video object schema for an application based on the operators avail-
able in the input and query processing systems. Based on the video ob-
ject schema, the feature detection subsystem analyzes a video frame se-
quence to extract structure and the semantic information about each 
object of interest in the video. The extracted objects and related seman-
tic information are then stored in the feature database. According to the 
video object schema definition, a user query interface is automatically 
customized. A user can also navigate the video object schema defined 
from the video object schema definition subsystem as well as its associ-
ated video object data through the user query interface. 

C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E R E S E A R C H 

We have discussed some basic issues in visual information retrieval 
and presented some example systems. As is clear from these examples, 
these systems are in the early stages of development, but there is growing 
research interest in this area. Many powerful approaches are being de-
veloped for image and video databases. It is clear that these approaches 
should work very closely with textual and audio search techniques. We 
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believe that, as research in these areas progresses, we will see the emer-
gence of powerful multimedia information retrieval techniques. These 
techniques will allow a user to articulate their queries using the medium 
of their choice and will retrieve information from distributed multime-
dia libraries. The next few years are likely to result in significant progress 
in this area. 
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Efficient Techniques for Feature-Based Image/ 
Video Access and Manipulation 

This paper describes our recent work on content-based visual query with 
emphasis on automatic visual feature extraction, efficient feature index-
ing, and feature-assisted search and browsing. Efficient techniques for 
manipulating compressed videos are included as well. We will discuss 
several research prototypes, including VisualSeek, which is a Java-based 
WWW application supporting localized color and spatial similarity re-
trieval; CVEPS (Compressed Video Editing and Parsing System), which 
supports feature-based indexing and editing of video in the compressed 
domain; and a hierarchical news video browsing and indexing system. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Efficient and effective methods for indexing, searching, and retriev-
ing images and videos from large archives are critical techniques required 
in visual information systems (VIS) applications. Users need a more pow-
erful method for searching images than just traditional text-based query 
(e.g., keywords). Manual creation of keywords is too time-consuming for 
many practical applications. Subjective descriptions based on users' in-
put will be neither consistent nor complete. Also, the vocabulary used in 
describing visual contents is usually domain specific. 

There is a recent effort, called content-based visual query (CBVQ) 
(Niblack et al., 1993; Jain, 1992), aimed at effective solutions to the above 
problem. Before a discussion of the technical issues involved in the CBVQ, 
we first briefly discuss its relationships with other image indexing/retrieval 
approaches. 

There are several possible ways of indexing and retrieving visual 
material. From users' point of view, the more methods available, the 
higher the flexibility they can exercise and adapt to the specific informa-
tion they are seeking. However, from the system designer's point of view, 
different methods imply different cost and efficiency. It is important to 
achieve good overall system performance. The traditional keyword-based 
retrieval methods can be extended to more general semantic-level de-
scriptions such as "a red car in front of a house" or "a person running on 
the beach." This type of retrieval requires semantic information given by 
users in the indexing stage. The second type of query allows users to 
specify a complete image or an image region as the query key. Specific 
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images can be retrieved based on similarity with the input image itself or 
the image features derived from the input image. This is usually called a 
query by image example. The last type of query is feature-based image 
retrieval. Visual signal features are extracted in the indexing stage and 
compared in the search stage to find the "similar" images/videos. Typical 
features include texture, color, shape, object layout, motion, camera op-
erations, face, logo, associated audio and speech, etc. Some features are 
for still images and others are for videos although, in general, all still 
image features are applicable to video as well. The formulation of input 
features to the search engine can be provided by user's raw data (e.g., 
drawing and sketch) or user's selection from system templates. The popu-
lation of feature sets from each image or video in the database can be 
automatic or semi-automatic (i.e., with user assistance). Knowledge of 
the application domain also helps significantly in developing reliable au-
tomatic retrieval techniques. 

In CBVQ, the term "content" refers to the structure and semantics of 
images and videos at various levels, ranging from pixel patterns, physical 
objects, spatial/temporal structures, to high-level semantics of the visual 
material. The content-based approach is not intended as a replacement 
for the keyword approach. Instead, it is considered as a complementary 
tool, particularly for applications which have large data collections and 
that require a fast search response. Provision of the content-based visual 
retrieval techniques also brings in new synergy between the text-based 
information and the visual information of the same material. Fusion of 
different information channels (text and visual in this case) has been 
used to achieve performance improvement in multimedia databases such 
as news archives (Srihari, 1995). 

A content-based visual query system requires several key components, 
including: 

• choice of effective visual features and their integration with textual 
indexes; 

• visual feature extraction (automatic or semi-automatic) and object 
segmentation; 

• design of effective discrimination measures; 
• efficient indexing data structure for high-dimensional feature space; 
• efficient user interface for query specification and visual browsing; 
• association with domain knowledge and other data types; 
• exploration of functionalities in the compressed domain; and 
• evaluation criterion and methodologies. 

The above broad list reflects the broad cross-disciplinary nature of 
this area. However, to achieve the goal of searching images/videos based 
on visual content, a very challenging issue is visual content analysis and 
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automatic extraction of "prominent" features. The definition of "promi-
nence" may depend on the actual application requirements, but a gen-
eral bottom-up approach is as follows: start with a rich set of automati-
cally extracted low-level generic visual features, then derive high-level 
semantics by applying the domain knowledge provided by users or appli-
cations. 

We focus on issues directly related to image/video processing and 
associated algorithms for efficient indexing, computation, and visualiza-
tion for improving overall system performance. Several groups have re-
ported promising work in this area (Niblack et al., 1993; Pentland et al., 
in press; Zhang et al., 1993; Dimitrova & Golshani, 1994; Yeo 8c Liu, 1995; 
Hampapur et al., 1995; Mehrotra 8c Gary, 1995; Stone & Li, 1996; Sawhney 
et al., 1995). We contrast our work with others by using a fully automatic 
process for localized feature extraction (e.g., local color and texture re-
gions), compressed-domain feature extraction without full decoding of 
compressed images/videos, and efficient user interfaces for users to specify 
localized features and their spatial layout. 

We will describe two example prototype systems of content-based vi-
sual query—VisualSEEk and CVEPS. VisualSEEk is a fully automated con-
tent-based image query system which allows users to search images by 
localized colors and their spatial layout. It includes a Java-based Web 
interface for interactive visual content specification, integrated visual/ 
textual search, and performance evaluation. It is the first CBVQ system 
which supports local content specification and integrated query using 
visual feature and spatial layout. CVEPS (Compressed Video Editing and 
Parsing System) is a software prototype of a video indexing and manipu-
lation system which supports automatic video segment decomposition, 
video indexing based on key frames or objects, and compressed video 
editing. It is the first software-based system supporting both indexing 
and manipulation of compressed video. The compressed domain ap-
proach provides great benefits in reducing computational complexity, 
storage space requirements, and improving picture quality. Implementa-
tion of a simple editing function—e.g., random cut and paste—can be 
improved in speed by about 100 times by using the compressed-domain 
approach. 

V I S U A L S E E K 

VisualSEEk is a new content-based image query system that provides 
for querying by both image region visual properties and spatial layout. 
VisualSEEk is a hybrid system in that it integrates feature-based image 
representation with spatial query methods. The integration relies on a 
recently proposed representation of color regions by color sets (Smith 8c 
Chang, 1996). Color sets provide for a convenient system of region ex-
traction through back projection. In addition, a decomposition of the 
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quadratic form of the color set distance function consists of terms that 
are easily indexed. This allows for the efficient computation of color set 
distance and the indexing of color sets. As a result, unconstrained images 
are decomposed into near-symbolic images which lend themselves to effi-
cient spatial query. 

C O N T E N T - B A S E D I M A G E Q U E R Y 

A recurring problem in image database research is how to efficiently 
retrieve items from the database that optimize some function. In 
content-based image query applications, this function approximates the 
perceptual similarity between the user's query image and target images 
in the database. In general, when the database is large and the image 
features have many dimensions, the exhaustive search of the database is 
not computationally expedient. Furthermore, recent approaches toward 
content-based image query have neglected two important aspects of vi-
sual perception—spatial information and spatial relationships. 

S P A T I A L I M A G E Q U E R Y 

A significant aspect of discriminating among images depends on the 
spatial locations and relationships between objects or regions within the 
image. However, the problem of content-based image query is only ex-
acerbated by introducing multiple image regions and spatial informa-
tion into the query process. This is due to the combinatorial explosion 
resulting from comparison among multiples of regions or objects. On 
the other hand, by representing images symbolically, spatial query meth-
ods compare the spatial relationships of symbols. However, spatial que-
ries do not consider the similarity of the "symbols" such as that based 
upon visual features of objects or regions. 

J O I N T C O N T E N T - B A S E D / S P A T I A L I M A G E Q U E R Y 

In VisualSEEk, we propose a new system that provides both feature 
comparison and spatial query for unconstrained color images. To illus-
trate (see figure 1), each image is decomposed into regions which have 
feature properties such as color, texture, and shape and spatial proper-
ties such as location and spatial relationships. The most desirable image 
query system allows users to query by both visual features and spatial prop-
erties. Recent approaches for image retrieval do not provide for both 
types of querying. The QBIC system (Niblack et al., 1993) provides que-
rying of manually segmented regions by color, texture, and shape but not 
by spatial relationships. The Virage system (Bach et al., 1996) allows 
querying of only an image's global features such as color, composition, 
texture, and structure. 
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(C) 

Figure 1. Query decomposition (a) target image, (b) regions with both feature 
and spatial properties, T= {¿q, t^, ..., t̂ }, (c) query image, Q = {«q, q^}. 

To solve the problem of integrating content-based and spatial image 
query, we decompose the parameters of the image distance function into 
two classes—intrinsic and derived variables. Then we design the repre-
sentations for intrinsic variables such as region color, spatial location, 
and size to require minimal computation in matching. For example, 
color matching is achieved efficiently through color sets. Furthermore, 
the intrinsic variables are indexed directly to allow for maximum effi-
ciency in queries. In this way, a query specified by the user is translated 
into pruning operations on intrinsic variables. The derived variables, 
such as region-relative locations and special spatial relations, are resolved 
only in the final stage of the query. This is because these evaluations have 
the highest complexity. The pruning performed by the queries on the 
intrinsic variables reduces the number of candidate images that need to 
be evaluated at the final stage. 

U N I Q U E F E A T U R E S O F V I S U A L S E E K 

VisualSEEk has joint image feature/spatial querying; automated re-
gion extraction; and direct indexing of color features. The VisualSEEk 
project has also emphasized several unique objectives in order to enhance 
the functionality and usability of image retrieval systems: (1) automated 
extraction of localized regions and features (Smith & Chang, 1996a), 
(2) querying by both feature and spatial information (Smith 8c Chang, 
1996b), (3) extraction from compressed data (Chang, 1993), (4) devel-
opment of techniques for fast indexing and retrieval, and (5) develop-
ment of highly functional user tools. The VisualSEEk client application 
was developed in the Java language to allow for maximum functionality, 
client platform independence, and accessibility on the World Wide Web. 
As illustrated in Figure 2, VisualSEEk consists of several components: the 
set of user tools, the query server, the image and video retrieval server, 
the image and video archive, the meta-data database, and the index files. 
Currently, the VisualSEEk system allows searching on a test bed of 12,000 
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miscel laneous color images. T h e users can search fo r images using color 
a n d spatial at tr ibutes. 
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Figure 3. VisualSEEK user interface provides tools for sketching query regions, 
assigning region properties and positioning regions to form joint content-based/ 
spatial image queries. 
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QUERY FORMULATION 

The joint color/spatial queries are formulated graphically by using 
the VisualSEEk user tools as illustrated in figure 3. The user sketches 
regions, positions them on the query grid, and assigns them properties of 
color, size, and absolute location. The user may also assign boundaries 
for location and size. The relationships between regions are diagrammed 
by connecting regions. In this way, the interface provides for queries that 
include region features and combinations of both absolute and relative 
placement of the regions. 

VISUALSEEK QUERIES 

We present some example joint content-based/spatial queries in 
VisualSEEk. In the first example (see Figure 4[a]), the query (top) speci-
fies the absolute location of a single region. The retrieved image (bot-
tom) has the best match in features (color and size) to the query region 
and falls within the "zero distance" boundary diagrammed in the query. 
In the next example (see Figure 4[b]), the query specifies multiple re-
gions. The retrieved image provides the best match in terms of the fea-
tures and absolute spatial locations of the query regions. In the next 
example (see Figure 4[c]), the query specifies the spatial relationships of 
regions. The retrieved image has three regions that best match the fea-
tures of the query regions and their spatial relationship satisfies that speci-
fied in the query. Finally (see Figure 4[d]), the query specifies both abso-
lute and relative locations of regions. In this query, the match to the 
region positioned by absolute location (top left region in the query im-
age) considers both the features and location of this region. The match 
to the other regions (the bottom two regions in the query image) at first 

(a) (b) (c) (HT" 

Figure 4. Example VisualSEEk queries (a) single region with absolute location, 
(b) two regions with absolute locations, (c) multiple regions with relative 
locations, (d) multiple regions with both absolute and relative locations. 
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considers only the features of these regions. In the last stage of the query, 
the spatial relationship of the regions is evaluated to determine the match. 

The discrimination of images is only partly provided by features such 
as color, texture, and shape. Another important component is based upon 
the spatial locations and relationships of objects and regions within the 
images. The VisualSEEk system provides for the retrieval of images by 
image features and by the spatial locations, relationships, and sizes of 
color regions. In VisualSEEk, the image feature computation is efficiently 
integrated into the spatial querying methods. In the future, work will 
extend the VisualSEEk system to support other image features, such as 
texture and shape, in the task of joint feature-based/spatial image query. 

C V E P S 

CVEPS is a functional software-based prototype system for compressed 
video editing, indexing, and browsing. It provides automatic tools for 
video segment (i.e., shot) decomposition, special effect detection (e.g., 
zoom, panning, dissolve), moving objects extraction, key frame/object 
indexing, and nonlinear editing, mostly in the compressed domain with-
out full decoding of the original compressed streams. By using the com-
pressed-domain approach, real-time performance is achieved even with 
software implementation. 

The compressed-domain approach offers many great benefits. First, 
implementation of the same manipulation algorithms in the compressed 
domain will be much cheaper than that in the uncompressed domain 
because the data rate is highly reduced in the compressed domain (e.g., 
a typical 20:1 to 50:1 compression ratio for MPEG). Second, given most 
existing images and videos stored in the compressed form, the specific 
manipulation algorithms can be applied to the compressed streams with-
out full decoding of the compressed images/videos. Third, because full 
decoding and re-encoding of video is not necessary, we can avoid the 
extra quality degradation that usually occurs in the re-encoding process. 
We have shown earlier that for MPEG compressed video editing, the speed 
performance can be improved by more than 100 times, and the video 
quality can be improved by about 3-4 dB if we use the compressed-do-
main approach rather than the traditional decode-edit-reencode approach 
(Meng & Chang, 1996). 

The primary compression standard used in CVEPS is MPEG (MPEG-
1 or MPEG-2). But the underlying approach and techniques are general 
enough to be applied to other video compression standards using trans-
form coding and/or interframe motion compensation. 

In order to allow users to manipulate compressed video efficiently, 
two types of functionalities are required: (1) key content browsing and 
search, and (2) compressed video editing. The former allows users to 
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efficiently browse through, or search for, key content of the video with-
out decoding and viewing the entire video stream. The key content re-
fers to the key frames in video sequences, prominent video objects and 
their associated visual features (motion, shape, color, and trajectory), or 
special reconstructed video models for representing video content in a 
video scene. The second type of functionalities, video editing, allows us-
ers to manipulate the object of interest in the video stream without full 
decoding. One example is to cut and paste any arbitrary segments from 
existing video streams and produce a new video stream which conforms 
to the valid compression format. Other examples include special visual 
effects typically used in video production studios. 

SYSTEM C O M P O N E N T S 

CVEPS consists of three major modules: parsing, visualization, and 
authoring (see Figure 5). In the parsing module, MPEG-compressed video 
is first broken into shot segments. Within each shot, camera operation 
parameters (e.g., zooming, panning) are estimated. Then moving ob-
jects are detected and their shape and trajectory features are extracted. 
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Figure 5. CVEPS System Overview. 
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In the visualization module, the scene cut list and the camera zoom/pan 
information are used to extract key frames for representing each video 
shot. For example, a zoom-in video shot may be represented with the 
first frame of the shot and a detailed zoom-in frame or a video mosaic. 

The key frames can be browsed with the hierarchical video scene 
browser based on scene clustering described in the next subsection (Zhong 
et al., 1996). Our content-based image query system, VisualSEEk, can be 
used to index and retrieve key frames or video objects based on their 
visual features and spatial layout. In the authoring module, we provide 
tools for cutting/pasting of arbitrary MPEG video segments and adding 
special effects such as dissolve, keying, masking, and motion effects (vari-
able speed, stroke motion, etc.). 

Scene Clustering 
We have developed scene clustering techniques to help users to 

browse and search efficiently important content in a video sequence. Each 
scene can be assumed to have consistent video content in most cases, 
except special situations like fast changing foreground and fast camera 
motion. Therefore, at the scene level, visual characteristics can be ex-
plored to classify various video scenes and derive higher-level semantics. 
Given a large collection of video sequences, a hierarchical scene-brows-
ing interface will be useful for users to quickly browse through the con-
tent contained in a long video sequence or multiple video sequences. 

The hierarchical scene browsing system (Zhong et al., 1996) takes 
the list of detected scenes from CVEPS and organizes them into multiple 
levels according to three different criteria: (1) temporal order, (2) story 
(e.g., news story), and (3) visual features. Organization based on the 
temporal order groups scenes into multi-level clusters according to their 
sequential order in time. N consecutive scenes form a basic segment in 
the lowest level, M segments form a class in the next level, and so on until 
all scenes are included. This hierarchy ensures a fully balanced organiza-
tion with the same number of scenes in each class. 

The second browsing mode uses the knowledge of story boundary 
and groups all video scenes contained in the same story into a class. This 
allows users to quickly view different stories in a long video program with-
out going through the low-level scenes. This is particularly useful in situ-
ations where users need to quickly find a particular story from a large 
video archive to meet short deadlines. 

The third browsing mode organizes scenes based on their visual fea-
tures. Users may want to find related scenes from different programs (e.g., 
related news of different days). Scenes with similar visual features (e.g., 
color, motion, and faces) may be assigned to the same class if their visual 
similarity is sufficient. One useful example is to find all anchorperson 
scenes automatically. This allows automatic detection of the news story 
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boundary without user intervention. Currently, our system has imple-
mented scene clustering using primitive features—i.e., by color and mo-
tion. Advanced features will be incorporated later. 

REMOTE ONLINE EDITING 

The client-server model used in CVEPS provides for economic de-
sign of the client's editing terminal. Users may use a lightweight viewing 
station to connect to a powerful CVEPS server. The emerging WWW 
technology also provides a very powerful platform for remote online 
editing. With a Java-enabled Web browser, the user can first browse 
through the keyframes in a video stream; query and retrieve desired video 
clips; and preview and edit video at a low resolution. Upon completion, 
the client software will generate a standard Edit Decision List (EDL). The 
EDL is sent to the server for generating a full resolution video. The 
CVEPS server will handle most of the computing-intensive tasks, such as 
stream parsing, and any required coding process. Once the actual ma-
nipulation and rendering of desired special effects is finished, users can 
request retrieval of the full-resolution video for stream download or real-
time display. Note that multiple EDLs can be stored for the same video 
sequences before the final rendering. Final video output should be 
produced from as original a video source as possible to minimize mul-
tiple-generation quality loss. 

Figure 6. The Compressed Video Editing and Parsing System User Interface. 
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C V E P S P R O T O T Y P E 

We have developed a prototype of the CVEPS with a C/Unix/Motif 
graphic user interface (see figure 6). Every time an MPEG video is opened, 
its corresponding video buffer status is plotted against a timeline. This 
allows us to monitor and verify the bit rate of any video stream produced 
in CVEPS. The video bit rate needs to conform to some specification in 
MPEG and the parameters set in the encoded stream to avoid decoder 
abnormality (e.g., decoder buffer overflow or underflow). 

The user may run the scene cut detection to extract a list of keyframes 
representing video shots. At any time, the user may invoke the MPEG 
software viewer and the interactive VCR control panel to do random 
search, step forward, fast forward/reverse, etc. The user can also use the 
mouse to highlight the time-line to select arbitrary video segments and 
apply "copy, cut, and paste" operations. The CVEPS also provides op-
tions of inserting special effects—such as dissolve, fade in/out, and wipe— 
between the connected segments. 

C O N C L U S I O N 

We have discussed innovative and efficient techniques for image/ 
video indexing, retrieval, and manipulation in large visual information 
management systems. We presented two working systems, VisualSEEk 
and CVEPS, to illustrate our unique research approach in content-based 
visual query and manipulation. 

VisualSEEk is a new content-based image query system that provides 
for querying by both image region visual properties and spatial layout. 
Unconstrained images are decomposed to local regions with prominent 
visual features (color, texture) by automatic tools. Spatial relationships 
are indexed with direct data structures to support efficient spatial que-
ries. 

CVEPS demonstrates advanced video indexing and manipulation 
functions in the compressed domain. The video parsing tools support 
automatic extraction of key visual features—e.g., scene cuts, transitional 
effects, camera operations (zoom/pan), shape, and trajectories of promi-
nent moving objects. These visual features are used for efficient video 
indexing, retrieval, and browsing. The editing tools allow users to per-
form useful video composing functions and special visual effects typically 
seen in video production studios. We contrast our compressed-domain 
approach with traditional decode-process-reencode approach with a quan-
titative and/or qualitative performance comparison. 
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Multimedia Analysis and Retrieval System 
(MARS) Project* 

To address the emerging needs of applications that require access to, and 
retrieval of multimedia objects, we have started a Multimedia Analysis 
and Retrieval System (MARS) project at the University of Illinois. The 
project brings together researchers interested in the fields of computer vi-
sion, compression, information management, and database systems with 
the singular goal of developing an effective multimedia database man-
agement system. As a first step toward the project, we have designed and 
implemented an image retrieval system. This discussion describes the novel 
approaches toward image segmentation, representation, browsing, and 
retrieval supported by the developed system. Also described are the direc-
tions of future research we are pursuing as part of the MARS project. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Advances in high performance computing, communication, and stor-
age technologies, as well as emerging large-scale multimedia applica-
tions, has made multimedia data management one of the most challeng-
ing and important directions of research in computer science. Such sys-
tems will support visual data as "first-class" objects that are capable of 
being stored and retrieved based on their rich internal contents. Appli-
cations of multimedia databases include, among others: 

• government and commercial uses of remote sensing images, satellite 
images, air photos, etc.; 

• digital libraries, including digital catalogs, product brochures, train-
ing and education, broadcast and entertainment, etc.; 

• medical databases, such as X-rays, MRI, etc.; 
• special-purpose databases, e.g., face/fingerprint databases for secu-

rity, business directories, maps, etc. 

While current technology allows generation, scanning, transmission, 
and storage of large numbers of digital images, video and audio, existing 

• This work was supported in part by the NSF/DARPA/NASA Digital Library Initiative 
Program under Cooperative Agreement 94-11318, in part by the U.S. Army Research 
Laboratory under Cooperative Agreement No. DAALO1-96-2-0003, in part by NASA 
under the Cooperative Agreement No. NASANAG 1-613, and in part by the University 
of Illinois Research Board. 
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practices of indexing, access, and retrieval of visual data are still very primi-
tive. Most current systems rely on manual extraction of content informa-
tion from images. Such information is stored using text annotations and 
indexing, and retrieval is then performed using these annotations. Al-
though useful in some domains, such techniques are severely limited since 
manual indexing is inherently not scalable and, furthermore, textual de-
scriptors are inadequate for describing many important features based 
on what users wish to retrieve as far as visual data (e.g., color, texture, 
shape, and layout). Also, textual descriptions are ineffective in support-
ing unanticipated user queries. 

Development of multimedia database management systems requires 
an integrated research effort in the fields of image analysis, computer 
vision, information retrieval, and database management. Traditionally, 
these research areas have been studied in isolation with little or no inter-
action among the respective research communities. Image analysis and 
computer vision researchers have developed effective algorithms for im-
age representation and segmentation. However, on the one hand, incor-
poration of these algorithms into the data management system in order 
to support effective retrieval is largely an open problem. On the other 
hand, research on information retrieval has focused on developing effec-
tive retrieval techniques to search for information relevant to users' que-
ries. Effectiveness is measured using the precision of the information 
retrieved (i.e., how relevant is the retrieved information to the user?) 
and the recall (i.e., how much of the relevant information present in the 
database was retrieved?) (Saltón & McGill, 1983). Efficient processing 
of user queries, as well as support for concurrent operations which are 
important for scalability, has been relatively ignored. Furthermore, re-
search has primarily focused on textual data. Finally, database manage-
ment research has concentrated on efficiency of storage and retrieval as 
well as on support for concurrent users and distributed processing. How-
ever, the techniques have been developed in the context of simple record-
oriented data, and little has been done to extend the techniques to either 
textual, image, or multimedia data. 

To address the challenges in building an effective multimedia data-
base system, we have started the Multimedia Analysis and Retrieval Sys-
tem (MARS) project. MARS brings together a research team with inter-
est in image analysis, coding, information retrieval, and database man-
agement. As part of the MARS project, we are addressing many research 
challenges including automatic segmentation and feature extraction, 
image representation and compression techniques suitable for browsing 
and retrieval, indexing and content-based retrieval, efficient query pro-
cessing, support for concurrent operations, and techniques for seamless 
integration of the multimedia databases into the organization's informa-
tion infrastructure. As a first step, we have developed a prototype image 
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retrieval system (referred to as MARS/IRS) that supports content-based 
retrieval over a test bed consisting of a set of images of paintings and 
photographs provided by the Getty foundation. This paper describes the 
design and implementation of MARS/IRS including novel techniques 
for segmentation, representation, browsing, and retrieval. We also dis-
cuss directions of future research we are pursuing as part of the MARS 
project. 

Many of the research topics being pursued in the MARS projects are 
also being addressed by other research teams both in the industry and in 
academia. One project related in scope is the Query by Image Content 
(QBIC) system being developed at IBM Almaden Research Center 
(Faloutsos et al., 1993; Flickner et al., 1995). The QBIC system supports 
queries based on color, texture, sketch, and layout of images. Another 
important related project is the ADVENT system developed at Columbia 
University (Smith 8c Chang, 1994, 1995, 1996; Wang, 1995; Chang, in 
these proceedings). Their main research focus is color/texture region 
extraction in both the uncompressed and the compressed domains. The 
color set concept is used in their color region extraction approach to 
make it faster and more robust. Its texture region extraction is based on 
the features (means and variances) extracted from Wavelet sub-bands. 
Instead of decompressing the existing compressed images to obtain the 
texture features, they perform texture feature extraction in the compressed 
domain, such as Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) and Discrete 
Wavelet Transformation (DWT). Other projects related to ours include 
Photobook at MIT (Pentland et al., 1995), Alexandria at UCSB 
(Manjunath 8c Ma, 1995), as well as the DLI projects at Stanford, Berke-
ley (as related by Forsyth in these proceedings), CMU, and MU (Schatz 8c 
Chen, 1996) which are working on low level feature extraction (image 
and video), feature representation, concept mapping, and database ar-
chitecture. 

MARS IMAGE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 

MARS/IRS is a simple prototype image retrieval system that supports 
similarity and content-based retrieval of images based on the properties 
of color, texture, shape, and layout. The distinguishing features of the 
current implementation include a novel approach toward segmentation, 
shape representation, support for complex content-based queries, as well 
as compression techniques to support effective browsing of images. In 
this section, we describe the current implementation of MARS/IRS. 

System Architecture 
The major components of MARS/IRS are shown in figure 1 and are 

discussed below. 
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User interface: written usingjava applets and accessible over the World 
Wide Web using the Netscape browser. The user interface allows us-
ers to graphically pose content-based and similarity queries over im-
ages. Using the interface, a user can specify queries to retrieve im-
ages based on a single property or a combination of properties. For 
example, a user can retrieve images similar in color to an input query 
image. A more complex query is to retrieve images that are similar in 
color to an input image and contain a shape similar to a specified 
shape in image I r The interface also allows users to combine image 
properties as well as text annotations (e.g., name of the creator, title 
of a painting, etc.) in specifying queries. The user interface is acces-
sible over the WWW at PURL (<http://quirk.ifp.uiuc.edu:2020/mars/ 
mars.html>). 

Image Indexer: The image indexer takes as input an image as well as 
its text annotation. With the help of the image analyzer, it extracts 
image properties (e.g., color, texture, shape). Furthermore, it extracts 
certain salient textual properties (e.g., name of the artist, subject of 
the painting, etc.) and stores these properties into the feature data-
base. 

Image Analyzer: The image analyzer extracts salient image properties 
like the global color and texture as well as the shape. The global 
color is represented using a color histogram over the hue saturation 
value (HSV) space. At each image pixel, three texture features— 
coarseness, contrast, and directionality—are computed and the set of 
feature vectors forms a 3-D global texture histogram. Furthermore, 
images are segmented and the shape features of the objects in the 
image are represented using a modified Fourier Descriptor of the 
object boundary. 

Feature Database: An image in the feature database is represented 
using its image as well as textual properties. An image consists of 
global color histogram; a texture histogram; shape features; textual 
features like name of artist, subject of painting, etc. as well as color 
and texture layout properties. The feature database is currently imple-
mented using POSTGRES (Stonebraker & Kemnitz, 1991). Further-
more, users can associate a full-text description with the images. 

Query Processor: The query processor is written on top of POSTGRES 
in C. It takes the query specified at the user interface, evaluates the 
query using the feature database, and returns to the user images that 
are best matches to the input query. The query language supported 
allows users to pose complex queries that are composed using image 
as well as textual properties. First, the query processor ranks the im-
ages based on individual properties. It then combines the ranking on 
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individual properties to determine the overall ranking of the images 
based on the complex query. Techniques are developed to efficiently 
identify the best $N$ matches without requiring that every image be 
ranked based on each property. 

display 

Figure 1. The MARS system componenets. 

As mentioned previously, currently MARS/IRS uses as a test bed a set 
of images of paintings and photographs of artifacts made available to us 
by the Getty Museum Foundation (Museum Educational Site Licensing 
[MSL] Project [see Trant in these proceedings]). 

Image Representation 
In MARS/IRS, an image /consists of a set of global properties as well 

as a set of objects [O1
 p (J2, 0^}. Global properties are either: 

• fixed descriptors like the artist's name, title, and museum to which 
the image belongs; 

• free-text description of the image; or 
• low-level image properties like color, texture, and layout. 
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Objects within an image are identified using automatic segmentation (de-
scribed later in this section) and associated with each object are /oca/prop-
erties which could include description of shape, average color, texture, 
centroid, area, as well as textual annotations. This section describes the 
representation of the low-level image features used in modeling an im-
age. 

Color 
While color features could be represented in many color spaces, we 

use the hue saturation value color space since it approximates a percep-
tually uniform color space, making it easier for the user to specify colors. 
The global color histogram of an image is computed and stored. A histo-
gram intersection method is used to compare the overall color content of 
an image with the colors specified in the user query. With respect to 
changes in image background colors, the histogram intersection similar-
ity measure is more robust than the Euclidean histogram distance or 
matrix-weighted histogram distance. Using the histogram intersection 
method, a user may retrieve images in a database that contain a specific 
color or set of colors. For example, a user may retrieve all images that 
contain red and green but no blue. 

Color Layout 
While the color histogram is useful for queries on the relative amount 

of each color in an image; it is not useful for queries on the spatial loca-
tion of colors. For example, it is not possible to retrieve all images that 
contain a red region above and to the right of a large blue region based 
solely on the color histogram. Such queries can be answered correctly 
only if an image can be accurately segmented into regions of different 
color, which is difficult to achieve. But for queries relating to simple 
spatial relationships between colors, a relatively nonideal segmentation 
may still be sufficient. 

To represent spatial arrangement of colors in an image, we do a simple 
k-means clustering on the hue saturation value (HSV) histogram of an 
image to produce a rough segmentation. For each region in the segmen-
tation, we store the following information for color indexing: centroid, 
area, eccentricity, average color, and maximum bounding rectangle. 
Images will be searched by comparing the relative locations and colors of 
the indexed regions to see if they matched the color layout query. 

Texture 
Texture is another important feature of images, and researchers have 

done a great deal of work in this area. We have implemented texture 
measures based on coarseness, contrast, and directionality, which are gen-
erally considered to be fairly good measures for texture.1 At each image 
pixel we compute these three texture features from the pixel's local neigh-
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borhood. The set of feature vectors from all image pixels forms the 3-D 
global texture histogram. We compute these measures for each image 
and use a weighted Euclidean distance function as the matching criteria. 
The method described by Hideyuki Tamura (used by QBIC) uses three 
scalar measures and does not consider the relationship between texture 
components. Our method includes this texture information and thus 
returns better matches (i.e., the textures are perceptually more similar). 

Shape 
Although shape is a very important feature that a human can easily 

extract from an image, reliable automatic extraction and representation 
of shapes is a challenging open problem in computer vision. 

Some simple shape features are the perimeter, area, number of holes, 
eccentricity, symmetry, etc. Although these features are easy to compute, 
they usually return too many false positives to be useful for content-based 
retrieval, thus they are excluded from our discussion. Advanced meth-
ods that can represent more complex shapes fall into two categories. The 
first category is region-based methods. These methods are essentially the 
Moment-Invariants Methods (MIM). The disadvantage of the MIM is its 
high computational cost (features are computed using the entire region 
including interior pixels) and low discriminatory power. The descriptors 
also tend to return too many false positives. 

Boundary-based methods are the second category, which include the 
Turning Angle Method (TAM) and Fourier Descriptors (FD). These 
methods provide a much more complete description of shape than MIM; 
however, they suffer the disadvantage of being dependent on the starting 
point of the shape contour, and they can recover parameters (rotation, 
scale, starting point) only by solving a nonlinear optimization problem, 
which is not feasible in a real-time content-based retrieval system. Fur-
thermore, to the extent of our knowledge, no research has been done on 
how to deal with the spatial discretization problem when using these meth-
ods. 

We proposed the Modified Fourier Descriptor (MFD) (Rui et al., 
1996b), which satisfies the four conditions: 

1. Robustness to transformation—the representation must be invariant 
to translation, rotation, and scaling of shapes, as well as the starting 
point used in defining the boundary sequence. 

2. Robustness to noise—shape boundaries often contain local irregu-
larities due to image noise. More importantly, spatial discretization 
introduces distortion along the entire boundary. The representation 
must be robust to these types of noise. 

3. Feature extraction efficiency—feature vectors should be computed 
efficiently. 
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4. Feature matching efficiency—since matching is done online, the dis-
tance metric must require a very small computational cost. 

Image Segmentation 
Our image segmentation is based on clustering and grouping in spa-

tial-color-texture space. For a typical natural image, there is a high num-
ber of different colors and textures. C-means clustering is one way to 
reduce the complexity while retaining salient color and texture features. 

1. randomly pick c starting points in the color-texture space as the initial 
means; 

2. cluster each point as belonging to the nearest neighbor mean; 
3. compute the new mean for each cluster; and 
4. repeat 2 and 3 until all the clusters converge (i.e., when the number 

of pixels and mean value of each cluster does not change). 

After this procedure, we have c clusters, each of which may corre-
spond to a set of image pixels. We define clusters a natural group which 
has similar features of interest. The image pixels corresponding to a 
particular cluster may or may not be spatially contiguous. We define a 
region as one of the spatially connected regions corresponding to a clus-
ter. 

The c-means clustering generally produces regions of various sizes; 
some of the regions are very small (containing only a few pixels). We 
consider these regions as speckle noise and set a minimum region size 
threshold to filter out these small regions. The deleted regions are merged 
with the largest neighboring region. After c-means clustering, we have c 
clusters, each corresponding to several spatial regions. The next step is 
to extract the desired object from the regions. 

One way to do this is to define a threshold in color-texture space. If 
a region's color-texture feature is above the threshold, then this region is 
considered as the object; otherwise, it is considered as the background. 
One obvious disadvantage of this thresholding method is that the thresh-
old is image-dependent. We propose an attraction-based grouping method 
(ABGM) to overcome this disadvantage (Rui et al., 1996a). The method 
is motivated by the way the human visual system might do the grouping. 

As defined in physics, 
M1M2 

reflects how large the attraction is between the two masses MY and M2 
when they are of distance d. In ABGM, we use the similar concept, but 
now Mj and M2 are the size of the two regions, and d is the Euclidean 
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distance between the two regions in 6-D spatial-color-texture space. 
The ABGM method is described as follows: 

1. choose attractor region As from the clustered regions according to 
the knowledge of the application at hand; 

2. randomly choose an unlabeled region R, Find the attractions ¥.. be-
tween A and R:, 

* f 
3. associate region R with the attractor A. that has the largest attraction 

to R-
4. repeat steps 2 and 3 until all the regions are labeled; and 
5. form the output segmentation by choosing the attractor of interest 

and its associated regions. 
Note that if the attractor is bigger or closer (in 6-D space) to an unla-
beled region, its attraction will be larger, and thus the unlabeled region 
will be labeled to this attractor with higher probability. This is what a 
human visual system might do in the labeling process. 

U S E R I N T E R F A C E A N D Q U E R Y L A N G U A G E 

The user interface of MARS/IRS allows users to browse images se-
quentially (or in a random order), as well as to graphically pose content-
based queries over the database of images. Queries supported are a Bool-
ean combination of query terms. The semantics of the query is to re-
trieve images ranked on the degree to which the image satisfies the input 
query. A query term is either simple or complex. A simple term corre-
sponds to textual annotations or image properties like color and texture. 
For example, a query: 

containing_color(color identifier) A 

similar_texture_to_image(image id=4000) 

is a Boolean combination of the following two query terms combined 
using a conjunction operator: 

• containing_color(color identifier), and 
• similar_texture_to_image(image id=4000). 

The first term refers to images that contain a given color (possibly cho-
sen from a color pallet). The second refers to images whose texture 
matches the texture of the image with the identifier 4000. The system 
will retrieve images containing the specified color that also have a tex-
ture similar to the image 4000. 
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The user interface supports many ways in which users can specify 
query terms. Colors can be chosen from a color pallet or from the im-
ages that are currently being displayed in the MARS/IRS display window. 
To specify a color using an image, a user first loads the image from the 
display into the work space (by clicking on the image). The user can 
then choose either the global color of the loaded image as a query term 
(in which case the query term specifies retrieval of images whose global 
color histogram is similar to that of the loaded image), or alternatively, 
the user can choose the average color of some object2 within the image as 
a query term by clicking on the object (the objects within an image are 
highlighted when the image is loaded into the work space for this pur-
pose). Mechanisms similar to those used for specifying color query can 
be used for specifying texture query terms as well. Furthermore, MARS/ 
IRS supports mechanisms for both specifying color layout query terms as 
well as selecting a color layout similar to the layout of a given image. 

In contrast to the simple query terms, a complex query term is of the 
form: 

contains_object(object description query) 
The complex query term refers to images that contain an object that 
matches the object description query. The object description query may 
itself be a Boolean combination of image-based, as well as textual, fea-
tures associated with the objects. The user interface also supports graphi-
cal mechanisms for composing object description queries. 

The query mechanism supported by MARS/IRS provides a versatile 
tool for content-based retrieval. Using Boolean operators, users can form 
very complex queries. One special complex query is the similarity query 
when a user wishes to retrieve all the images similar to a given input 
image. Such a query is interpreted to mean images similar to the input 
image based on all the features and objects associated with the input im-
age (obviously, such queries are reasonably inefficient). We are currently 
exploring information retrieval techniques including the query refine-
ment mechanism of relevance feedback (Salton & McGill, 1983) to mean-
ingfully answer similarity queries effectively and efficiently. 

Query Processing 
A query processor takes a query and retrieves the best N images that 

satisfy the query. Associated with the query is a query tree. Leaf nodes of 
the tree correspond to simple query terms based on a single property— 
e.g., global color similar to that of an input image / . Internal nodes in 
the tree correspond to Boolean operators—and, or, and not—as well as 
to complex query terms corresponding to objects contained in the im-
age. The query tree is then evaluated as a pipeline from the leaf to the 
root. The leaf node n. returns a ranked list of 7, sim(I, Q^p to its parent, 
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where I is an image and sim(I, Q^ .) is a measure of match between the 
image / and the query represented by the leaf node n , For example, a 
leaf node n j corresponding to the query term representing the global 
color of an image / 'returns a ranked list of /, sim(I,Qnj) , where sim^Q^^) 
is the measure of the intersection of color histograms corresponding to 
images / and /'. 

The internal nodes n receive such ranked lists from each child and p 
then combine to compute a ranked list of I, sim(I,Qnp) , where sim(I,Qnp) 
is a measure of similarity between the image / and the query represented 
by the internal node np. This list is then input to the higher nodes in the 
pipeline which use it to compute their best matches. To rank the images 
according to the query represented by parent nodes, first the similarity 
measures associated with child nodes are normalized. Normalized simi-
larity measures of different child nodes are then used to rank the images 
based on the degree of match to the query represented by the parent 
node. In our current implementation, a simple approach to normaliza-
tion and ranking of images is adopted. Let an internal node np consist of 
child nodes np n2, ..., nm. The normalized similarity of an image / to the 
query corresponding to the child node n (represented by sim (1, n)) is 
taken to be the inverse of the rank of /based on its similarity to the query 
represented by node n (notice that the range of the normalized similar-
ity lies between 0 and 1). The similarity of the image / to the query repre-
sented by node np is computed as follows: 
sim(I, Qnp) = min(sim (I, QnJ, sim (I, Qn2),..., sim (I, QnJ), where Qnp = Qn} Qn2 ... QnJ 

sim(I, Qnp) = max(sim (1, QnJ, sim (I, Qn2),..., sim (I, QnJ), where Qnp = Qn1 Qn2 ... QnJ 

An advantage of such a simple normalization and ranking algorithm 
is that it can be implemented very efficiently and does not require that 
every image be ranked based on each property in order to compute the 
best Nmatches. However, the resulting retrieval is not very effective. We 
are currently exploring usage of more complex retrieval models (e.g., 
vector space models, inference network retrieval model) used in infor-
mation retrieval to improve retrieval effectiveness. Effective and efficient 
retrieval techniques for feature-based queries is one of our primary re-
search concerns in the near future. 

Representation and Compression for Fast Browsing Using Wavelets 
Due to the obvious volume of data being stored and processed in the 

database, it is important to address efficient ways to represent and com-
press these data. A key goal here is not just to achieve a substantial com-
pression ratio in order to reduce the amount of storage needed but, even 
more important, to do so in a framework that supports some of the im-
portant database tasks like browsing and object-based retrieval—i.e., to 
have a representation data structure that lends itself to these tasks without 
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needing to completely decompress the data. Toward this end, we pro-
pose a novel representation and compression data structure that is based 
on wavelets. Wavelets represent a mathematical tool based on 
multiresolution analysis that permits a natural decomposition of a signal 
or image into a hierarchy of increasing resolutions, thereby making them 
very suitable candidates for browsing applications. 

Since their introduction, wavelets have become increasingly popular 
within the image coding community as an effective decorrelating trans-
form to be used in the de facto standard architecture of loss coders, con-
sisting of a linear transform followed by a quantization stage, and final 
entropy coding of the quantized symbol stream. Although initially the 
performance of wavelet based coders was only marginally better than that 
of previous existing subband coders, with the introduction of Shapiro's 
embedded zerotree wavelet (EZW) coder that is based on the zerotree 
data structure, an entire new avenue of research was started, with coders 
exploiting, in different forms, the fact that, even after decorrelation, sig-
nificant structure remains in the subbands. Careful studies of the statis-
tics of image subbands led to many improvements over the standard 
zerotree algorithm; however, this increased efficiency in coding often came 
at the expense of high computational complexity. 

There are a number of ways to go about the complexity problem. 
One possibility, very appealing for the Image Databases application be-
cause of the simplicity with which transform domain data are represented, 
is that of fixing the quantization strategy to something reasonable (e.g., 
choose a single uniform quantizer for all subbands) and optimizing the 
entropy coder instead. Probably one of the simplest techniques of lossless 
data compression is that of run lengths. Zero run lengths have been very 
successfully applied a few years ago to the JPEG standard; surprisingly, 
none of the existing high performance wavelet-based coders make use of 
these. To test how useful one such representation can be for our pur-
poses, we took two typical test images and computed the entropy of such 
a representation: 

Image Lena Barbara 

Distortion (PSNR) 33.58 36.67 27.32 30.94 
Entropy (bpp) 0.2501 0.5042 0.2467 0.4968 

Distortion (PSNR) 33.17 36.28 26.77 30.53 
Zerotrees (bpp) 0.2500 0.5000 0.2500 0.5000 

It is clear from these numbers that any decent entropy coding scheme 
will do a good job at compressing this symbol stream, since by taking 
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such a straightforward approach we are obtaining performance improve-
ments over the standard zerotrees (it is conceivable that some work along 
these lines will yield further improvements). Besides, if low complexity 
implementations are sought, there are computationally more efficient 
entropy coders than the adaptive arithmetic coder. We are currently ex-
ploring this approach. Preliminary versions of a coder based on these 
ideas show that performance comparable to that achieved by much more 
complex schemes can be accomplished while taking less than five sec-
onds to run on a PC-like machine. Our encoder/decoder requires only 
one floating point multiplication/division per pixel, does not require an 
arithmetic coder (only static Huffman coding, no run-time adaptation), 
and is entirely based on table lookup operations with tables computed at 
the encoder and encoded in the bitstream, thus avoiding hard-to-justify 
choices of prestored parameters. Yet, under such stringent complexity 
constraints, its coding performance on typical test images is superior to 
that of the state-of-the-art zerotree wavelet-based algorithm, and less than 
ldB lower than that of the absolute best coders published in the litera-
ture, while drastically outperforming them in terms of speed. 

This substantial speedup basically enables the incorporation of high 
performance wavelet based image coding techniques into applications 
which, like in the Image Databases case, no hardware implementations 
are possible. Furthermore, our coder supports a key requirement of the 
databases application—i.e., progressive mode transmission. This feature 
is important for browsing since low resolution images are encoded at the 
beginning of the compressed bitstream; if network delays occur, the user 
can view partial reconstructions of his query, and if it turns out that the 
retrieved image is not the one he was looking for, then transmission can 
be aborted before the whole image is received, thus making the interac-
tive process much faster. 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

The MARS project was started to address the growing need for devel-
oping an effective multimedia database management system. Such an ef-
fort requires an integrated approach encompassing the fields of image 
analysis and coding, computer vision, information management, and da-
tabase systems. As a first step toward MARS, we have developed an image 
retrieval system which incorporates some novel approaches to image seg-
mentation, object representation, image coding, and query processing. 
However, the prototype system built is only in its infancy and further in-
vestigation is required before we come close to our goals of developing 
an effective multimedia database management system. Below we discuss 
future research directions within the MARS project. 
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Coding for Retrieval 

Work in the coding aspects will focus on making evaluations of con-
tent-based queries on images possible directly on the compressed domain 
without having to fully decompress the image. The coding methods be-
ing explored for this application make use of a feature unique to the 
wavelet transform—i.e., the structure in the transform domain is related 
to the spatial structure in the image. Unlike in other transforms, this 
makes it feasible to obtain easy access to shape representations directly in 
the wavelet domain. Research will be done to determine to what extent 
this is feasible and/or practical. It has been observed empirically that 
object structure can be clearly recognized in the wavelet domain. How-
ever, heavy use will need to be made of the semantic content of the scene 
being coded to make the task of identifying shapes feasible. 

Automated Image Feature Extraction 

Automated feature extraction is one of the most important require-
ments for a scalable multimedia database system. We will focus our atten-
tion primarily on automated texture feature extraction. Methods deal-
ing with texture extraction fall into two main categories. The first one is 
a statistics-based method, such as the Markov Random Field model, the 
Co-occurrent Matrix, Fractal Model, etc. The second one is the trans-
form-based method, including Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), Gabor 
Filter, DWT models, etc. The statistics-based methods are normally 
computationally expensive, and the accuracy is lower than that of trans-
form-based methods. Therefore, the transform-based methods are pre-
ferred. 

Among the transform-based methods, DFT cannot achieve localiza-
tion in the transformed domain and the Gabor Filter involves a complex 
number computation whereas the DWT is both localized in the trans-
formed domain and easy to compute. Almost all of the existing DWT 
models use quad-tree decomposition in the spatial domain (pyramid and 
tree structures in the transformed domain). An obvious disadvantage of 
quad-tree-based methods is that the segmentation that they can perform 
must be of square shape (Egger et al., 1996; Gever & Kajcovski, 1994). 
However, the majority of the natural images contain texture regions of 
arbitrary shapes. It is almost impossible to find a square texture region 
inside a natural image. Besides, rotation-invariance is also an almost ig-
nored research issue (Haley 8c Manjunath, 1995). We will explore a DWT 
model which can achieve the following goals: 

• automated feature extraction; 
• a texture region of arbitrary shape; 
• a texture feature that is rotation-invariant. 
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Efficient Feature Indexing 
A primary retrieval technique in multimedia databases is to use fea-

tures extracted from the images. Hence, efficient indexing and retrieval 
of the features is very crucial for scalability of the system. The feature 
space normally is very high dimensional and, therefore, usage of conven-
tional multidimensional and spatial indexing methods (e.g., R-trees, quad 
trees, grid files) is not feasible for feature indexing. Existing multidi-
mensional index methods are only useful when the number of dimen-
sions are reasonably small. For example, the R-tree based methods, which 
are among the most robust multidimensional indexing mechanisms, work 
well only for multidimensional spaces with dimensionality around 20. 
Other methods do not even scale to 20 dimensions. An approach used 
by the QBIC to overcome the dimensionality curse of the feature space is 
to transform the high dimensional feature space to a lower dimensional 
space using, for example, a K-L transform. An R* tree is then used for 
indexing and retrieval in a lower dimensional space. The retrieval over 
the index provides a superset of the answers which can then be further 
refined in the higher dimensional space. While the approach is attrac-
tive and the QBIC authors report good retrieval efficiency over small 
image databases, it is not clear whether it will scale to large databases and 
complex feature spaces that are very highly multidimensional. In such 
situations, the high number of false hits in the lower dimensional space 
might make the approach unusable. We will explore extensions to the 
QBIC approach and/or alternate methods to overcoming the dimension-
ality curse. One important direction of research is methods for selecting 
optimal ways to map a high dimensional feature space to a lower dimen-
sional space based on the nature of commonly occurring queries and the 
nature of the feature vectors. 

Effective Retrieval Models 
As discussed earlier, the retrieval model used to implement complex 

Boolean queries in our current implementation is very simple. The choice 
of the retrieval model has been dictated by issues of efficiency, simplicity, 
and quick prototyping. We are now examining more complex retrieval 
models developed in the information retrieval literature for supporting 
Boolean queries over the image feature database. Among the models 
being examined is the inference network model used by the INQUERY 
system (Callan et al., 1992). We will also explore how index structures 
can be used to support the developed retrieval model efficiently. 

Integration with SQL 
An important consideration in the design of the multimedia data-

base system is its integration with the organization's existing databases. 
This requires integration of the query language developed for the 
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multimedia database (which allows content-based and similarity retrieval) 
with SQL (a popular database query language). Such an integration will 
allow users to develop complex applications in which images as well as 
other multimedia data can be considered simply as another data type and 
the applications have a mechanism for retrieving information based on 
both visual as well as traditional nonvisual properties of data in the same 
query. Another related concept that we will explore is the correlation of 
concepts from one media to another. 

Support for Concurrent Access 
Scalable design requires that concurrent operations (indexing new 

images, retrievals, updates) be supported over the multimedia database. 
Supporting concurrent operations over the feature database is challeng-
ing since it contains multidimensional data and uses multidimensional 
access structures (e.g., R-trees) for efficient retrieval. Concurrent access 
of multidimensional access methods is an important open research prob-
lem. A common requirement for concurrent access in database systems 
is to provide phantom protection to achieve degree three consistency or 
repeatable read (RR) (Gray & Reuter, 1993). Key-range locking employed 
in B-tree, a mature dynamic indexing mechanism in a single attribute 
database system, is a well-known and robust solution. The major issue is 
that this scheme depends on the linear order of keys. However, in R-
tree—a dynamic index structure used in multidimensional space—the 
linear order of keys does not exist. As a result, new mechanisms to over-
come the phantom problem for multidimensional data need to be devel-
oped. One promising direction is to use two versions of R-tree where all 
operations can concurrently run in the new version's R-tree after they set 
the locks on the proper entry in the old version's R-tree. The old version 
R-tree is essentially used as a partitioning of the space into lockable gran-
ules. The old version can either be used to provide static partitioning of 
the multidimensional space, which will result in a simpler solution but 
will result in lower concurrency, or could be updated by a periodic ver-
sion switch resulting in a dynamically changing space partitioning. This 
technique will support higher concurrency but will be significantly more 
complex. 

Supporting Concept Queries 
In a large number of applications of multimedia retrieval systems, 

users seldom use low-level image features (i.e., shape, color, texture) di-
rectly to query the database. Instead, the user interacts with the system 
using high-level concepts (e.g., a beach, forest, yellow flowers, a sunset) 
in specifying a particular image content. These concept queries, in turn, 
need to be translated into queries over the low-level features so as to be 
answered using the feature database. Such a translation results in a com-
plex query over the low-level feature space. 
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Providing capability to support concept queries over the feature da-
tabase is one of the prime reasons we chose to implement support for 
complex Boolean queries in MARS/IRS. However, in the current imple-
mentation, the MARS/IRS system does not provide any help to the user 
in mapping a high-level concept query into an equivalent query over the 
low-level feature space. We are currently investigating user interface ex-
tensions that can (partially) automate such a translation. In the approach 
being investigated, the system uses relevance feedback from users to learn 
concepts. 
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1 Psychophysical studies suggest that the human visual system uses these three measures as 
primary features for texture discrimination. 

2 Identified using the segmentation method described in the section on Image Segmenta-
tion. 
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Finding Pictures of Objects in Large Collections 
of Images 

Retrieving images from very large collections using image content as a 
key is becoming an important problem. Users prefer to ask for pictures 
using notions of content that are strongly oriented to the presence of ob-
jects, which are quite abstractly defined. Computer programs that imple-
ment these queries automatically are desirable but are hard to build be-
cause conventional object recognition techniques from computer vision 
cannot recognize very general objects in very general contexts. 
This paper describes an approach to object recognition structured around 
a sequence of increasingly specialized grouping activities that assemble 
coherent regions of image that can be shown to satisfy increasingly strin-
gent constraints. The constraints that are satisfied provide a form of 
object classification in quite general contexts. 
This view of recognition is distinguished by far richer involvement of 
early visual primitives, including color and texture; the ability to deal 
with rather general objects in uncontrolled configurations and contexts; 
and a satisfactory notion of classification. These properties are illus-
trated with three case studies: one demonstrates the use of descriptions 
that fuse color and spatial properties; one shows how trees can be de-
scribed by fusing texture and geometric properties; and one shows how 
this view of recognition yields a program that can tell, quite accurately, 
whether a picture contains naked people or not. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Very large collections of images are becoming common, and users 
have a clear preference for accessing images in these databases based on 
the objects that are present in them. Creating indexes for these collec-
tions by hand is unlikely to be successful because these databases can be 
gigantic. Furthermore, it can be very difficult to impose order on these 
collections. For example, the California Department of Water Resources' 
collection contains approximately half-a-million images. Another example 
is the collection of images available on the Internet, which is notoriously 
large and disorderly. This lack of structure makes it hard to rely on textual 
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annotations in indexing. More practical alternatives are computer pro-
grams that could automatically assess image content (Sclaroff, 1995). 

Another reason that manual indexing is difficult is that it can be hard 
to predict later content queries—for example, local political figures may 
reach national importance long after an image has been indexed. In a 
very large collection, the subsequent reindexing process becomes oner-
ous. 

Classic object recognition techniques from computer vision cannot 
help with this problem. Recent techniques can identify specific objects 
drawn from a small (on the order of 100 items) collection, but no present 
technique is effective at distinguishing, for example, people from cows, a 
problem usually known as classification. This discussion presents case 
studies illustrating an approach to determine image content that is ca-
pable of object classification. The approach is based on constructing 
rich image descriptions that fuse color, texture, and shape information 
to determine the identity of objects in the image. 

M A T E R I A L S A N D O B J E C T S — " S T U F F " V E R S U S " T H I N G S " 

Many notions of image content have been used to organize collec-
tions of images (e.g., see Layne, 1994). Relevant here are notions cen-
tered on objects; the distinction between materials—"stuff—and objects— 
"things"—is particularly important. A material (e.g., skin) is defined by a 
homogeneous or repetitive pattern of fine-scale properties but has no 
specific or distinctive spatial extent or shape. An object (e.g., a ring) has 
a specific size and shape. This distinction (in computer vision, Ted Adelson 
has emphasized the role of filtering techniques in early vision for mea-
suring stuff properties) and a similar distinction for actions is well-known 
in linguistics and philosophy (dating back at least to Whorf [1941]) where 
they are used to predict differences in the behavior of nouns and verbs 
(e.g., Taylor, 1977; Tenney, 1987; Fleck, 1996). 

To a first approximation, 3D materials appear as distinctive colors 
and textures in 2D images, whereas objects appear as regions with dis-
tinctive shapes. Therefore, one might attempt (following, for example, 
Adelson) to identify materials using low-level image properties and iden-
tify objects by analyzing the shape of, and the relationships between, 2D 
regions. Indeed, materials with particularly distinctive color or texture 
(e.g., sky) can be successfully recognized with little or no shape analysis, 
and objects with particularly distinctive shapes (e.g., telephones) can be 
recognized using only shape information. 

In general, however, too much information is lost in the projection 
onto the 2D image for strategies that ignore useful information to be 
successful. The typical material, and so the typical color and texture, of 
an object is often helpful in separating the object from other image regions 
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and in recognizing it. Equally, the shapes into which it is typically formed 
can be useful cues in recognizing a material. For example, a number of 
other materials have the same color and texture as human skin at typical 
image resolutions. Distinguishing these materials from skin requires us-
ing the fact that human skin typically occurs in human form. 

O B J E C T R E C O G N I T I O N 

Current object recognition systems represent models either as a col-
lection of geometric measurements—typically a CAD or CAD-like model— 
or as a collection of images of an object. This information is then com-
pared with image information to obtain a match. Comparisons can be 
scored by using a feature correspondence either to back-project object 
features into an image or to determine a new view of the object and over-
lay that on the image. Appropriate feature relationships can be obtained 
by various forms of search (e.g., Huttenlocher & Ullman, 1986; Grimson 
& Lozano-Perez, 1987; Lowe, 1987). Alternatively, one can define equiva-
lence classes of features, each large enough to have distinctive properties 
(invariants) preserved under the imaging transformation. These invari-
ants can then be used as an index for a model library (examples of vari-
ous combinations of geometry, imaging transformations, and indexing 
strategies include Lamdan et al., 1988; Weiss, 1988; Forsyth et al., 1991; 
Rothwell et al., 1992; Stein 8c Medioni, 1992; Taubin 8c Cooper, 1992; Liu 
et al., 1993; Kriegman 8c Ponce, 1994). 

Each case described so far models object geometry exactly. Systems 
that recognize an object by matching a view to a collection of images of 
an object proceed in one of two ways. In the first approach, correspon-
dence between image features and features on the model object is either 
given a priori or is established by search. An estimate of the appearance 
in the image of that object is then constructed from the correspondences. 
The hypothesis that the object is present is then verified using the esti-
mate of appearance (as in Ullman 8c Basri, 1991). An alternative ap-
proach computes a feature vector from a compressed version of the im-
age and uses a minimum distance classifier to match this feature vector to 
feature vectors computed from images of objects in a range of positions 
under various lighting conditions (as in Murase 8c Nayar, 1995). 

All of the approaches described rely heavily on specific detailed ge-
ometry, known (or easily determined) correspondences, and either the 
existence of a single object on a uniform known background (as in the 
case of Murase 8c Nayar, 1995) or the prospect of relatively clear segmen-
tation. None is competent to perform abstract classification; this empha-
sis appears to be related to the underlying notion of model rather than to 
the relative difficulty of the classification versus identification. Notable 
exceptions appear in Nevada and Binford (1977), Brooks (1981), Connell 
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(1987), and Zerroug and Nevada (1994), which attempt to code relation-
ships between various forms of volumetric primitive, where the descrip-
tion is in terms of the nature of the primitives involved and of their geo-
metric relationship. 

C O N T E N T - B A S E D R E T R I E V A L F R O M I M A G E D A T A B A S E S 

Algorithms for retrieving information from image databases have 
concentrated on material-oriented queries and have implemented these 
queries primarily using low-level image properties such as color and tex-
ture. Object-oriented queries search for images that contain particular 
objects; such queries can be seen either as constructs on material queries 
(Picard & Minka, 1995) as essentially textual matters (Price et al., 1992) 
or as the proper domain of object recognition. A third query mode looks 
for images that are near iconic matches of a given image (e.g., Jacobs et 
al., 1995). This matching strategy cannot find images based on the ob-
jects present because it is sensitive to such details as the position of the 
objects in the image, the composition of the background, and the con-
figuration of the objects—e.g., it could not match a front and a side view 
of a horse. 

The best-known image database system is QBIC (Niblack et al., 1993) 
which allows an operator to specify various properties of a desired image. 
The system then displays a selection of potential matches to those crite-
ria, sorted by a score of the appropriateness of the match. The operator 
can adjust the scoring function. Region segmentation is largely manual, 
but the most recent versions of QBIC (Ashley et al., 1995) contain simple 
automated segmentation facilities. The representations constructed are 
a hierarchy of oriented rectangles of fixed internal color and a set of tiles 
on a fixed grid, which are described by internal color and texture proper-
ties. However, neither representation allows reasoning about the shape 
of individual regions, about the relative positioning of regions of given 
colors, or about the cogency of geometric co-ocurrence information, and 
so there is little reason to believe that either representation can support 
object queries. 

Photobook (Pentland et al., 1993) largely shares QBIC's model of an 
image as a collage of flat homogenous frontally presented regions but 
incorporates more sophisticated representations of texture and a degree 
of automatic segmentation. Aversion of Photobook incorporates a simple 
notion of object queries using plane object matching by an energy mini-
mization strategy (Pentland et al., 1993, p. 10). However, the approach 
does not adequately address the range of variation in object shape and 
appears to require images that depict single objects on a uniform back-
ground. Further examples of systems that identify materials using low-
level image proper t ies include Virage (home page at < h t t p : / / 
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www.virage.com> and elsewhere in this volume), Candid (home page at 
<http://www.c3.lanl.gov/-kelly/CANDID/main.shtml> and Kelly et al., 
1995), and Chabot (Ogle & Stonebraker, 1995). None of these systems 
code spatial organization in a way that supports object queries. 

Variations on Photobook (Picard & Minka, 1995; Minka, 1995) use a 
form of supervised learning known in the information retrieval commu-
nity as "relevance feedback" to adjust segmentation and classification pa-
rameters for various forms of textured region. When a user is available 
to tune queries, supervised learning algorithms can clearly improve per-
formance given appropriate object and image representations. In the 
most useful applications of our algorithms, however, users are unlikely to 
want to tune queries. Those who object to pictures of naked people are 
unlikely to want to spend time looking at such pictures to help tune a 
learning algorithm, though one might speculate that seekers could sell 
tuning services to avoiders. 

More significantly, the representations used in these supervised learn-
ing algorithms do not code spatial relationships. Thus, these algorithms 
are unlikely to be able to construct a broad range of effective object que-
ries. While relevance feedback can be effective at adjusting a metric by 
which image relevance is scored, it is hard to believe that user-supervised 
learning would be the technique of choice for establishing such intricate 
constructs as the variations in appearance associated with different views 
of a body plan. 

A G R O U P I N G - B A S E D F R A M E W O R K F O R O B J E C T 
R E C O G N I T I O N 

Our approach to object recognition is to construct a sequence of 
sucessively abstracted descriptors, at an increasingly high level, through a 
hierarchy of grouping processes. At the lowest level, grouping is based 
on spatiotemporal coherence of local image descriptors—color, texture, 
disparity, motion—with contours and junctions extracted simultaneously 
to organize these groupings. There is an implicit assumption in this pro-
cess that coherence of these image descriptors is correlated with the asso-
ciated scene entities being part of the same surface in the scene. At the 
next stage, the assumptions that need to be invoked are more global (in 
terms of size of image region) as well as more class specific. For example, 
a group that is skin-colored, has an extended bilateral image symmetry, 
and has near parallel sides should imply a search for another such group 
nearby because it is likely to be a limb. 

This approach leads to a notion of classification where object class is 
increasingly constrained as the recognition process proceeds. Classes 
need not be defined as purely geometric categories. For instance, in a 
scene expected to contain faces, prior knowledge of the spatial 
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configuration of eyes, mouth, etc. can be used to group what might oth-
erwise be regarded as separate entities. As a result, the grouper's activi-
ties become increasingly specialized as the object's identity emerges; these 
constraints are evoked by the completion of earlier stages in grouping. 
The particular attractions of this view are: 

• that the primary activity is classification rather than identification; 
• that if grouping fails at some point, it is still possible to make state-

ments about an object's identity; 
• that it presents a coherent view of top-down information flow that is 

richer than a crude search; and 
• that the model base now consists of information that is oriented pri-

marily to vision (i.e., hints about grouping activities) rather than to 
CAD or graphics. 

Slogans characterizing this approach are: grouping proceeds from 
the local to the global and grouping proceeeds from invoking generic 
assumptions to more specific ones. The most similar ideas in computer 
vision are those of a body of collaborators usually seen as centered around 
Binford and Nevada (see, for example Nevatia 8c Binford, 1977; Brooks, 
1981; Connell, 1987; Zerroug 8c Nevatia, 1994), and the work of Zisserman 
et al. (1995). Where we differ is in: 

1. attributing much less importance to the recovery of generalized cylin-
ders as the unifying theme for the recognition process; and 

2. offering a richer view of early vision, which must offer more than con-
tours extracted by an edge detector (an approach that patently fails 
when one considers objects like sweaters, brick walls, or trees). 

A central notion in grouping is that of coherence, which is hard to define 
well but captures the idea that regions should (in some sense) "look" 
similar internally. Examples of coherent regions include regions of fixed 
color, tartan regions, and regions that are the projection of a vase. We 
see three major issues: 

1. Segmenting images into coherent regions based on integrated region and con-
tour descriptors: An important stage in identifying objects is deciding 
which image regions come from particular objects. This is simple 
when objects are made of stuff of a single fixed color. Most objects, 
however, are covered with textured stuff, where the spatial relation-
ships between colored patches are an important part of any descrip-
tion of the stuff. The content-based retrieval literature cited above 
contains a wide variety of examples of the usefulness of quite simple 
descriptions in describing images and objects. Color histograms are 
a particularly popular example; however, color histograms lack spatial 
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cues and so must misidentify, for example, the English and the French 
flags. In what follows (see the Case Study 1 section), we show two 
important cases: in the first, measurements of the size and number of 
small areas of color yield information about stuff regions—such as 
fields of flowers—that cannot be obtained from color histograms; in 
the second, the observation that a region of stuff is due to the peri-
odic repetition of a simple tile yields information about the original 
tile and the repetition process. Such periodic textures are common 
in real pictures, and the spatial structure of the texture is important in 
describing them. 

2. Fusing color, texture, and shape information to describe primitives:. Once 
regions that are composed of internally coherent stuff have been iden-
tified, 2D and 3D shape properties of the regions need to be incorpo-
rated into the region description. In many cases, objects either be-
long to constrained classes of 3D shapes—for example, many trees 
can be modeled as surfaces of revolution—or consist of assemblies of 
such classes—for example, people and many animals can be modeled 
as assemblies of cylinders. It is often possible to tell from region prop-
erties alone whether the region is likely to have come from a con-
strained class of shapes (e.g., see Zisserman et al., 1995); knowing the 
class of shape from which a region came allows other inferences. As 
we show in one of the following sections (see section on Case Study 
2), knowing that a tree can be modeled as a surface of revolution 
simplifies marking the boundary of the tree and makes it possible to 
compute an axis and a description of the tree. 

3. Classifying objects based on primitive descriptions and relationships between 
primitives: Once regions have been described as primitives, the rela-
tionships between primitives become important. For example, find-
ing people or animals in images is essentially a process of finding 
regions corresponding to segments and then assembling those seg-
ments into limbs and girdles. This process involves exploring inci-
dence relationships and is constrained by the kinematics of humans 
and animals. We have demonstrated the power of this constraint-based 
representation by building a system that can tell quite reliably whether 
an image contains naked people or not, which is briefly outlined in 
the later section describing Case Study 3. 

C A S E S T U D Y 1: 
C O L O R A N D T E X T U R E P R O P E R T I E S O F R E G I O N S 

In the foreseeable future, it will be hard to provide users with a 
complete set of object concepts with which to query collections of images. 
To cover this omission, users can be provided with a query language that 
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manipulates combinations of the early visual properties that describe stuff 
regions. If these cues are properly chosen and can be automatically ex-
tracted, quite successful query mechanisms result. Their usefulness most 
probably follows because they represent a sensible choice of cues from 
the perspective of object recognition. 

Color histograms have proven a useful stuff query but are poor at, 
for example, distinguishing between fields of flowers and a single large 
flower, because they lack information as to how the color is distributed 
spatially. The size and spatial distribution of areas of color is a natural 
stuff description—and hence, query—which is particularly useful for out-
door scenes in the case of hues ranging from red to yellow. Individual 
areas are hard to segment and measure, but a useful approximation can 
be obtained by: 

Figure 1. Querying the Cypress database for images that contain a large 
proportion of yellow pixels produces a collection of responses that is eclectic in 
content; there is little connection between the response to this query and 
particular objects. While these queries can be useful, particularly when combined 
with text information, they are not really concept or "thing" queries. 
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• f o r m i n g R-G a n d B-Y o p p o n e n t channels ; 
• coarsely requant iz ing these channe l s fo r various hues to f o r m h u e 

maps, where an o range h u e m a p would reflect which pixels fall within 
a r ange of hues a r o u n d orange ; 

• f o r m i n g a Gaussian pyramid (af ter Bur t & Adelson, 1983) fo r each 
h u e map ; 

• t h resho ld ing the d i f fe rence be tween pyramids at ne ighbo r ing scales 
a n d s u m m i n g to reflect the dis t r ibut ion of edge energy. 

Finally, if an image has h igh energy at a coarse scale in, fo r example , 
the o range h u e map , this is taken to m e a n it conta ins a large o range area; 

Figure 2. Querying the Cypress database for images that contain a large number 
of small yellow areas and a horizon yields scenic views of fields of flowers. The 
horizon is obtained by searching in from each boundary of the image for a blue 
region, extending to the boundary, that does not curve very sharply. In this 
case, the combination of spatial and color queries yields a query that encapsulates 
content surprisingly well. While the correlation between object type and query 
is fortuitous and relevant only in the context of the particular database, it is 
clear that the combination of spatial and chromatic information in the query 
yields a more powerful content query than color alone. In particular, the language 
of areas is a powerful and useful early cue to content. 
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comparison with the color histogram makes it possible to distinguish be-
tween few and many small areas. While this approximation is coarse, it 
provides extremely useful information about content. As figures 1 and 2 
show, queries composed of a combination of this information with tex-
tual cues, or with an estimate of a horizon, correlate extremely strongly 
with content in the present Cypress database (this query engine is avail-
able on the World Wide Web at <http://elib.cs.berkeley.edu>). 

A second important spatial ordering of color is the periodic repeti-
tion of a basic tile (see figure 3). Such regions can be a representation 
which describes the individual basic element and then represents the spa-
tial relationships between these elements. Spatial relationships are rep-
resented by a graph where nodes correspond to individual elements and 
arcs join spatially neighboring elements. With each arc r is associated 
an affine map A. that best transforms the image patch /(*.) to I(xp. This 
affine transform implicitly defines a correspondence between points on 
the image patches at x. and x.. 
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Figure 3. A textile image. The original image is shown on the left, and the 
center image shows the initial patches found. The crosses are the locations of 
units grouped together. The image on the right shows the segmented region is 
displayed. Notice that the rectangle includes two units in the actual pattern. 
This is due to the inherent ambiguity in defining a repeating unit— two tiles 
together still repeat to form a pattern. 
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Regions of periodic texture can be detected and described by: 

• detecting "interesting" elements in the image; 
• matching elements with their neighbors and estimating the affine trans-

form between them; 
• growing the element to form a more distinctive unit; and 
• grouping the elements. 

The approach is analogous to tracking in video sequences; an element is 
"tracked" to spatially neighboring locations in one image rather than 
from frame to frame. Interesting elements are detected by breaking an 
image into overlapping windows and computing the second moment 
matrix (as in Forstner, 1993; Garding & Lindeberg, 1994), which indi-
cates whether there is much spatial variation in a window and whether 
that variation is intrinsically one- or two-dimensional. By summing along 
the dominant direction, "flow" regions—such as vertical stripes on a shirt— 
can be distinguished from edges. Once regions have been classified, they 
can be matched to regions of the same type. 

An affine transform is estimated to bring potential matches into reg-
istration, and the matches are scored by an estimate of the relative differ-
ence in intensity of the registered patches. The output of this procedure 
is a list of elements which form units for repeating structures in the im-
age. Associated with each element is the neighboring patches which match 
well with the element together with the affine transform relating them. 
These affine transforms contain shape cues as well as grouping cues (Malik 
& Rosenholtz, 1994). 

The final step is to group the elements by a region-growing tech-
nique. For each of the eight windows neighboring an element, the patch 
which matches the element best and the affine transform between them 
is computed. Two patches are grouped by comparing the error between 
an element and its neighboring patch with the variation in the element. 
Of course, as the growth procedure propogates outward, the size and 
shape of the basic element in the image will change because of the slant-
ing of the surface. 

C A S E S T U D Y 2: 
F U S I N G T E X T U R E A N D G E O M E T R Y T O R E P R E S E N T T R E E S 

Recognizing individual trees makes no sense; instead it is necessary 
to define a representation with the following properties: 

• it should not change significantly over the likely views of the tree; 
• it should make visual similarities and visual differences between trees 

apparent. In particular, it should be possible to classify trees into in-
tuitively meaningful types using this representation; and 
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• it should be possible to determine that a tree is present in an image, 
segment it, and recover the representation without knowing what tree 
is present. 

Trees can then be classified according to whether the representations are 
similar or not (see figure 4). 

Branch length and orientation appear to be significant components 
of such a representation. Since trees are typically viewed frontally, with 
their trunks aligned with the image edges and at a sufficient distance for 
a scaled affine viewing model to be satisfactory, it is tempting to model a 
tree as a plane texture. There are two reasons not to do so: considering a 
tree as a surface of revolution provides grouping cues, and there is a 
reasonable chance of estimating parameters of the distribution of branches 
in 3D. Instead, we model a tree as a volume with a rotational symmetry 
with branches and leaves embedded in it. Because of the viewing condi-
tions, the image of a tree corresponding to this model will have a bilateral 

Figure 4. The viewing assumptions mean that trees have vertical axes and a 
reflectional symmetry about the axis. This symmetry can be employed to 
determine the axis by voting on its horizontal translation using locally symmetric 
pairs of orientation responses. Left: The symmetry axis superimposed on a typical 
image, showing also the regions that vote for the symmetry axis depicted. Right: 
In this image, there are several false axes generated by symmetric arrangements 
of trees; these could be pruned by noticing that the orientation response close 
to the axis is small. 
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symmetry about a vertical axis, a special case of the planar harmonic ho-
mology of Mukherjee et al. (1995). This axis provides part of a coordi-
nate system in which the representation can be computed. The other is 
provided by the outline of the tree (see figure 5), which establishes scale 
and translation along the axis and scale perpendicular to the axis. A 
representation computed in this coordinate system will be viewpoint stable 
for the viewpoints described. 

Assuming that the axis and outline have been marked, the orienta-
tion representation is obtained by forming the response of filters tuned 
to a range of orientations. These response strengths are summed along 
the axis at each orientation and for a range of steps in distance perpen-
dicular to the axis relative to width. The representation resulting from 
this process (which is illustrated in figure 6) consists of a map of summed 
strength of response relative to orientation and distance from the axis. 
As the figure shows, this representation makes a range of important dif-
ferences between trees explicit. Trees that have a strongly preferred 
branch orientation (such as pine trees) show a strong narrow peak in the 
representation at the appropriate orientation; trees, such as monkey puzzle 
trees, which have a relatively broad range of orientations of branches, 
show b roade r peaks in the represen ta t ion . Fu r the rmore , the 

Figure 5. The outline can be constructed by taking a canonical horizontal cross-
section and scaling other cross-sections to find the width that yields a cross-section 
that is most similar. Left: An outline and axis superimposed on a typical image. 
Center: The cross-sections that make up the outline superimposed on an image 
of the tree. Right: The strategy fails for trees that are poorly represented by 
orientations alone, as in this case, as the comparisons between horizontal slices 
are inaccurate. Representing this tree accurately requires using filters that 
respond to areas as well; such a representation would also generate an improved 
segmentation. 
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Figure 6. The orientation representation is obtained by computing the strength 
of response at various orientations with respect to the axis, at a range of 
perpendicular distances to the axis. These distances are measured relative to 
the width of the outline at that point and so are viewpoint stable. Responses at 
a particular orientation and a particular distance are summed along the height 
of the outline. The figure on the left illustrates the process; the representation 
has three clear peaks corresponding to the three branch orientations taken by 
the illustrative tree. The image on the extreme right shows the representation 
extracted for the tree in the center image. In our display of the orientation 
representation, brighter pixels correspond to stronger responses; the horizontal 
direction is distance perpendicular to the tree axis relative to the width of the 
tree at the relevant point, with points on the tree axis at the extreme left; the 
vertical direction is orientation (which wraps around). In the given case, there 
is a sharp peak in response close to the axis and oriented vertically, which indicates 
that the trunk of the tree is largely visible. A second peak oriented at about 30° 
and some distance out indicates a preferred direction for the tree branches. 

represen ta t ion dist inguishes effectively be tween trees tha t are relatively 
t rans lucent—such as the monkey puzz le—and those that are relatively 
opaque . 

Finding the Axis and the Outline of a Tree 

As the discussion of the represen ta t ion shows, an axis a n d out l ine 
are impor t an t in f o r m i n g the represen ta t ion . Both can be f o u n d by ex-
ploi t ing the viewing assumptions, known constraints on the geomet ry of 
v o l u m e t r i c p r imi t ives , a n d t h e a s s u m e d t e x t u r a l c o h e r e n c e of t h e 
branches . T h e axis, which by the assumpt ions o n viewing, is vertical a n d 
is f o u n d using a H o u g h t ransform, where pairs of s t rong or ien ta t ion re-
sponses that display a ref lect ional symmetry (i.e., angles to the vertical 
are symmetric, a n d the vertical coord ina tes are similar) genera te votes 
fo r a vertical axis. Local max ima of the accumula to r array, which obta in 
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more than a specified minimum number of votes, are accepted as axes. 
Symmetric arrangements of trees generate false axes, which can be pruned 
by observing that regions near the axes, while symmetric, do not have 
strong orientation responses. 

Once found, the axis serves as an organizing principle for a search 
for the outline of the tree. In particular, the viewing conditions, com-
bined with an assumption of spatial homogeneity (this assumption is not 
always true, but is useful), imply that horizontal "slices" of tree are scaled 
versions of the same statistical process. In turn, this means that the out-
line of the tree can be generated from a single good cross-section region 
by a process of a search up the axis. The good section is found by search-
ing out from the axis, at a variety of heights, to find a cross-section where 
a sharp change in orientation properties signals that the boundary of the 
tree is found. 

CASE STUDY 3: 
FUSING COLOR, TEXTURE, AND GEOMETRY T O FIND 
PEOPLE AND ANIMALS 

A variety of systems have been developed specifically for recognizing 
people or human faces. There are several domain-specific constraints in 
recognizing humans and animals: humans and (many) animals are made 
out of parts whose shape is relatively simple; there are few ways to as-
semble these parts; the kinematics of the assembly ensures that many con-
figurations of these parts are impossible, and, when one can measure 
motion, the dynamics of these parts are limited, too. Most previous work 
on finding people emphasizes motion, but face-finding from static im-
ages is an established problem. The main features on a human face ap-
pear in much the same form in most images, enabling techniques based 
on principal component analysis or neural networks proposed by, for 
example, Pentland et al. (1994), Sung and Poggio (1994), Rowley et al. 
(1996), and Burel and Carel (1994). Face-finding based on affine cova-
riant geometric constraints is presented by Leung et al. (1995). 

However, segmentation remains a problem; clothed people are hard 
to segment because clothing is often marked with complex colored pat-
terns, and most animals are textured in a way that is intended to con-
found segmentation. Attempting to classify images based on whether 
they contain naked people or not provides a useful special case that em-
phasizes the structural representation over segmentation, because naked 
people display a very limited range of colors and are untextured. Our 
system for telling whether an image contains naked people: 

• first locates images containing large areas of skin-colored region; 
• then, within these areas, finds elongated regions and groups them 

into possible human limbs and connected groups of limbs. 
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Images containing sufficiently large skin-colored groups of possible limbs 
are reported as potentially containing naked people. No pose estima-
tion, back-projection, or verification is performed. 

Marking skin involves stuff processing; skin regions lack texture and 
have a limited range of hues and saturations. To render processing in-
variant to changes in overall light level, images are transformed into a 
log-opponent representation, and smoothed texture and color planes are 
extracted. To compute texture amplitude, the intensity image is smoothed 
with a median filter; the result is subtracted from the original image, and 
the absolute values of these differences are run through a second median 
filter. The texture amplitude and the smoothed R-G and B-Y values are 
used to mark as probably skin all pixels whose texture amplitude is no 
larger than a threshold, and whose hue and saturation lie in a fixed re-
gion. The skin regions are cleaned up and enlarged slightly to accom-
modate possible desaturated regions adjacent to the marked regions. If 
the marked regions cover at least 30 percent of the image area, the image 
will be referred for geometric processing. 

The input to the geometric grouping algorithm is a set of images in 
which the skin filter has marked areas identified as human skin. Sheffield's 
implementation of Canny's (1986) edge detector, with relatively high 
smoothing and contrast thresholds, is applied to these skin areas to ob-
tain a set of connected edge curves. Pairs of edge points with a near-
parallel local symmetry (as in Brady & Asada, 1984) and no other edges 
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Figure 7. The grouping rules (arrows) specify how to assemble simple groups 
(e.g., body segments) into complex groups (e.g., limb-segment girdles). These 
rules incorporate constraints on the relative positions of 2D features, induced 
by geometric and kinematic constraints on 3D body parts. Dashed lines indicate 
grouping rules that are not yet implemented. Notice that this representation of 
human structure emphasizes grouping and assembly but can be comprehensive. 
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between them are found by a straightforward algorithm. Sets of points 
forming regions with roughly straight axes (termed "ribbons" by Brooks, 
1981) are found using a Hough transformation. 

Grouping proceeds by first identifying potential segment outlines, 
where a segment outline is a ribbon with a straight axis and relatively 
small variation in average width (see figure 7). Pairs of ribbons whose 
ends lie close together, and whose cross-sections are similar in length, are 
grouped to make limbs. The grouper then proceeds to assemble limbs 
and segments into putative girdles. It has grouping procedures for two 
classes of girdle—one formed by two limbs and one formed by one limb 
and a segment. The latter case is important when one limb segment is 
hidden by occlusion or by cropping. The constraints associated with these 
girdles are derived from the case of the hip girdle and use the same form 
of interval-based reasoning as used for assembling limbs. It is not pos-
sible to reliably determine which of two segments forming a limb is the 
thigh: the only cue is a small difference in average width, and this is unre-
liable when either segment may be cropped or foreshortened. 

system 
configuration 

response 
ratio 

test 
response 

control 
response 

test 
images 
marked 

control 
images 
marked 

recall precision 

skin filter 7.0 79.3% 11.3% 448 485 79% 48% 

A 10.7 6.7% 0.6% 38 27 7% 58% 

B 12.0 26.2% 2.2% 148 94 26% 61% 

C 11.8 26.4% 2.2% 149 96 26% 61% 

D 9.7 38.6% 4.0% 218 170 39% 56% 

E 9.7 38.6% 4.0% 218 171 39% 56% 

F (primary) 10.1 42.7% 4.2% 241 182 43% 57% 

G 8.5 54.9% 6.5% 310 278 55% 53% 

H 8.4 55.9% 6.7% 316 286 56% 52% 

Table 1. Overall classification p e r f o r m a n c e of the system, in various 
configurations, to 4,289 control images and 565 test images. Configuration F is 
the primary configuration of the grouper, fixed before the experiment was run, 
which reports a naked person present if either a girdle, a limb-segment girdle, 
or a spine group is present , but not if a limb group is present . Other 
configurations represent various permutations of these reporting conditions— 
e.g., configuration A reports a person present only if girdles are present. There 
are fewer than fifteen cases because some cases give exactly the same response. 
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Figure 8. The response ratio (percent incoming test images marked/percent 
incoming control images marked), plotted against the percentage of test images 
marked, for various configurations of the naked people finder. Labels "A" through 
"H" indicate the performance of the entire system of skin filter and geometrical 
grouper together, where "F" is the primary configuration of the grouper. The 
label "skin" shows the performance of the skin filter alone. The labels "a" through 
"h" indicate the response ratio for the corresponding configurations of the 
grouper, where "f ' is again the primary configuration of the grouper; because 
this number is always greater than one, the grouper always increases the selectivity 
of the overall system. The cases differ by the type of group required to assert 
that a naked person is present. The horizontal line shows response ratio one, 
which would be achieved by chance. While the grouper's selectivity is less than 
that of the skin filter, it improves the selectivity of the system considerably. There 
is an important trend here; the response ratio increases and the recall decreases 
as the geometric complexity of the groups required to identify a person increases. 
This suggests: (1) that the presence of a sufficiently complex geometric group 
is an excellent guide to the presence of an object, (2) that our representation 
used in the present implementation omits a number of important geometric 
structures. Key: A: limb-limb girdles; B: limb-segment girdles; C: limb-limb girdles 
or limb-segment girdles; D: spines; E: limb-limb girdles or spines; F: (two cases) 
limb-segment girdles or spines and limb-limb girdles, limb-segment girdles or 
spines; G, H each represent four cases, where a human is declared present if a 
limb group or some other group is found. 
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Spine-thigh groups are formed from two segments serving as upper 
thighs and a third which serves as a trunk. The thigh segments must have 
similar average widths, and it must be possible to construct a line seg-
ment between their ends to represent a pelvis in the manner described 
above. The trunk segment must have an average width similar to twice 
the average widths of the thigh segments. Finally, the whole configura-
tion of trunk and thighs must satisfy geometric constraints that follow 
from the kinematics of humans. The grouper asserts that human figures 
are present if it can assemble either a spine-thigh group or a girdle group. 

C O N C L U S I O N 

Object models quite different from those commonly used in com-
puter vision offer the prospect of effective recognition systems that can 
work in quite general environments. In this approach, an object is mod-
eled as a loosely coordinated collection of detection and grouping rules. 
The object is recognized if a suitable group can be built. Grouping rules 
incorporate both surface properties (color and texture) and shape infor-
mation. This type of model gracefully handles objects whose precise ge-
ometry is extremely variable, where the identification of the object de-
pends heavily on nongeometrical cues (e.g., color), and on the interrela-
tionships between parts. 

In this view of an object model and of the recognition process, model 
information is available to aid segmentation at about the right stages in 
the segmentation process in about the right form. As a result, these mod-
els present an effective answer to the usual critique of bottom up vision— 
i.e., that segmentation is too hard in that framework. In this view of the 
recognition process, the emphasis is on proceeding from general state-
ments ("skin color") to particular statements ("a girdle"). As each deci-
sion is made, more specialized (and thereby more effective) grouping 
activities are enabled. Such a model is likely to be ineffective at particu-
lar distinctions ("John" versus "Fred") but effective at the kind of broad 
classification required by this application—an activity that has been, to 
date, very largely ignored by the object recognition community. 

Much work is required to fully elaborate and test this model of mod-
eling and recognition, but there is reason to believe that it will extend to 
cover a wide range of objects, including at least animals assembled ac-
cording to the same basic body plan as humans. Our view of models 
gracefully handles objects whose precise geometry is extremely variable, 
where the identification of the object depends heavily on nongeometrical 
cues (e.g., color), and on the interrelationships between parts. While the 
present model is handcrafted and is by no means complete, there is good 
reason to believe that an algorithm could construct a model of this form, 
automatically or semi-automatically, from a 3D object model or from a 
range of example images. 
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Using Speech Input for Image Interpretation, 
Annotation, and Retrieval* 

This research explores the interaction of textual and photographic infor-
mation in an integrated text/image database environment. Specifically, 
three different applications involving the exploitation of linguistic con-
text in vision are presented. Linguistic context is qualitative in nature 
and is obtained dynamically. By understanding text accompanying 
images or video, we are able to extract information useful in retrieving 
the picture and directing an image interpretation system to identify rel-
evant objects (e.g., faces) in the picture. The latter constitutes a power-
ful technique for automatically indexing images. 
A multistage system, PICTION, which uses captions to identify human 
faces in an accompanying photograph, has been developed. We discuss 
the use of PICTION's output in content-based retrieval of images to sat-
isfy focus of attention in queries. The design and implementation of a 
system called Show&Tell—a multimedia system for semi-automated 
image annotation—is discussed. This system, which combines advances 
in speech recognition, natural language processing (NLP), and image 
understanding (IU), is designed to assist in image annotation and to 
enhance image retrieval capabilities. An extension of this work to video 
annotation and retrieval is also presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

This discussion explores the interaction of textual and photographic 
information in an integrated text/image database environment. In de-
signing a pictorial database system, some of the major issues to be ad-
dressed are the amount and type of processing required when inserting 
new pictures into the database and efficient retrieval schemes for query 
processing. Searching captions for keywords and names will not neces-
sarily yield the correct information, as objects mentioned in the caption 
are not always in the picture, and often objects in the picture are not 
explicitly mentioned in the caption. Performing a visual search for ob-
jects of interest (e.g., faces) at query time would be computationally too 
expensive, not to mention time-consuming. It is clear that selective pro-
cessing of the text and picture at data entry time is required. 

Whereas most techniques for automatic content-based retrieval of 
images and video have focused exclusively on statistical classification 

* This work was supported in part by ARPA Contract 93-F148900-000. 
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techniques, the approach presented here is based on object recognition. 
By exploiting multimodal content accompanying an image or video, ob-
ject recognition (which otherwise would be considered a futile approach) 
is enabled. By integrating robust statistical techniques with object-recog-
nition techniques (where possible), one obtains true semantic content-
based retrieval. 

The need for exploiting domain-specific and scene-specific context 
in vision has been acknowledged; Strat and Fischler (1991) discuss such 
an approach. The core research here has centered on the use of linguis-
tic context in image understanding. There are several issues which make 
this problem interesting and challenging on both the image understand-
ing and natural language processing fronts. First, information obtained 
from language is qualitative. Since most vision algorithms rely on quan-
titative information (e.g., geometric site models), considerable effort has 
been expended in designing (or redesigning) vision algorithms to ex-
ploit qualitative context. Second, the task of extracting useful informa-
tion from language and converting it to a suitable representation for use 
by an image understanding system has also been investigated. Finally, 
the design of a robust system combining image understanding and natu-
ral language processing within the framework of a convenient multime-
dia user interface has posed the greatest challenge. 

Significant progress has been made in the design of a system which 
exploits linguistic context in the task of image interpretation. A theoreti-
cal model for using natural language text as collateral information in 
image understanding has been formulated; collateral information has 
been represented as a set of constraints. Preliminary natural language 
processing techniques for extracting collateral information from text have 
been formulated. A control stucture has been designed which efficiently 
exploits the above constraints in the process of image interpretation. 

Finally, this research has led to three prototype systems: (1) PICTION 
(Srihari et al., 1994; Srihari, 1995c; Srihari 8c Burhans, 1994) which, when 
given a captioned newspaper photograph, identifies human faces in the 
photograph; (2) Show&Tell, a semi-automated system for image annota-
tion and retrieval; and (3) MMVAR, a Multimedia system for Video Anno-
tation and Retrieval. It should be noted that the last system is still under 
construction. This discussion presents an overview of all three systems 
with an emphasis on their use in content-based retrieval. 

PICTION: A CAPTION-BASED FACE IDENTIFICATION 
SYSTEM 

PICTION (Srihari, 1995c) is a system that identifies human faces in 
newspaper photographs based on information contained in the associ-
ated caption. More specifically, when given a text file corresponding to a 
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newspaper caption and a digitized version of the associated photograph, 
the system is able to locate, label, and give information about people 
mentioned in the caption. PICTION is noteworthy since it provides a 
computationally less expensive alternative to traditional methods of face 
recognition in situations where pictures are accompanied by descriptive 
text. Traditional methods employ model-matching techniques and thus 
require that face models be present for all people to be identified by the 
system; our system does not require this. Furthermore, most current face 
recognition systems (Chellappa et al., 1995) use "mugshots" (posed pic-
tures) of people as input; due to standardized location and homogeneous 
scale, detection of facial features is facilitated. Recognizing faces which 
have been automatically segmented out of an image is a much more diffi-
cult problem. 

A significant amount of work in face location and gender discrimina-
tion has been developed and employed in the above mentioned system. 
PICTION has served as the basis for research in content-based retrieval 
from image databases (Srihari, 1995a)—retrieval is based on informa-
tion from the image (face identification) as well as information gleaned 
from the caption. 

We now discuss our work on content-based retrieval of images which 
takes into account both the information content from the caption as well 
as the information content from the picture. There are four distinct 
sources of information which we have identified in computing the simi-
larity between a query and a captioned image. These are: 

• text-based objective term similarity (exact match); 
• text-based content term similarity (inexact match); 
• image-based objective term similarity (exact match); and 
• image similarity (inexact match). 

Text-based objective terms include manually assigned keywords or 
other keys which have been assigned values using manual techniques. 
Examples of such keys are: (1) names of people in the picture, (2) who 
(or what) is actually depicted in the picture (not necessarily the names of 
the people as in item 1), (3) the event type, (4) the location, (5) the time, 
(6) the general mood of the picture (happy, somber, serious, etc.). More 
recently, Chakravarthy (1994) discusses methods of automatically assign-
ing values to such keys. Although it is possible to derive values for some 
predefined keys, other robust methods of measuring content-term simi-
larity between a query and captioned image should also be considered. 
The availability of large-scale lexical resources such as machine-readable 
dictionaries and WordNet enable such methods. For example, for each 
content word W in the query, one could count the number of words in a 
caption with the same context by following pointers from W; each pointer 
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represents a different type of relationship. The scores are weighted by 
the distance (path length) from the original word. Other methods of 
capturing context include computing dictionary definition overlap. 

Any positive object/people identification made by PICTION is rep-
resented in the database by the image coordinates. Similarly, any charac-
teristic information that has been visually verified (e.g., gender or color 
of hair) is also noted. Image-based information useful in determining 
the presence of an individual can be quantified based on: (1) whether 
the face was identified; (2) the size, orientation, etc. of the face; and (3) 
the method used to identify faces. The last measure of similarity con-
cerns purely image-based techniques which have been discussed exten-
sively in the image processing literature. Examples of such measures in-
clude texture similarity. 

Based on the above measures of similarity, we can compute a com-
bined similarity measure between a query and a captioned image as: 

Sim(Caplmage,Query) = a {text objective_term similarity} 
+P {text content_term similarity} 
+y {image objective_term similarity} 
+5 {image similarity} 

We are in the process of empirically attempting the values for a, B, y, and 
5. Intuitively, we can see that higher emphasis should be placed on the 
exact match components, especially the image-based exact match com-
ponent. In the next section, we describe the dynamic assignment of 
weights in order to satisfy the focus of attention in users queries. The 
order of presentation of images to the user will depend on the value of 
the above metric. 

Dynamic Satisfaction of Emphasis in Image Retrieval 
We have performed experiments where text and image information 

are dynamically combined to best satisfy a query. In such cases, a user 
specifies not only the context of the picture he is seeking but also indi-
cates whether the emphasis should be on image contents or text content. 
An example of this is illustrated in Figure 1. This illustrates the top two 
"hits" on the following queries: (1) find pictures of military personnel with 
Clinton, (2) find pictures of Clinton with military personnel, and (3) find pic-
tures of Clinton. In the first query, the emphasis is more on satisfying the 
context of "military personnel." In the second, the emphasis is more on 
Clinton, and in the final query, there is no context provided; therefore in 
the last query, the user presumably is only seeking good pictures of Clinton. 
We have already described methods of computing contextual similarity 
based on the text. To measure how well the picture contents satisfy the 
query, we have considered the following factors: (1) whether the required 
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Left: President Clinton, right, talks with Colin Powell, left, during a ceremony at 
the White House marking the return of soldiers from Somalia on May 4. 
Right: Four aircraft performing daredevil stunts on U.S. Armed Forces Day open 
house. President Bill Clinton took part in the celebrations and gave away awards 
to the best Cadets from the U.S. military and armed forces. 

Left: President Clinton, right, talks with Colin Powell, left, during a ceremony at 
the White House marking the return of soldiers from Somalia on May 4. 
Right: President Bill Clinton and Vice-President A1 Gore walk back to the White 
House after they welcomed back U.S. troops returning from Somalia at the White 
House. 

Left: President Bill Clinton gives a speech to a group of eleventh graders at 
Lincoln High School on his visit there April 2. 
Right: President Bill Clinton, center, responds to questions put for th by 
interrogators. 

Figure 1. Top 2 (left, right) responses to the following three queries. Row 1: 
Find pictures of military personnel with Clinton; Row 2: Find Pictures of Clinton 
with military personnel; Row 3: Find pictures of Clinton. 

face was actually ident i f ied (by P I C T I O N ) , (2) the size a n d o r i en ta t ion of 
the face, a n d (3) the centrali ty of the face in the image. T h e last fac tor is 
given a very low weight c o m p a r e d to the first two. 

As the results illustrate, t he first que ry is weighted m o r e toward simi-
larity of text context ; not ice tha t the second hi t does n o t even con ta in any 
peop le , let a lone Cl inton. T h e words "Armed Forces" (which are pa r t of 
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a larger title) caused a strong contextual match; we are attempting to 
refine our measures of context to overcome such problems. The second 
query results in pictures with Clinton for the most part; the picture with 
the airplanes is ranked very low. The last query produces the best pic-
tures of Clinton with disregard for context. 

Although this is only a preliminary foray into a truly integrated text/ 
image content-based retrieval system, it illustrates the additional discrimi-
natory capabilities obtained by combining the two sources of informa-
tion. 

PICTION has its limitations since: (1) captions can get arbitrarily 
complex in terms of extracting reliable information, (2) face location 
and characterization tools are not sufficiently robust to be used in a com-
pletely automated system, and (3) there are limitations encountered in 
attempts to derive 3D information from a static 2D image; a classic ex-
ample is the processing of spatial relations such as behind. Our recent 
efforts have concentrated on developing an interactive system for multi-
media image annotation. 

SHOW&TELL: A MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM FOR SEMI-
AUTOMATED IMAGE ANNOTATION 

Show&Tell is a system which combines speech recognition, natural 
language processing, and image understanding. The goal of this image 
annotation project is to take advantage of advances in speech technology 
and natural language (NL)/image understanding (IU) research to make 
the preparation of image-related collateral more efficient. 

We have developed a prototype system consisting of two phases. The 
first phase (illustrated in figures la and lb) consists of automatic inter-
pretation/indexing of images. It begins by using mouse input to detect 
roads and subsequently partition the image based on road networks. Next, 
an analyst views the image and describes it in spoken language, pointing 
from time to time to indicate objects or regions in the image. A state-of-
the-art speech recognition system is employed in transcribing the input 
and synchronizing the speech with the mouse input. The resulting nar-
rative is processed by a natural language understanding component which 
generates visual constraints on the image. This in turn, is used by an 
image interpretation system in detecting and labeling areas, roads, and 
buildings in the image. Finally, a facility to attach additional collateral to 
objects which have been identified has been provided. The output of the 
system is thus an NL collateral description and an annotated image. The 
annotated image consists of: (1) a semantic representation of the text, 
and (2) locations of objects or regions identified in the image. Informa-
tion is represented such that spatial reasoning, temporal reasoning, and 
other contextual reasoning is enabled. 
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(b) 

Figure 2. (a) result of road detection; (b) results of image interpretation 
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Figure 3. Results of querying. 

In the second phase, we provide point and click querying synchro-
nized with speech on the annotated images. For example, the query Show 
all man-made structures to the west of this <click> forest would cause the appro-
priate areas in the image to be highlighted; each of these could be fur-
ther queried for corresponding textual information. This is illustrated 
in figure 2. 

There are several assumptions we are making in specifying the task 
and our proposed solution. From the perspective of an image analyst, 
this approach constitutes a healthy compromise between: (1) tedious 
manual annotation, even when tools such as snakes are provided, and (2) 
completely automated (image-based) interpretation. Since the task in-
volves co-referencing image areas with textual descriptions, our system uses 
the text for dual purposes: co-referencing as well as for assisting image 
interpretation. 

The second assumption concerns the use of preconstructed geomet-
ric site models. These have been used effectively in the RADIUS commu-
nity for registering new images of a known site and subsequently for change 
detection. The initial version of Show&Tell does not use site models since 
the objective was investigation of linguistic context alone. The version in 
development takes a different approach by utilizing site models. 

Finally, at this point we assume that an approximate shape represen-
tation for objects is sufficient for reasoning purposes. We represent objects 
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such as buildings or areas by simple bounding boxes with orientation; 
polylines are used for roads, rivers. Our system does allow for more exact 
representations for display purposes. 

Figure 4 illustrates the functional architecture of Show&Tell. Tech-
niques from several subdisciplines of artificial intelligence have been as-
similated into this system, including computer vision, natural language 
understanding, spatial reasoning, knowledge representation, and infor-
mation retrieval. The system is implemented in C and LISP and uses 
LOOM (ISI/USC) for knowledge representation; BBN's HARK speech 
recognition software is employed. It has been tested using images from 
the RADIUS model board series; these aerial images depict buildings, 
roads, foliage, power plants, etc. The system is now described in detail. 

Knowledge Representation 
We are currently using a description logic language, LOOM (ISX 

Corporation), to construct an object-oriented model of our world. Mul-
tiple levels of representation are employed for objects in our world. Apart 
from the standard composition and specialization relations between enti-
ties, we also define a concrete relation to relate entities at different levels of 
abstraction (Niemann et al., 1990). Consider the entity building for ex-
ample; a three-level representation is used for this: (1) building concept 
where functional information is stored, (2) building objects which repre-
sent instances of buildings in an image, and (3) polygons which repre-
sent the shape (geometry) of a building object. This representation 
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scheme permits visual and conceptual information to be stored in a dis-
tinct, yet shareable, manner. 

Pre-Processing: Semi-Automated Road Detection 
Roads form natural partitions in aerial scenes. They serve as useful 

landmarks upon which the analyst may base his/her description of the 
image. In our algorithm, it is assumed that the analyst provides an initial 
seed for the detection. Every connected network requires a separate seed. 
The algorithm is based on controlled continuity splines (Kess et al., 1987) 
and entropy minimization (Geman, 1994). 

Speech and Language Processing 
The speech annotation facility is comprised of two parts: (1) speech 

processing, resulting in transcribed ASCII text; and (2) natural language 
processing of the ASCII text. The limitations of the speech recognizer, 
combined with the requirement for real-time language processing strongly 
influenced the design of this interface. 

Figure 5 illustrates a sample speech annotation used in processing 
the image in figure 1. In designing the speech annotation facility, there 
were several issues that had to be addressed. These included: 

• Constraining the vocabulary and syntax of the utterances to ensure 
robust speech recognition; the active vocabulary is limited to 2,000 
words. 

• Avoiding starting utterances with words such as this, the; such words 
promote ambiguities resulting in poor recognition performance. 

• Synchronizing the speech input with mouse input (e.g., this is Kelly 
Laboratory). Currently, we assume only one mouse click per utter-
ance; the constrained syntax allows unambiguous synchronization. 

• Providing an editing tool to permit correction of speech transcrip-
tion errors. 

In this first prototype of Show&Tell, the text (resulting from speech 
recognition) was processed as a complete narrative unit (i.e., "batch 
mode") rather than a sentence at a time. The justification for this is that 
it leads to more efficient search strategies; if all information is known a 
priori, the system can select an interpretation strategy which best exploits 
the information. Such a scenario is also reasonable if speech annotations 
are to be recorded and processed off-line. Finally, collateral information 
residing in site folders typically consists of narratives; thus any progress 
made in processing such narratives has broad applicability. 

Processing narratives has intrinsic difficulties. People may refer to 
the same entity in several ways—e.g., Baldy Tower, the tall building, the sky-
scraper. Anaphoric references it and them are ubiquitous in narratives and 
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This image depicts the buffalo development and manufacturing 
complex. 

Label segments roger two roger four and roger five as main 
street. 

Label segment roger three as king street. 
In the western half of area delta is the baird research institute. 
It consists of four buildings. 
Of these the leftmost is a long rectangular building. 
Label this as the kelly laboratory. 
This is used for developing and testing new products. 
Label the 1-shaped building as the operations center. 
Label the large two storied building as the headquarters building. 
This is where most of the administrative offices are located. 
Label the small square building as the communications building. 

Figure 5. Sample speech annotation for image in figure 2a. 

require maintaining previous history. An important element in language 
processing is the construction of domain-specific ontologies. For example, 
it is important to know that a gym is a building and is associated with 
athletic facilities. Construction of large-scale ontologies such as this re-
mains an open problem. With the proliferation of machine-readable 
lexical resources, working ontologies may be constructed which are suffi-
cient for restricted domains. 

Understanding spatial language in context (e.g., the buildings on the 
river) can get arbitrarily complex. To ensure robustness, we curtail idi-
omatic use of prepositions. Identifying and classifying proper noun se-
quences is a problem which also needs to be addressed. It is recognized 
that natural language understanding is itself a complex area. Since we 
are using language to simplify the task of vision, constraints have been 
imposed on the syntax and semantics of utterances to simplify process-
ing. Although the IA cannot use unrestricted "natural language," there 
is sufficient flexibility to render it a convenient interface. 

The output of language processing is a set of constraints on the im-
age. These can be: (1) spatial, (2) characteristic (i.e., describe properties 
of an object or area), or (3) contextual. Constraints may be associated 
with single objects or a collection of objects (e.g., the set of ten buildings). 
The set of LOOM assertions output falls into two categories: (1) area, 
building, and aggregate concepts, etc.; and (2) relations between con-
cepts indicating spatial and other relationships. 

Using Scene-Specific Context for Image Interpretation 
Recently, there has been a lot of academic interest in the Integration 

of Natural Language and Vision (INLV) (McKevitt, 1994; Srihari, 1995b). 
One of the objectives of this research effort is to use the interpretation of 
data in one modality to drive the interpretation of data in the other. We 
highlight the fact that collateral-based vision exploits a reliable hypothesis 
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of scene contents. We obtain this hypothesis from sources other than 
bottom-up vision to aid the vision processing. However in the INLV com-
munity, there is sufficient interest in using bottom-up vision to generate 
natural language descriptions of scenes; to use vision techniques in natu-
ral language understanding; and to model deep representation and se-
mantics of language and perception. We choose a far more conservative 
goal of examining how image interpretation can benefit from collateral 
information. 

The use of collateral information is extended in this domain by: 
(1) devising a uniform representation for domain- and picture-specific 
constraints, (2) employing spatial reasoning to use partial interpretation 
results in guiding the application of the vision processing tools, 
and (3) generalize the problem representation in an object-oriented 
manner to deal with multiple object types (notjust faces). 

The idea of using partial interpretation results to localize the search 
for related objects has been used in several vision systems. Earlier, we 
classified constraints as contextual, spatial, and characteristic. When the 
control algorithm employs any of these constraints to disambiguate can-
didates, we call them verification constraints and when it employs them to 
locate candidates for an object, we term them locative constraints. We 
assume cost and reliability measures for our object locators and attribute 
verifiers are available. The control algorithm loops over three stages: 
(1) decision stage, (2) labeling stage, and (3) propogation stage. 

The input to the interpretation module consists of a constraint graph. 
The nodes represent objects such as buildings, roads, logical areas, and 
aggregates of these. The arcs denote the spatial and characteristic con-
straints on these objects. A working constraint graph is created incre-
mentally by adding nodes chosen by the decision module. Partial label-
ing is attempted, and the results are used for spatial prediction (Chopra 
8c Srihari, 1995). 

Annotation and Querying 
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the annotation and querying functions pro-

vided in Show&Tell. These are the facilities which eventually are most 
valuable to an LA—all the processing described to this point enables these 
functions. Using the annotation tool, an IA may point to an object (which 
has already been segmented) and type in any further information which 
may be relevant. Such information would be available for querying at a 
later point. 

Querying is with respect to a single image or (eventually) across an 
image database. Currently, we have focused on spatial and ontological 
queries—e.g., Show all buildings to the right of Kelly Laboratory or Show all 
athletic facilities. Future plans include temporal query processing as well 
as a speech interface. 
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MMVAR: A MULTIMODAL SYSTEM FOR VIDEO 
ANNOTATION AND RETRIEVAL 

The objective of this project is to create a multimodal system for video 
annotation and retrieval. Although the system is general enough to be 
applicable for any video, it is most suited for video such as intelligence 
surveillance; such video is characterized by long panoramic sequences 
(aerial or ground-level) of natural scenes, activities involving people and 
vehicles, building complexes, etc. The objective is to automatically de-
rive a semantic segmentation of the video such that it can be efficiently 
queried based on its contents. Since automatic statistical segmentation 
techniques based on video alone are not useful for retrieval purposes, 
the speech annotation is used as a guideline for determining logical 
discontinuities in the video. Features such as long pauses in annotation 
and the presence of keywords are combined with video-level segmenta-
tion in order to arrive at a semantic segmentation of the video. Statistical 
natural language processing techniques are subsequently invoked which 
attempt to classfiy the resulting shots based on topic. 

The goal is to produce a robust scalable system demonstrable by late 
August 1996. This will serve as a sound infrastructure for further research 
in combining linguistic and visual information for intelligent content-
based retrieval. 

The system we are working on has the following functionality: (1) 
populating (entering new video into) the database, (2) annotation of 
existing video using a speech interface, and (3) retrieval of video based 
on exact and inexact (full text) techniques. All this is being provided in 
a single graphical user interface. 

Populating Database 
This feature permits new video to be entered into the video data-

base. We allow either digital video to be entered or a video capture facil-
ity to be used. Video is segmented using statistical segmentation tech-
niques and stored in the database as video objects. These constitute the 
atomic units of the database. 

Video Annotation 
This feature permits the creation of nonvideo objects by augmenting 

video with audio, text, graphical overlays, etc. Users employ a speech 
recording device to attach video annotation to a video. This is subse-
quently processed offline by a speech recognition algorithm. The output 
is video synchronized with corresponding audio, text, and any graphical 
overlays input by the user. The following features are permitted: 

• multiple annotations per video; 
• ability to pause video and continue speech annotation; 
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• ability to do single frame annotation using speech and graphical over-
lays (e.g., drawing circles, squares, etc.). For example, a user could 
circle an area and say "this area appears to have been damaged by a 
bomb blast." Eventually such input will be useful in tracking objects, 
precise retrieval, etc., but in the first phase this input is not being 
used; and 

• ability to use speech and text in conjunction. 

Information Retrieval 
The objective is to retrieve relevant shots using techniques beyond 

simple keyword match. We attempt to capture the context of a natural-
language query, and subsequently, retrieve those shots whose annotations 
best match the given context. 

This research draws on progress made in the document retrieval 
domain, namely the idea of full-text search (Salton, 1988). In this, the 
context of a document is represented by a vector of weighted index terms. 
Documents may be clustered in vector space, thereby allowing more effi-
cient matching techniques; a hierarchical search through centroids of 
clusters may be used to quickly find documents matching the query of 
the context thereby avoiding sequential search. 

This method needs adaptation if it is to be used with text annotations 
corresponding to video shots. The primary problem is the sparseness of 
data (i.e., words) which makes computation of the context vector diffi-
cult. To overcome this, we use WordNet as well as word concordances to 
generate a neighborhood of words related to a given word; WordNet in-
cludes relationships such as synonymy, hypernomy, hyponomy, etc. Us-
ing statistical procedures, it is possible to compute the co-occurence prob-
abilities of the given word with each of these words. This enables a larger 
set of weighted index terms to be computed, thereby permitting classifi-
cation techniques such as the above to be used. Thus it is possible to 
retrieve a shot with the annotation "vehicles can be seen crossing the 
causeway...." as a result of the query "find shots with cars on bridges." 

Vision Module 
Target tracking refers to the process that in each frame of a video 

sequence, the target is segmented automatically and highlighted until it 
disappears in the sequence. We assume that the target is manually seg-
mented out at the first frame of tracking. Then this target will be auto-
matically tracked down in all the following frames. Owing to the nature 
of this problem, its solution has great application interest in intelligence 
surveillance and monitoring. 

Due to the camera focal change (e.g., zoom in/out), camera mo-
tion, and/or the target motion, the 2D images of the target in different 
frames may have different shapes and intensity/color values. An automatic 
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tracking algorithm should be able to handle these changes in different 
frames. This requires an appropriate model for description of the mo-
tion of the 3D target. Development of this motion model is nontrivial, 
because this model needs to balance the time requirement for video-rate 
processing and the complexity for parameterization of 3D motion. Any 
target tracking algorithm should be fast enough to catch the video rate 
when in display. On the other hand, many conventional 3D motion mod-
els involve nonlinear search, which is impractical in this application do-
main. Development of an algorithm with an appropriate model to satisfy 
the two constraints is our goal for this task. 

S U M M A R Y 

Since true semantic indexing is achievable only by understanding 
the scene contents, the approach presented here has focused on an ob-
ject-recognition approach to content-based retrieval. Problems posed by 
traditional approaches to object recognition are overcome by incorpo-
rating multimodal content accompanying images/video. In particular, 
the use of linguistic context in image understanding has been exploited. 
Both automated (PICTION) and semi-automated applications (Show&Tell, 
MMVAR) have been presented. 

Much work remains in making this technique completely viable; in 
particular, the development of robust image understanding algorithms 
which can exploit multimodal (and interactive) context is required. The 
work presented here is only a start. Issues relating to scalability and com-
putational effort must also be examined. Finally, techniques for integrat-
ing multimodal indexes must be developed. These indexes may be gen-
erated by: (1) statistical pattern recognition techniques (e.g., color, tex-
ture), (2) object recognition techniques (e.g., face locators), or (3) text 
processing algorithms, to name a few. Such integration will ultimately 
provide the balance between computational feasibility and the need for 
semantic retrieval. 
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Digital Imaging: 
Issues for Preservation and Access 

This discussion outlines some of the issues that must be considered before 
digital imaging of paper-based research material should be adopted as a 
preservation method. In addition, the quality of the digital image in 
terms of resolution and pixel depth, as well as issues of authenticity, 
verification, and bibliographic integrity will be discussed. In this con-
text, issues associated with preserving or archiving digital formats will 
be considered as well as current initiatives in place to address the preser-
vation of digital media. 

INTRODUCTION 

The precise number of ongoing projects in institutions to convert 
paper-based library and archival research materials into digital format is 
unsurveyed. Yet the exponential growth of a wide diversity of materials 
readily available through computer networks is redefining previous no-
tions of collection development, management, and resource sharing. Even 
as the vision of the digital library becomes increasingly more of a reality, 
as yet, digital imaging cannot and should not be considered to be synony-
mous with preservation. 

What must be clearly understood is that the preservation of paper-
based materials through digitization and the preservation of digital me-
dia are related issues but warrant separate discussion. Digital imaging 
projects that are described as efforts to preserve the endangered original 
must answer questions of whether the digital image will faithfully repro-
duce the original and how continued access to the digital format can be 
ensured. 

Preservation of paper-based materials entails either the stabilization 
of the original artifact and the subsequent control of its environment, 
the creation of a surrogate to reduce use of the original and thereby 
perpetuate its existence, or, when the original is unstable, the transfer of 
the intellectual content to another more stable medium to ensure avail-
ability in the new medium. 

For the past two decades, high volume preservation efforts and fund-
ing have been focused on reformatting or copying information from 
unstable originals to media with proven and verifiable standards for lon-
gevity. For paper-based materials, this has meant primarily preservation 
microfilming. Standards for quality reproduction of the content of the 
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original and for ensuring the technical quality and longevity of 
preservation microfilm are clearly defined, universally accepted, and rig-
orous. However, even minimum standards for digital imaging for preser-
vation quality have not been defined. 

In order for something to be preserved through reformatting, there 
must be assurance that the quality of the reproduction is adequate to 
reproduce the intellectual content of the original and that the media to 
which information is transferred is stable and accessible now and in the 
future. The diversity of materials in libraries and archives requires a 
customization of appropriate approaches to optimize the particular at-
tributes of the original. The chosen reformatting method for preserva-
tion has traditionally been dependent upon the ability to reproduce ad-
equately those qualities of the original to an acceptable level of repro-
duction. 

Q U A L I T Y 

Whereas a microfilm of an original is an analog copy, a digital image 
of a document is a representation of the original rendered through pix-
els and bit-depth. What pixel depth and resolution is good enough for 
preservation purposes? When producing a digital image, the ability to 
produce, transfer, and store a high resolution image is a major factor 
affecting cost because of available equipment, time of actual scan, and 
file size. 

At the most basic level, the representational capability of digital im-
aging is a factor of two attributes: (1) the number of dots, or pixels in the 
image, and (2) the pixel depth or range of values each pixel has. Higher 
resolution scanners are available including drum scanners which are ca-
pable of rendering a high optical resolution of up to 8000 dpi. For the 
most part, however, their use is limited to the high-end segment of the 
commercial market, especially for medical and graphic arts applications. 
The expense of creating and editing, as well as storage and transmission, 
is not practical for preserving large research collections. 

The hardware and software that have been developed in order to 
accommodate high volume image production and management have 
evolved from the forms-management industry. Most direct flatbed and 
sheetfed scanners currently have the capability of rendering a bilevel image 
at an average of 200 to 400 dots per inch. 

Digital cameras promise an effective throughput comparable to pres-
ervation microfilming and a digital resolution of up to 270 dpi for an 
8.5" x 11" document. Commercially available high production micro-
film scanning equipment can render an effective resolution of up to 600 
dpi for an 8.5" x 11" sized original, but even as a bitonal image, the result-
ing uncompressed file is over 4MB. As an 8-bit grayscale file, a 600 dpi 
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scan of an 8.5"xll" document is nearly 34MB. Even for new systems with 
extensive RAM and powerful coprocessing, these files are difficult to 
manage in a production environment. 

As a point of comparison, a laser printer produces a page with a reso-
lution of 300 dpi; an average typeset book has a dpi of 1200 (Robinson, 
1993, p. 11). A 300 dpi resolution bilevel image will render a typeface of 
6 points mostly readable on a computer screen. It will ordinarily print 
well (though not to publication standards). A 600 dpi resolution will 
render a typeface of 4 points legibly. It will display well even at several 
degrees of magnification on a higher-resolution monitor, and it will print 
to publication standard (Robinson, 1993, p. 6). This "high quality" level 
represents the best reproduction now available using commercially avail-
able standard hardware and software for high throughput scanning. 

In order to achieve resolution at least as high as the average preser-
vation microfilm, an image must be scanned at 600 dpi (the same resolu-
tion as microfilm) (Robinson, 1993, p. 25). Even the highest resolution 
bilevel image (bit depth = 1) will not represent an adequate facsimile of 
the original if that original has a high level of tonality. Most standard 
document scanning and processing hardware and software is developed 
to render uniformly sized single white sheets of paper with black print. 
Scanners capable of grayscale imaging are widely available, yet the soft-
ware development for production-level post-scan processing lags behind 
significantly, making 8-bit scanning as yet only a high-end solution. 

A 600 dpi bilevel image of an original text page may be legible on 
screen and, when printed out, may be used to represent the original text 
and line art. However, any nontextual information will likely be lost if 
the tonal value of the information is such that the bilevel scanning can-
not adequately render it into black or white pixels. In this situation, the 
recording device must choose between rendering a tonal value in the 
original as either black or white. When faced with an intermediate tonal 
value (a pencil mark, a stain), the information will be recorded as black 
and white. In an example of black text on white paper where there are 
faint markings or staining, an attempt to render the text legibly may re-
sult in the loss of the markings, and the stain may be recorded as black. 
Text or line art with badly faded inks or with poor contrast because of the 
deterioration of the paper quality will be compromised in bitonal scan-
ning. Graphic materials and handwritten documents will not be well rep-
resented by a bilevel image unless there is a consistently high level of 
contrast coupled with a low tonal range. 

A distinction can and should be made between transmissive and ar-
chival quality. A digital image, for example, may be good enough for 
many scholarly purposes, yet this does not make it good enough to re-
place the original. If the goal of a digitization project is access alone, 
then current microcomputer screen resolution and network bandwidth 
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limitations suggest that images have a pixel dimension of less than 640 x 
480 to prevent the need for scrolling and a depth of 8 bits or less. How-
ever, this resolution is often not sufficient to retain important characteris-
tics of the original document. It is often necessary to create the highest 
resolution image possible for reproduction and then produce lower reso-
lution derivatives from the original for viewing. The resolution of the 
transmission image is determined by the delivery technology. 

Compromises in quality are acceptable when the purpose of imaging 
is a matter of access only and preservation of information of the original 
has been assured through conservation or preservation reformatting. 
However, when the intent of digitization is the reproduction or replace-
ment of the original, the highest possible resolution and tonality must 
be applied. 

The resolution selected for imaging library materials, however, is lim-
ited by the availability of technology to cost-effectively reproduce text at 
high resolutions and the practical transfer and storage issues associated 
with large file sizes. An uncompressed 300 dpi bilevel image of a tabloid 
sized newspaper page is approximately 2MB. The same page scanned at 
300 dpi in 8-bit will result in an uncompressed image of 16MB. Of course, 
compression will vastly reduce these file sizes, but even so, in the aggre-
gate, one weekly retrospective newspaper published for 100 years and 
averaging sixteen pages an issue will result in bilevel files of 166.4 gigabytes 
and 8-bit files of 1400 gigabytes. 

QUALITY AS A FACTOR OF AUTHENTICITY AND 
VALIDATION 

Digital images are not as yet considered legally valid. In his article 
"Long-Term Intellectual Preservation," Peter Graham (1994) points out 
that the greatest asset of digital information—i.e., the ease with which an 
identical copy can be made—is also its greatest liability. Digital images 
can easily be altered either accidentally or intentionally. File corruption 
can occur accidentally through data transfer, compression, or copying. A 
myriad of image editing programs exist today by which one can inten-
tionally alter unprotected image files and, through overwriting, remove 
any trace of the earlier digital copy. 

As digital files are processed to remove speckling and unintentional 
artifacts introduced by scanning, intentional artifacts such as significant 
marginalia and markings may also be removed. Photoediting techniques 
such as cloning, masking, and pasting can add or alter information. 

In addition, what is structurally whole and linear in paper and micro-
film is rendered into separate files/entities in digitization. This means 
new works can be "published" through reorganizing image files and also 
means that parts of the original text may be inadvertently deleted. 
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When a digital image is intended as a replacement of the original, 
decisions must be made on the level of image quality enhancements that 
may compromise the informational content of the original. In addition, 
capabilities to digitally mark or authenticate digital images must be de-
veloped, as well as practices for the use of metadata that include informa-
tion about structural content and integrity. 

PRESERVATION OF THE MEDIUM 

In addition to questions of quality to ensure that the intellectual con-
tent of the original is represented in the digital image, the questions re-
main about preserving the systems in which images are stored, viewed, 
and transmitted. The current pace of technological change is stagger-
ing. Backward compatibility from software and media generations are 
only promised by some technology providers. Media selected for the 
transfer and preservation of information must, by definition, provide 
greater stability and longevity than the original medium. 

Preservation microfilming produces one master and subsequent gen-
erations for copying or for use. Each generation represents some loss of 
fidelity. Properly produced and stored, silver halide microfilm has a life 
expectancy of 500 years. 

Digital images may be copied repeatedly without loss of fidelity as 
long as the media upon which it is stored remains stable and the equip-
ment and software required to open and copy the image is available. 
Estimates published in the "Storage Technology Assessment Report" by 
the National Media Lab in 1994 put the life expectancy of optical media 
(CD-ROM, magneto Optico, and WORM) at anywhere from 5 to 100 years, 
depending upon manufacture and storage conditions. Magnetic tape is 
given a life expectancy of two to thirty years (National Media Lab, 1994). 

Given the extreme span of these estimates, as Jeff Rothenburg (1995) 
stated in his article, "Insuring the Longevity of Digital Documents": "It is 
only slightly facetious to say that digital information lasts forever—or 5 
years, whichever comes first" (p. 42). Rothenburg's concern goes be-
yond the question of the longevity of media to the very hardware, pro-
cesses, and software used to write the digital information to the media 
and to store and retrieve it. 

Estimates vary, but rates of hardware and software obsolescence can 
be anywhere from two to five years (Research Libraries Group, 1995, p. 
3). Data refreshment and migration have been posed as solutions to the 
problems of technological obsolescence. Refreshment is the act of copy-
ing from one medium to another; however, given the life expectancy of 
optical and magnetic media cited above, and the astonishing rate of tech-
nological obsolescence, migration is considered the more robust method 
to ensure the preservation of digital information. Migration is the 
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movement of information content from obsolete systems to current hard 
ware and software systems so that information remains accessible anc 
usable. 

In the Task Force report, migration is defined: 

as a set of organized tasks designed to achieve the periodic transfer 
of digital materials from one hardware/software configuration to 
another, or from one generation of computer technology to a subse-
quent generation. The purpose of the migration is to retain the abil-
ity to display, retrieve, manipulate, and use digital information in 
the face of constantly changing technology. Migration includes re-
freshing as a means of digital preservation but differs from it in the 
sense that it is not always possible to make an exact digital copy or 
replica of a database or other information object, inasmuch as hard-
ware and software change and still maintain the compatibility of the 
object with a new generation of technology. (Research Libraries 
Group, 1995, p. 4) 

The responsibility, fiscal commitment, and managerial control re-
quired to move terabytes of data on a two- to five-year cycle are daunting. 
Nevertheless, these are the most significant issues to be resolved before 
one can assume that the information is preserved. 

W H A T M U S T BE D O N E 

Digitization is a reality, but we must not allow ourselves the illusion 
that digital imaging is preserving until we develop shared understand-
ings, best practices, and have the technology and infrastructure in place 
to assert that our digital products meet the stated goal—i.e., whether of 
access or preservation but ideally of both. 

D E F I N E G O A L S 

The traditional definitions of preservation no longer hold in the digi-
tal image context. A major function of preservation in the paper-based 
world has been to ensure longevity through managing the artifact. By 
necessity this has been a reactive effort. Whereas universities and librar-
ies have been repositories of information, they are now largely the cre-
ators of image collections. This translates to greater opportunity, as well 
as greater responsibility, for ensuring that preservation concerns are ad-
dressed as part of the process. 

Imaging does not equate to longevity, and it is the proactive position 
of the preservation community on issues of quality that can ensure that 
the stated intent of preservation is a reality. Collection development or 
creation policies must guard the intellectual content of digital images 
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and ensure that the infrastructure is in place to manage and preserve the 
collections once created. 

DEFINE THE UNIVERSE AND UNDERSTAND IT 

How many imaging projects and image collections are there? What 
is the content and scope of these projects? What are the selection, repro-
duction, and distribution protocols in place for these collections? 

We need to develop and maintain a comprehensive juried list of digi-
tal imaging projects. The extraordinary speed with which advances are 
being made means that we cannot take five years to develop standards 
that become obsolete within months. However, we can develop best prac-
tices based on shared information. 

The capability of producing high resolution digital images is only 
limited by the availability of current technology and the funds to apply it 
to preservation programs. The high throughput scanners render low 
resolution images and will not accommodate many of the formats that 
are in immediate need of reformatting. Digital cameras are promising 
but as yet limited for high production applications. Before choices are 
made to digitize, the limitations of the technology and the cost trade-offs 
must be clearly investigated and understood. 

Without question, digital imaging technology is revolutionizing ac-
cess to research materials. The pace of the technology's adoption is not 
likely to be contained by warnings and caveats. To truly optimize the use 
of the technology, a clear understanding of both the promise and the 
limitations of the technology must exist. Only through complete under-
standing can we hope to achieve the goals that we conceive for library 
imaging projects. 
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Preserving the Past: The Development of a 
Digital Historical Aerial Photography Archive 

The University of Illinois Map and Geography Library maintains a 
collection of approximately 60,000 individual prints of historical aerial 
photography that were acquired during the years 1936-1941, for which 
there are no remaining negatives. Because of high use by library pa-
trons, the collection is deteriorating and a method of preservation is needed. 
A pilot study was conducted to evaluate the feasibility and appropriate-
ness of digital conversion using high-quality, high-precision scanning. 
Results indicate that scans produced from the original paper prints ex-
hibit no loss of feature detail, is cost effective on a frame-by-frame basis, 
and therefore a program of digital conversion should be considered. 

INTRODUCTION 

Resource-based agencies in Illinois udlize a variety of data sources to 
derive information concerning the condition and extent of the state's 
natural and anthropogenic ecosystems, and vertical aerial photography 
is a singularly unique data source that provides an ungeneralized view of 
both past and present landscapes. The University of Illinois' Map and 
Geography Library maintains a repository of more than 160,000 vertical 
aerial photographs of Illinois counties that were acquired from the late 
1930s through 1988, the largest single collection of vertical aerial pho-
tography in Illinois. Contained within this collection is statewide histori-
cal aerial photography acquired from 1936 to 1941, the most complete 
U.S. Department of Agriculture coverage known to exist in Illinois. The 
use of the aerial photography collection at the Map and Geography Li-
brary averages 2,000 photos per month, and this usage is resulting in 
damage and degradation of irreplaceable photography for the period of 
1936-1941 for which no known negatives are available. Furthermore, 
while it is still possible to purchase copies of the post-1950 aerial photog-
raphy from the U.S. Department of Agriculture, this results in a costly 
time delay for the user. 

THE PROBLEM 

There is a significant rate of attrition for the Map and Geography 
Library's aerial photography collection. The greatest cause of attrition is 
loss, but deterioration and damage are also significant factors. While the 
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post-1950 photography is replaced at the rate of one county per year, 
pre-1950 aerial photography cannot be readily replaced. 

Ideally, the original source for prints for pre-1950 aerial photogra-
phy are silver nitrate film negatives. Approximately 60,000 of the Map 
and Geography Library's aerial photographs fit into this category. Un-
fortunately, original negatives no longer exist for the oldest photography 
(e.g., 1936-1941), these having been destroyed because, as they became 
unstable, the heat of hydration caused the nitrate-based film to become 
gelatinous and combust. Beginning in 1983, the U.S. Navy and the Na-
tional Archives made a roll-to-roll same-scale conversion of nitrate-based 
negatives for most states using Kodak 2422 Aerographic Duplicating Film. 
However, in order to reduce costs of reproduction, aerial photography 
for some states (including Illinois) were duplicated using a 70mm (2.75 
inch) film format. In Illinois, users have complained that reproductions 
from the 70mm duplicates are poor, and therefore the existing prints for 
Illinois' earliest aerial photography are the only remaining high-quality 
source—and this collection is rapidly deteriorating. 

THE SOLUTION 

Two strategies are being employed at the University of Illinois to pre-
serve the aerial photography collection: (1) prolong the life of the exist-
ing photos through simple preservation techniques, and (2) reproduce 
the oldest historical aerial photography in a digital format. In order to 
prolong the life of the existing prints, the Map and Geography Library 
has experimented with several methods of preservation: (1) encapsulat-
ing photography in a mylar envelope, (2) reprography of the original 
prints, and (3) policies that minimize the handling of the prints but 
allow accessibility. Aerial photography is no longer permitted to leave 
the premises, and a modest amount of photointerpretation equipment is 
available. Photographic reproduction of the pre-1950 aerial photogra-
phy is currently not an option due to the lack of available storage space. 
Despite these straightforward measures, deterioration of the oldest aerial 
photography is continuing. 

A second strategy that has been investigated involves high quality/ 
high resolution scanning of the pre-1950 aerial photography, or at least 
the oldest aerial photography. This form of reproduction accomplishes 
two objectives: (1) feature detail is faithfully and permanently preserved, 
and (2) there is no need for a second archive of photographic prints. In 
addition to preserving aerial photography, the scanned imagery can be 
edited to improve contrast and repair damage caused by fading and im-
proper processing of the original photos. For example, original prints 
that have faded because of over fifty years of exposure to natural and 
artificial light sources can be enhanced by contrast stretching. 
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A pilot study was conducted by the author using a Crossfield drum 
scanning system provided by Scan tech Color Systems, Inc., Champaign, 
Illinois. By experimenting with several scanning rates using examples of 
pre-1950 aerial photography, an optimal sampling rate was determined 
based upon factors including photo scale, print quality, and paper type. 
While the optimum sampling rate can vary from photograph to photo-
graph, this rate generally ranges between 31 and 42 micrometers per 
picture element (pixel). The relationship between these two sampling 
rates can be more easily understood by relating each to the resulting 
ground resolution. Using a sample photograph at a nominal scale of 
1:20,000 (1 inch = approximately 1,667 feet) that has a contact size of 7 x 
9 inches, a sampling rate of 31 micrometers per pixel results in a digital 
file of approximately 55 megabytes with a ground resolution equivalent 
to 2.8 feet per pixel. Similarly, a sampling rate of 42 micrometers per 
pixel produces a digital file of approximately 32 megabytes with a ground 
resolution equivalent to 3.8 feet per pixel. Careful examination of the 
original aerial photographs with the scanned imagery revealed that no 
additional feature detail was added at the higher sampling rate (e.g., 31 
micrometers/pixel), and in fact blurring of some surface features was 
evident. In addition, almost a 60 percent savings in terms of storage space 
is afforded by the lower sampling rate of 42 micrometers per pixel, and 
this factor becomes significant when planning for the scanning of county-
wide historical aerial photography that can involve over 200 individual 
photographs. 

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS 

Once historical aerial photographs have been scanned, they can be 
related to other GIS data sources. This can be demonstrated through a 
practical application. A few individual frames of historical aerial photog-
raphy acquired in 1939 for a portion of McHenry County, Illinois, were 
scanned using the 42 micrometer/pixel sampling rate described above. 
In addition, the U.S. Geological Survey DOQ (digital orthophoto quad-
rangle) for McHenry County was acquired. The DOQ is a 1-meter ground 
resolution image encompassing a geographic area of 3.75 minutes of both 
latitude and longitude at a source scale of 1:12,000 (1 inch=l,000 feet), 
and the image data are cast onto the Universal Transverse Mercator pro-
jection (NAD 83). DOQs have been mathematically corrected so that 
distortions from the terrain, camera lens, and from the perspective view 
have been removed. For McHenry County, the primary source of the 
DOQ was 1988 NAPP I photography. 

Since the DOQs are already geometrically corrected, it is a straight-
forward mathematical process to transform the scanned historical photo-
graphs to conform to the corresponding DOQs. This is facilitated by the 
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Figure 1. Vertical area photograph situated over McHenry, Illinois, acquired 
July 16, 1939. After scanning, the image was geometrically corrected to conform 
to the corresponding digital orthophoto quadrangle. 

Figure 2. Digital orthophoto acquired over the McHenry, Illinois area on April 
19, 1988. 
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fact that the sampling rate used for the scanning of the historical aerial 
photography results in a ground resolution of approximately 3.8 feet (ap-
proximately 1.16 meters), which is very similar to that of the 1-meter DOQ. 
After a sufficient number of corresponding ground control points are 
located on both images, the resulting resampled and rescaled historical 
imagery can be overlain on the corresponding orthophoto. Change analy-
sis can be employed to delineate the location and extent of landscape 
conversions that have occurred between the two acquisition dates. 

Figure 1 is a geometrically corrected, historical aerial photograph 
that was originally acquired over McHenry, Illinois, on July 16, 1939, at a 
scale of approximately 1:11,250 (1 inch=approximately 940 feet). Figure 2 
is the corresponding USGS DOQ for the same geographic area acquired 
on April 19, 1988. Visual inspection of Figures 1 and 2 shows that a 
remarkable amount of change has occurred during the forty-nine year 
time interval between the two dates of photography. Most noticeable is 
the conversion of rural farmland and wooded land to residential and 
commercial land use that has developed south and west of the original 
built-up area of McHenry. At the lower right margin of Figure 1 and 
adjacent to the Fox River is a large, palustrine deep marsh (PEMf) char-
acterized by two separated areas of open water (dark, nearly black-toned 
areas) and interspersed with emergent vegetation (variegated gray-toned 
areas). By 1988, the majority of this high-quality marsh had been con-
verted to a diked/impounded riverine open water wetland (R20Wh). 
Such conversions of palustrine wetland habitat are common in north-
eastern Illinois, and the use of scanned historical aerial photography in 
conjunction with digital orthophotography dramatizes such landscape 
changes. 

The pilot project also investigated the need to rectify the scanned 
historical photography in the same manner as the DOQs in order to re-
move distortions induced by terrain, camera lens, etc. The historical 
aerial photography shown in Figure 1 was not rectified and only geo-
metrically corrected to register with the associated DOQ imagery, and 
this approach is quite adequate for many applications where precise 
ground location is not necessary. For example, the average horizontal 
error in registration between Figures 1 and 2 is on the order of a few 
meters. Examples of scanned historical photography, along with the cor-
responding USGS DOQ and l:24,000-scale USGS DEM (digital elevational 
model) data, were prepared for two selected geographic areas in St. Clair 
and Jo Daviess Counties that express moderate local relief. These data 
were provided to a commercial firm (Intera Corporation of Ontario, 
Canada) for the purpose of determining the potential cost of producing 
historical digital orthophotography. Intera Corporation, which is an ap-
proved vendor for the production of USGS DOQs, provided their ser-
vices at no cost. 
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Briefly stated, it was ascertained that the production of digital 
orthophotography developed from historical aerial photography is prob-
ably cost prohibitive. Among the factors contributing to this conclusion 
are the following: 

1. Ideally, the rectification procedure requires that camera lens calibra-
tion data be provided. Such information includes the camera make/ 
model, lens type/number, focal length, etc. Prior to 1943, U.S. gov-
ernmental agencies did not formalize camera calibration procedures, 
and therefore this information is not generally available for the old-
est historical aerial photography acquired by the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture (Brad Johnson, U.S. Geological Survey, personal commu-
nication, January 26,1995). If such data were available for older aerial 
photography, these would logically reside with the civilian companies 
that acquired the photography. However, many of these companies 
either do not exist any longer, have purged these older calibration 
reports, or have changed addresses and thus are difficult to locate. 

2. For both the aerial photography used in Figure 1 as well as the sample 
data provided to Intera Corporation, nearly fifty years had transpired 
between the acquisition dates of the scanned historical aerial photog-
raphy and the DOQs developed from recent NAPP I and NAPP II 
aerial photography. As a result of the numerous landscape changes 
that have occurred (e.g., widening of roads, rural to urban/built-up 
land use conversions, vegetation succession, etc.), collecting a suffi-
cient number of similar ground control points on both dates of imag-
ery for the geometric correction procedure proved to be very time 
consuming. 

3. In one example, a data set incorporating three scanned historical aerial 
photographs (two end-lapped photographs with one side-lapped pho-
tograph), Intera Corporation furnished the rectified historical aerial 
photography back to the authors for the purpose of ascertaining 
mosaickability. It was subsequently discovered that remaining distor-
tions were sufficient to preclude the creation of a controlled mosaic, 
and that only semi-controlled mosaicking was possible. The resolu-
tion of the remaining distortions was deemed cost-prohibitive. 

CONCLUSION 

The results of an intensive pilot project has demonstrated that high-
quality precision scanning of historical aerial photography is a viable 
archiving alternative. At the cost of approximately $30.00 per frame, this 
is also an affordable alternative for limited geographic areas. However, 
even the scanning of the pre-1950 collection of statewide aerial 
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photography encompassing some 60,000 frames is presently cost-prohibi-
tive. It is suggested that cost-sharing initiatives with state and local gov-
ernmental agencies may be a practical method of distributing the cost. 
During the period of the pilot project, the University of Illinois Library 
and one county governmental agency cost-shared to quantize the oldest 
set of county-wide USDA aerial photography. 

Once developed through a joint funding or other funding agree-
ments, the U.S. Geological Survey DOQ product is an inexpensive ($32.00 
for each county-based CD ROM) and potentially valuable resource for 
site-level GIS applications. At the date of this writing, DOQ production 
for approximately seventeen Illinois counties is either completed or in 
process. In contrast, the development of digital orthophotography from 
historical aerial photography appears to be cost-prohibitive at the present 
time. However, for a large portion of Illinois and on a site-by-site basis, 
the authors suggest that a simple geometric correction of the scanned 
photography is sufficient for most GIS applications where the inclusion 
of historical landscape information may be useful. 

Additional information regarding the availability and scanning of 
historical aerial photography can be acquired by contacting either Donald 
Luman (217/244-2179) or Christopher Stohr (217/244-2186) at the Illi-
nois State Geological Survey, 615 East Peabody Drive, Champaign, IL 
61820. The availability of USGS DOQs as well as all other USGS digital 
products can be easily reviewed using the Internet USGS World Wide 
Web home page (http://info.er.usgs.gov/) or by using anonymous ftp 
(ftp nmdpow9.er.usgs.gov). 
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175; system needs assessments, 47; 
transaction costs for determining 
rights, 41 n.5 

Cropping data in metadata informa-
tion, 21, 54 

Cryptography standards, 20 
Cultural heritage community. See LIS 

communities 
CVEPS system: overview, 96-97; remote 

online editing, 99; retrieval meth-
ods, 98-99; system components, 97-
99 

Cypress database, 127, 128, 129, 130 

Data migration, 20, 165-166 
Data refreshing, 20, 165-166 
Databases. See Digital imaging and re-

trieval systems; names of specific sys-
tems or projects 

Dates of scanning: in VIMSYS model, 
78; including in metadata informa-
tion, 21, 53 

DCT (Discrete Cosine Transforma-
tion), 105 

Decomposit ion of images in query 
process, 93 

Delivery platforms. See Platforms 
Demand for multimedia content, 34 
Derived features (VIMSYS), 78 
Derived variables in image distance 

function, 93 
Designing digital imaging systems. See 

also Arch i t ec tu re of systems; 
Platforms; cost constraints, 47, 50; 
data input issues: file conversion assess-
ment, 49-50; image sources, 21-22, 33, 
45, 54; image types to be included, 45; 

scanning requirements, 13, 21, 46, 53; 
specifying topic domain, 45, 73; 
d e t e r m i n i n g legal issues, 45; 
hardware: display monitors, 48-49; 
flexibility and expandability, 47, 117; 
integration with other systems, 46, 117-
118; network requirements, 12, 46-47; 
storage capacity needs, 46, 171; lease, 
purchase or build decisions, 46; 
overview, 2-3; planning for disasters, 
51-52; preliminary design issues, 43; 
purpose, 44-45; software: concurrent 
access issues, 118; database software 
needs assessment, 45; flexibility and 
expandability, 47, 117; indexing/ 
retrieval features, 46, 89; integration 
with other systems, 46, 117-118; 
performance criteria, 46; specifying 
search and query modes, 45; standards 
for file formats and compression, 46, 47-
50; systems analysis, 44-50; use 
pa t t e rns and user analysis, 45; 
vendor interview ques-tions, 49 

DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform mo-
del), 116 

Dictionaries: machine-readable dic-
tionaries, 145-146; MESL project 
text data dictionary, 38 

Digital camera resolution, 162 
Digital images: 2D and 3D images, 65-

68, 80, 122; annotating, 14, 52,148-
158; authentication, 20, 21-22, 34, 
53-54; defined, 33; demand for, 34; 
extracted properties or features. See 
Extracting data from images; fea-
ture or object properties, 108; file 
sizes, 12, 78, 162-163, 164; header 
information, 21, 53, 77-78; integrity, 
20, 21, 54, 164-165; levels of abstrac-
tion. See Levels of content abstrac-
tion; life expectancy, 20, 165; low-
level proper t ies (color, texture , 
layout), 107, 108-109; MARS system 
image indexer, 106; off-color im-
ages, 55-56; preserving, 161, 165-
166; problems in data retrieval 
techniques, 60; quality of scanning, 
13, 21, 46, 53, 162-166; segmenta-
tion, 110-111; specifying sources, 21-
22, 33, 45, 54; text record. See Text 
records; types of reproductions, 31-
33 

Digital imaging and retrieval systems. 
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See also names of specific systems or 
projects; architecture of systems. See 
Architecture of systems; clearing-
house of image database products, 
19; compression issues, 13, 91, 96, 
100, 113-116; cross-database user 
interface (ImageQuery), 18; de-
signing. See Designing digital imag-
ing systems; disaster planning, 51-
52; display devices, 12-13, 47-48; 
history, 11-13; juried list of projects, 
need for, 167; LIS community role 
in future, 19-20; network require-
ments, 12, 46-47; p lann ing and 
implementation, 2-3; recent projects 
and developments, 18-19; research 
in querying and retrieval, 24-25; 
scalability, 26, 118; scanning sys-
tems, 13, 21, 46, 53; social and 
ethical concerns, 53; storage systems 
and requirements, 11-12; system 
evaluation, 39,104; systems analysis, 
44-50; user interfaces. See User 
interfaces; vendor interview ques-
tions, 49 

Digital media longevity issues: data 
migration vs. data refreshing, 20; 
LIS community role, 20; longevity 
of digital documents, 161, 165-166 

Digital orthophoto quadrangles, 171-
174 

Digital preservation projects: aerial 
photography project, 169-175; ar-
chival preservation scan quality, 162-
164; overview, 9; preserving digital 
media, 161, 165-166; preserving 
paper-based materials, 161 

Digital signature standards, 20 
Directionality in texture, 108 
Disaster planning, 51-52 
Discrete Cosine Transformation meth-

od, 105 
Discrete Fourier Transform model, 116 
Discrete Wavelet Transformation meth-

od, 105 
Disparity in grouping-process object 

retrieval, 125 
Display devices: history and develop-

ment, 12-13; specifications, 47-48 
Displaying images in user interfaces, 46 
Dissolve detection in video, 96 
Distortion in image representation, 

114 

DLI projects, 105 
Documenting image system informa-

tion, 51-52 
Documents: aerial photographs, 169-

175; archival scan quality, 162-164; 
changing nature of documents, 71; 
converting to digital images, 49-50; 
preservation issues, 161 

Domain event layers (VIMSYS), 76-77 
Domain knowledge: defining impor-

tant attributes, 85; domain-specific 
ontologies, 153; in face retrieval 
databases, 84; semantic query use of, 
80; spatial relationships in aerial 
images, 151-152; specifying special 
domains, 45, 73; video knowledge 
base, 86 

Domain objects (VIMSYS), 76-77 
DOQs (digi tal o r t h o p h o t o quad-

rangles), 171-174 
Dot pitch in monitor requirements, 48; 

dpi resolutions, 163 
Drawing shapes for queries, 80, 83 fig.4, 

95 
Dublin Core standards, 20 
DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transfor-

mation) method, 105, 116 
Dynamic description of data, 61, 62 
Dynamic discovery in database architec-

ture, 15 

Eccentricity of color (MARS), 108 
Eccentricity of shapes (MARS), 109 
Edges of images: detecting, 136; edge 

energy, 129 
Edit Decision Lists (EDL), 99 
Editing scans, 164. See also Integrity of 

images 
Editing video, 96-97, 99 
Editions of images, 22 
Effectiveness of retrieval, 104 
Eigenfaces, 85 
Embedded zerotree wavelet coder, 114 
Encapsulation of images, 20 
Entropy coding in image represen-

tation, 114 
Entropy minimalization, 152 
Ethernet, 12 
Ethical concerns of digital imaging 

systems, 53-56 
Euclidean histogram distance, 108 
Evaluation stage of MESL project, 39 
Events, querying by, 75-77, 80-81, 98 
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Expandability of systems. See Scalability 
of imaging projects 

External image processing tools. See 
Image processing tools for users 

Extracting data from images: color data 
back projection in extraction, 91; color 
histograms, 82, 106, 108; color layout 
extraction, 108; extraction techniques, 
105; for regions of images, 127-131; 
Gaussian pyramids in extraction, 129; 
extraction defined, 25; feature data, 
91, 96, 116; MARS system image 
analyzer, 106; object features and 
geometry, 123-124; shape data, 65-
66, 81, 93, 109-110; spatial data, 76-
77, 92-93, 95-96, 110-111; temporal 
data, 76-77, 80-81, 98; texture data: 
automating texture extraction, 116, 
127-131; basic feature extraction, 81, 
82; problems extracting images of cloth-
ed people, 735; VIMSYS model, 77-78; 
EZW (Embedded zerotree wavelet) 
coder, 114 

Face retrieval databases: PICTION 
system, 144-148; problems in, 135; 
Xenomania system, 84-85 

Faces of three-dimensional shapes, 67 
FD (Fourier Descriptors), 109 
Feature recognition in facial queries, 

146 
Feature-based retrieval. See also 

Ext rac t ing data f r o m images; 
combining with spatial relation-
ships, 92; de f ined , 90; f e a t u r e 
extraction, 91; features in video 
scenes, 98; hierarchy of grouping 
processes, 125-127; in MARS system, 
106, 107-111; in VIMSYS model, 77-
78; projects and methods, 124-125; 
reliance on object geometry, 123-
124; road detection, 152 

Features of new systems, designing. See 
Designing digital imaging systems 

Fees: document conversion, 50; image 
rights fee scales, 33; MESL pricing 
models, 36-37 

File formats: conversion assessment, 49-
50; including in header informa-
tion, 21, 53; needs assessment for 
new systems, 46 

File sizes: est imations for scanned 
images, 162-163; image file sizes, 12; 

in VIMSYS model , 78; scanning 
average newspaper archive, 164 

Finding agency model, 37 
Fleck, Margaret M., 7-8, 121-142 
Flexibility of systems, 47. See also 

Scalability of imaging projects 
Flow regions in images, 131 
Forsyth, David A., 7-8, 121-142 
Fourier Descriptors (FD), 109 
Fractal model in texture extraction, 

116 
Frames in video, access to, 86 
Frequency of system access, determin-

ing, 45 
F_u, F_d, and F_c feature set (VIMSYS), 

77-78 
Functions of new systems, designing. 

See Designing digital imaging sys-
tems 

Fuzzy queries, 74, 75 

Gabor Filter model in texture extrac-
tion, 116 

Gaussian pyramids in color extraction, 
129 

Gender discrimination in face recog-
nition, 145 

Geograph ic I n f o r m a t i o n Systems 
(GIS), 171-174 

Geometry: geometric site models, 150; 
geometrically correcting scans, 171; 
in people or animal identification, 
135-139; in tree identification, 131-
135 

Getty Art History Information Project: 
image quality studies, 23; MESL pro-
ject, 29 

Getty foundation, 105 
Getty Information Institute. See Getty 

Art History Information Project 
GIS systems, 171-174 
Graham, Peter, 164 
Graphic annotat ions for video seg-

ments, 155 
Graphic user interfaces (GUI), 14. See 

also User interfaces 
Greenspan, Hayit, 7-8, 121-142 
Grid files method in image indexing, 

117 
G r o u n d cont ro l po in t s in aer ial 

photographs, 174 
Grouping process: attraction-based 

grouping method, 110-111; iden-
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tifying peop l e in images, 137; 
object-based retr ieval , 125-127; 
region-growing techniques, 131 

Groups involved in systems design, 46 
Guidelines for building systems, 19 
GUIs, 14. See also User interfaces 

Handel, Mark, 26 
Handwritten documents, problems in 

scanning, 163 
Hard disk storage systems: deter-

mining capacity needs, 46; history 
of development, 11-12; resolution/ 
space tradeoff, 171 

Hardware obsolescence, 165 
Header information in images. See also 

Metadata; in VIMSYS model, 77-78; 
metadata standards, 21, 53 

Heidorn, P. Bryan, 1-10 
Hierarchical levels of content analysis 

developing concept querying, 118-
119; in grouping processes, 125-127; 
levels of abstraction in image de-
scriptions, 62-63, 76-77; MUSEUM 
model, 62-63; spatial relationships 
in aerial images, 151-152; video 
scene browser, 98-99, 156; VIMSYS 
model, 76-77 

Histograms: as lacking spatial cues, 
126; color histogram matching, 82; 
extracting in MARS system, 106; 
histogram intersection method, 108 

History of digital imaging, 11-13 
Holders of image rights: determining 

rights holders, 30-33; including in 
metadata information, 22, 54-55; 
museum administration and nego-
tiation issues, 30, 33; needs of rights 
holders and rights users, 35-36; 
rights holder 's collective pricing 
model, 37 

Holes in shapes (MARS), 109 
Hough transforms in tree identifi-

cation, 134 
HSV space, 106 
Huang, Tom, 6-7, 103-120 
Hue maps in images, 129 
Hue saturation value space, 106 
Huffman coding in image compres-

sion, 115 

IA (image analysts), 154 
IBM Almaden Research Cente r : 

content-based retrieval research, 52-
53; QBIC system, 81, 92, 105, 124 

Iconic annotation languages, 52 
Iconic matches of images, 124 
Image analysts (IA), 154 
Image compression. See Compression 
Image Directory Service (Academic 

Press), 37 
Image equivalency notes in metadata 

information, 21-22, 53-54 
Image header information, 21, 53, 77-

78 
Image longevity. See Digital media 

longevity issues 
Image object layers (VIMSYS), 76-77 
Image processing. See Content-based 

retr ieval; Ext rac t ing data f r o m 
images 

Image processing tools for users. See 
Tools 

Image representation layers (VIMSYS), 
76-77 

Image understanding research, 148 
ImageLib listserv and clearinghouse, 

19 
ImageQuery system, 14-18 
Imaging systems. See Digital imaging 

and retrieval systems; names of specific 
systems or projects 

Implementing systems: determining 
cost constraints, 47; overview, 2-3 

IMPRIMATUR, 40 n.l 
Incrementa l queries: h ierarchy of 

grouping processes, 125-127; re-
finement process in content-based 
queries, 64, 74; user-tuned queries, 
125 

Indexing. See Automatic and semi-
automatic indexing; Manual index-
ing 

Inference network retrieval model, 117 
Information science community. See 

LIS communities 
INLV ( In t eg ra t ion of Na tura l 

Language and Vision), 154 
INQUERY system, 117 
Integrated queries (cross-media), 76 
In t eg ra t ed t e x t / i m a g e retr ieval 

systems, 144-148 
Integrating systems: new systems with 

existing ones, 46; with SQL appli-
cations, 117-118 
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Integration of Natural Language and 
Vision (INLV), 154 

Integrity of images: alteration notes in 
metadata information, 21, 54; LIS 
communi ty role in f u t u r e , 20; 
scanning quality issues, 164-165 

Intellectual property rights. See Rights 
and use restrictions 

Intelligence surveillance applications, 
157 

Interest levels of users, responding to, 
75 

Internal nodes in query trees (MARS), 
112 

Internet's disorderly image collections, 
121 

Interviewing system vendors, 49 
Intrinsic variables in image distance 

function, 93 
ISX Corporation's LOOM, 151 

Jain, Ramesh, 5, 71-88 
Java-based applications, 91, 93, 106 
JPEG compression standard, 13 

Key-range locking in databases, 118 
Keywords: adding to video, 155; as too 

time-consuming, 89; complement-
ing with content-based retrieval, 90; 
computing distances between, 83; 
for newspaper photos, 145; search-
ing picture captions for, 143; user-
assigned terms, 24-25 

Knowledge domains. See Domain know-
ledge 

Kodak Picture Exchange (KPX), 19, 37 

Labeling content: image areas with 
mouse gestures, 148-154; video with 
annotations, 155-158 

Landford, A. G., 49 
Language processing in Show&Tell 

system, 152-153 
Layers of abstraction in data modeling. 

See Levels of content abstraction 
Leaf nodes in query trees (MARS), 112 
Leasing systems, 46 
Legal issues. See Ethical concerns of 

digital imaging systems; Rights and 
use restrictions 

Lens calibration data, 174 
Leung, Thomas K, 7-8, 121-142 
Levels of content abstraction: devel-

oping concept querying, 118-119; 
hierarchy of grouping processes, 
125-127; in feature indexing, 117; 
MUSEUM model, 62-63; PinPoint 
system, 82; spatial relationships in 
aerial images, 151-152; video scene 
hierarchy, 98, 156; VIMSYS model, 
76-77 

Library community. See LIS communi-
ties 

Life expectancy of media, 165 
Light source no tes in me tada t a 

information, 21 
Limiting queries. See also Incremental 

queries; by domain, 80; graphically, 
80; hierarchy of grouping processes, 
125-127; r e f i n e m e n t process in 
content-based queries, 64, 74; user-
tuned queries, 125 

Linking to external tools: future devel-
opment of tools, 26; ImageQuery 
system, 16-17 

LIS communities: as sharing common 
culture, 35; change in nature of 
libraries, 71; collection develop-
ment and creation policies, 166-167; 
defined, 27 n.l ; demand for multi-
media content, 34; redefinition of 
resource sharing, 161; role in future 
system development, 19-20; role in 
standards development, 20-23 

Listservs devoted to imaging, 19 
Location mode queries, 79 
Location of features in images, 92. See 

also Spatial information and rela-
tionships 

Locative constraints (Show&Tell), 154 
Locator service pricing model, 37 
Longevity of digital documents. See 

Digital media longevity issues 
LOOM (ISI/USC), 151 
Lossless data compression, 114, 116 
Low-resolution images, 33 
Luman, Donald E., 9, 169-175 
Lunin, Lois F., 3, 43-57 
LZW compression standard, 13 

Machine vision technologies . See 
Computer vision technologies 

Machine-readable dictionaries, 145-146 
Magnetic tape life expectancy, 165 
Magneto Optico media life expectancy, 

165 
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Mainframe computer system storage, 
12 

Malik, Jitendra, 7-8, 121-142 
Managing collections, 161 
Manual indexing. See also annotation 

of content; in document conversion 
bid, 50; in video knowledge base, 86; 
needs assessment for new systems, 
46; r e i n d e x i n g images, 122; 
resources for, 1, 104; scalability 
issues, 104; time issues, 89; user-
assigned keywords, 24-25; vocab-
ulary and terminology issues, 24 

Manually segmenting shape informa-
tion, 81 

Markings on documents, 163 
Markov Random Field model in tex-

ture extraction, 116 
MARS system: future research direc-

tions, 115-119; image representa-
tion and retrieval, 107-111; over-
view, 6-7, 105; prototype, 104-105; 
query processing, 112-115; system 
architecture, 105-107; use of wave-
lets, 113-115; user interface, l l l -
l l 2; Web site address, 106; MARS/ 
IRS system, 105 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology: 
Media Streams, 52; Photobook, 52, 
105, 124 

Materials, object, 122-123, 127-131 
Matrix-weighted histogram distance, 

108 
Meadows, T., 47-48 
Measuring effectiveness of retrieval, 

104 
Media Streams (M.I.T.), 52 
Mehrotra, Rajiv, 4-5, 59-69 
Mehrotra, Sharad, 6-7, 103-120 
Meng, Jianhao, 5-6, 89-102 
MESL (Museum Educational Site li-

censing Project): as t es tbed fo r 
fo r mul t is i te e n v i r o n m e n t , 19; 
deployment system, 38; evaluation, 
39; goals, 29, 34-35; participants, 34-
35, 41 n.7; pricing models, 36-37; 
progress to date, 37-38; site licensing 
agreement, 38; World Wide Web 
site, 41 n.12 

Metadata: authentication and image 
equivalency data in, 21-22, 53-54; 
capture process information in, 21, 

53; def ined , 27 n.2; in VIMSYS 
model, 77-78; LIS communit ies ' 
role in standards development, 20-
23; rights and use restrictions in, 22, 
54-55; technical imaging and file 
informat ion in, 21, 53; using in 
searches, 75 

MFD (Modified Fourier Descriptor), 
109-110 

Microfilm: life expectancy, 165; scan-
ning equipment, 162 

MIM (Moment-Invariants Methods), 
109 

Mini-worlds in databases, 60-63 
M.I.T. (Massachusetts Ins t i tu te of 

Technology): Media Streams, 52; 
Photobook, 52, 105, 124 

MMVAR system: classifying video ob-
jects, 155; overview, 8-9, 155; 
retrieval, 157; vision module, 157-
158 

Modal ma tch ing in content -based 
retrieval, 52 

Modeling data in databases, 60-63 
Modified Fourier Descriptor (MFD), 7, 

109-110 
Modular system architecture, 15-17 
Moment-Invariants Methods (MIM), 

109 
Monitors. See Display devices 
Mosaicking aerial photograph scans, 

174 
Motion and moving objects: detecting 

in video, 97-98; in grouping-process 
object retrieval, 125; tracking in 
video, 157-158 

Mouse input into images, 148-154 
MPEG compression standard, 96 
Mukheijee, D. P., 133 
Multidimensional point access meth-

ods, 66 

Multilevel abstraction hierarchies. See 
Levels of content abstraction 

Mult imedia Analysis and Retrieval 
System. See MARS system 

Multimedia retrieval systems. See also 
Conten t -based retr ieval; Video 
con ten t retrieval; d e m a n d fo r 
educational multimedia content , 
34; development of, 103-104 

MMVAR system, 155-158; reducing 
in fo rma t ion to bit s treams, 72; 
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Show àf Tell system, 148-154; Multi-
media system for Video Annotation 
and Retrieval. See MMVAR system 

MULti-SEmantic Unstructured data 
Model. See MUSEUM data model 

MUSE Educational Media, 29 
MUSEUM data model: features, 62-63 

overview, 4-5; shape similarity-based 
retrieval, 64-68 

Museum Educational Site Licensing 
Project. See MESL (Museum Educa-
tional Site Licensing Project) 

Museums. See also LIS communities; 
p r i n t mode l of r ights admini -
stration, 33, 36; rights administra-
tion issues, 30, 33 

Naked people, identifying in images, 
135-139 

Narratives, processing, 152 
National Media Lab, 165 
Natural language processing: annota-

t ing images with speech and 
gesture, 148; annotating video, 155; 
in ideal system, 73-74; in video re-
trieval, 157; ShowàfTell system, 152-
153 

Negotiating rights and use restrictions, 
30, 33 

Networks: imaging requirements, 12; 
needs assessment, 46-47 

News on demand databases, 86 
Newspaper photographs, 144-148 
Nude people, identifying in images, 

135-139 

Object-based retrieval: ex t rac t ing 
features and geometry, 123-124; 
hierarchy of grouping processes, 
125-127; object recognition, 122-
123; objects defined, 122; people or 
animal identification, 135-139; tree 
identification, 131-135 

OCLC, 21 
Off-color or offensive images, 55-56 
On-site conversion, 50 
Ontologies, domain specific, 153 
Optical media life expectancy, 165 
Original visual works, 32 
Outlines of trees, 133-135 

Panning, detecting in video, 96, 97 
Paper-based materials, preserving, 161 

Parsing video, 97 
Patterns of system use, determining, 45 
People, identifying in images, 135-139 
Performance criteria for new systems, 

46 
Perimeters of shapes (MARS), 109 
Periodic textures in images, 127, 130-

131 
Personnel: involved in scanning, 21; 

involved in systems design, 46 
Per-use image charges, 36 
Phantom protection in databases, 118 
Photobook system, 52, 105, 124 
Photographic stock houses, 19, 37 
Photographs. See also Digital images; 

Documents; aerial pho tography 
archives, 169-175; attri t ion, 169; 
digital o r thopho to quadrangles , 
171-174; keywording newspaper 
photographs, 145 

PICTION system, 144-148 
Pictorial alphabets, 84 
Picture Network Inc. (PNI), 19, 37 
PinPoint system (Virage), 82-83, 92, 

124-125 
Planar harmonic homology, 133 
Plane object matching, 124 
Plane texture modeling in tree, 132 
Planning systems. ^ D e s i g n i n g digital 

imaging systems 
Platforms: CVEPS remote Web video 

editing, 99; Java-based applications, 
91, 93, 106; Web browsers as com-
mon user interface, 18; Web brows-
ers as delivery platform, 13, 17, 93, 
106; X-Windows-based systems, 17 

PNI (Picture Network Inc.), 19, 37 
POSTGRES database, 106 
Precision of retrieval, 104 
Predetermined modeling schemes for 

data, 61 
Preparing documents for scanning, 

fees for, 50 
Preservation of materials. See Digital 

preservation projects 
Pricing models for collection use, 36-

37 
Primitives: describing, 127; volumetric 

primitives in tree identification, 134 
Print materials: preserving paper-base 

materials, 161; print model of rights 
adminis t ra t ion , 33, 36; p r in t ed 
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resolution compared to scanning, 
163 

Printing needs of systems, determin-
ing, 45 

Processing images. See Content-based 
retrieval; Ext rac t ing data f r o m 
images 

Processors, computer, 12 
Published reproductions, 32 
Purchasing systems, 46 
Purposes of digital imaging systems, 44-

45 

QBIC system (IBM): feature-based 
retrieval, 92, 105; non-object quer-
ies in, 124; shape similarity in, 81 

QPE. See Query by pictorial example 
(QPE) 

Quad-tree methods in image indexing, 
116, 117 

Quality of images: archival quality 
resolut ions, 162-164; de f in ing 
needed resolutions, 23-24; source 
notes in metadata information, 21-
22, 54; transmissive quality resolu-
tions, 163-164 

Queries. See also Query features, de-
signing in systems; types of content 
retrieval; Boolean searching, 14, 111, 
112; browsing queries, 75, 79, 96-97, 
98, 111; classes of queries, 63-64, 74-
76; concep t querying, 118-119; 
containment queries, 80; feature-
based retrieval, 90; fuzzy queries, 73, 
74; general search by location, 79; 
iconic matches, 124; keyword-based 
retrieval, 89; metada ta -based 
quer ies , 75; na tu ra l l anguage 
queries, 73-74, 145-148, 157; object-
related queries, 80, 124; point and 
click querying, 14, 150; query by 
pictorial example (QPE). See Query 
by pictorial example (QPE); query 
by sample color or texture, 112,124, 
127-131; query canvases, 80,83 fig.4, 
95; search queries, 75; semantic 
queries, 80, 89; shape-similarity 
retrieval, 90; simple and complex 
queries in MARS system, 111-112; 
spatio-tem-poral queries, 75-76, 80-
81; spoken language queries, 150; 
video retrieval functionality, 96-99 

Query by Image Content system. See 
QBIC system (IBM) 

Query by pictorial example (QPE): 
basing queries on sample images, 
75; defined, 79; in MARS system, 
106, 112; in PinPoint system, 83-84; 
using query keys, 89-90 

Query canvases, 80, 83 fig.4, 95 
Query decomposition of images, 93 
Query features, designing in systems. 

See also Queries; classes of queries, 
63-64, 74-76; concur ren t access 
issues, 118; incremental refinement 
process , 18, 64, 74, 125-127; 
integrated queries (cross-media), 
76; query tree processing in MARS 
system, 112-115; specifying available 
types during systems analysis, 45; 
speed of system response, 46; use of 
WordNet in queries, 145-146 

Query features (MUSEUM), 66 
Query keys. See Query by pictorial 

example (QPE) 
Query trees (MARS), 112-115 
Query-only features (VIMSYS), 78 
Quotations for document scanning, 50 

RADIUS community, 150 
RADIUS model board images, 151 
RAM imaging requirements, 12 
Ramchandran, Kannan, 6-7, 103-120 
Recall, measur ing effectiveness of 

retrieval, 104 
Refining queries. See I nc remen ta l 

queries 
Refresh rates for monitors, 48 
Regions in images: 2D regions, 122; 

extracting color and texture for, 
127-131; extracting shapes, 109; 
flow regions, 131; in g r o u p i n g 
process, 126, 131; region-growing 
techniques, 131; ribbons, 137 

Reindexing images, 122 
Relationships between primitives, 127 
Relative location of image features, 95 
Relevance feedback in queries, 25, 125 
Repetition of tiles in images, 130-131 
Reproductions of images, 32. See also 

Rights and use restrictions 
Resampling scanned historical photos, 
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Re-scanning in document conversion 
bid, 50 

Research Libraries Group: pr icing 
model, 37; task force on digital 
preservation, 20 

Researching images, current problems, 
30-31 

Resolut ion: archival p rese rva t ion 
quality, 162-164; cost savings/reso-
lution tradeoff, 171; data in VIMSYS 
model, 78; monitor requirements, 
48 

Resource sharing, 161 
Retrieval. See Content-based retrieval; 

Extracting data from images; Fea-
ture-based retrieval; Object-based 
retrieval; Queries 

Retrieval systems. See Digital imaging 
and retrieval systems; names of specific 
systems or projects 

Reuse of images, 55 
RIAO '94, 52 
Ribbons (regions) in images, 137 
Rights and use restrictions: image and 

reproduc t ion definit ions, 31-33; 
legal framework for image rights, 
30; museum administrat ion and 
negotiation issues, 30, 33; needs of 
rights holders and rights users, 35-
36; notes in metadata information, 
22, 54-55; pricing models, 36-37; 
print model of administration, 33, 
36; reuse of images, 55; r ights 
holders, determining, 30-33, 45; 
site licensing, 29, 34-35, 38 

Rights h o l d e r ' s collective p r ic ing 
model, 37 

Rights reseller pricing model, 37 
RLG (Research Libraries Group) : 

pricing model, 37; task force on 
digital preservation, 20 

Road detection systems, 148, 152 
Roberts, J. L., 55-56 
Rotation in feature extraction, 116 
Rothenberg, Jeff, 165 
Row, M., 47 
R-tree method in image indexing, 117 

Sandore, Beth, 1-10 
Scalability of imaging pro jec ts : 

c o n c u r r e n t access issues, 118; 
development issues, 26; expand-
ability of systems, 47; feature-based 

image index ing impacts , 117; 
ImageQuery issues, 18; manual 
indexing issues, 104; text annota-
tion issues, 104 

Scale of images: scal ing no tes in 
metadata information, 21; scaling 
scanned historical photos, 173 

Scanners: imaging requirements, 13; 
model data in metadata informa-
tion, 21, 53; needs assessment, 46 

Scanning images: aerial photographs, 
170-171; quality of scans, 23-24,162-
164; service bureau bids, 49-50 

Scene clustering techniques, 98-99 
"Scholars' workstations" philosophy, 

17, 26 
Search engines, 71-72. See also 

Content-based retrieval; Queries 
Search query class, 75 
Searching. See Queries 
Secondary index structures, 64 
Segmentation: clustering, 110-111; 

image segmentation issues, 81; in 
grouping process, 110-111,126-127; 
video retrieval, 86, 155 

Semantics: adding to multimedia data, 
73; in face retrieval databases, 84; in 
VIMSYS model , 76-77; semantic 
queries, 80; semantic-level content 
retrieval, 89, 144, 146 

Service and support issues: imaging 
system vendors, 49; monitors, 48-49 

Service bureaus, 49-50 
Seymour (Picture Network Inc.), 19, 37 
SGML tags in text records, 19 
Shape data: as feature-retrieval prop-

erty, 92; extracting, 65-66, 81, 93, 
106, 109-110; in primitive descrip-
tions, 127 

Shape similarity-based retrieval. See also 
Feature-based retrieval; Query by 
pictorial example (QPE); domain 
dependence, 79; extracting shape 
data from images, 65-66, 81,93,106, 
109-110; in facial database queries, 
146; MUSEUM modeling, 64-68; 
people or animal identif ication, 
135-139; query canvases, 80,83 fig.4, 
95; reliance on object geometry, 
123-124; shape features in MARS 
system, 75, 109-110, 112; t ree 
identification, 131-135 
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Shapiro's embedded zerotree wavelet 
coder, 114 

Shot decomposition in video, 96, 97-
98 

Show&Tell system: architecture, 151; 
overview, 8, 148; querying, 150,154; 
results i l lustrated, 149; speech 
recognition and language process-
ing, 152-153 

Signatures, digital, 20 
Silver nitrate file negatives, 170 
Simple queries in MARS system, 111-

112 
Single-image model of rights admin-

istration, 33, 36 
Site licensing agreements, 29, 34-35 
Site models, 150 
Size of documents: in VIMSYS model, 

78; special costs for scanning, 50 
Size of files: estimations for scanned 

images, 162-163; image files, 12; in 
VIMSYS model, 78; scanning aver-
age newspaper archive, 164 

Sketching shapes for queries, 80, 83 
fig.4, 95 

Skewed images, costs to correct, 50 
Skin, identifying in images, 135-139 
Smith, John R , 5-6, 89-102 
Social concerns of digital images, 53-

56 
Software obsolescence, 165 
Software tools. See Tools 
Source images: source notes in meta-

data information, 21-22, 54; sources 
for new system input, 45; tracing for 
rights purposes, 33 

Spatial information and relationships: 
absolute and relative location of 
features, 95-96; combin ing with 
fea ture -based re t r ieval , 92-93; 
descr ib ing in na tu ra l l anguage 
input, 153; extracting color loca-
tions, 108; extracting texture loca-
tions, 109; importance in feature-
based retrieval, 92; in image seg-
menta t ion , 110-111; in VIMSYS 
model, 76-77; indexing methods, 
117; Show&Tell system, 151-152; 
spatio-temporal information, 76, 80-
81, 98 

Special effects, detecting in video, 96 
Speech recognition software, 148, 152-

153, 155 
Speed of display, specifying for new 

systems, 46 
Spoken language descriptions: image 

annotat ion, 148-154; speech and 
language processing, 152-153; video 
annotation, 155-158 

SQL language: ImageQuery support, 
15; incorporating into databases, 
117-118 

Srihari, Rohini K., 8-9, 143-159 
Stains on documents, 163 
Standards: archival p rese rva t ion 

scanning, 162; compression stan-
dards, 13, 47-48; Dublin Core stan-
dards, 20; file format standards, 47-
48 

Statistics-based methods in texture 
extraction, 116 

Stephenson, Christie, 26 
Stock houses. See Photographic stock 

houses 
Storage systems for image collections 

d e t e r m i n i n g capacity needs , 46; 
history, 11-12; r e so lu t ion / space 
tradeoff, 171 

Stories in video, organizing by, 98 
Stream-based annotation of video, 52 
Structural features on shapes, 65-66 
"Stuff' vs. "things": materials vs. objects, 

122-123; retrieving images based on 
materials, 127-131 

Subscription pricing for collection use, 
36 

Symmetry of shapes (MARS), 109 
Systems. See Digital imaging and 

retrieval systems; names of specific 
systems or projects 

Systems analysis for imaging systems, 
44-50; cost constraints, 47, 50; data-
base software needs assessment, 45; 
determining legal issues, 45; display 
monitors, 48-49; file conversion 
assessment, 49-50; flexibility and 
expandabi l i ty , 47, 117; image 
sources, 21-22, 33, 45, 54; image 
types to be included, 45; indexing/ 
retr ieval f ea tu res , 46, 89; 
integration with other systems, 46, 
117-118; lease, purchase or build 
decisions, 46; network requi re-
ments , 12, 46-47; p e r f o r m a n c e 
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criteria, 46; purpose, 44-45; scan-
ning requirements, 13, 21, 46, 53; 
specifying search and query modes, 
45; specifying topic domain, 45; 
s t anda rds fo r fi le fo rmats and 
compression, 46, 47-48, 50; storage 
capacity needs, 46, 171; use pattern 
and user analysis, 45; vendor inter-
view questions, 49 

T-l to T-3 wiring, 12 
TAM (Turning Angle Method), 109 
Tamura, Hideyuki, 109 
Tape life expectancy, 165 
Target tracking in video, 157 
Technical imaging information, 21, 53 
Temporal event queries, 75-76, 80-81 
Temporal ordering of video scenes, 98 
Temporal relat ionships in VIMSYS 

model, 76-77 
Terminology issues in image cata-

loging, 24 
Text records. See also Keywords; as 

collateral information for pictures, 
144; as not scalable, 104; as separate 
module in ImageQuery system, 15-
16; combining spoken word record 
with images, 148-158; combining 
text with feature-based retrieval, 
106, 144-148; emphasis in data re-
trieval techniques, 60; for video 
segments, 155; inadequacy of, 121-
122; keywording newspaper photo-
graphs, 145; MESL project text data 
dictionary, 38; need for, 56; needs 
assessment for new systems, 46; 
SGML tags in, 19; extracting texture 
data from images, 81, 82, 105, 106; 
for regions of images, 127-131; in 
grouping-process object retrieval, 
125; in image segmentation, 110-
111; in peop le or animal iden-
tification, 135-139; in primitive 
descriptions, 127; in tree identi-
fication, 131-135; periodic texture, 
127, 130-131; querying by sample 
texture, 112, 124, 127-131; texture 
as feature-retrieval property, 92; tile 
repetition in images, 130-131 

"Things" vs. " s tu f f ' : mater ia ls vs. 
objects, 122-123; retrieving images 
based on materials, 127-131 

Thirty-Third Annual Clinic on Library 

Applications of Data Processing, 1 
Three-dimensional objects: describing 

and compar ing , 66-68; object-
related queries, 80 

Thumbnai l images: d e f i n e d , 33; 
ImageQuery system, 14, 15 

Tile repetition in images, 130-131 
Time Warner digital photo project, 51 
Tools: database software needs assess-

ment, 45; fu ture development of 
tools, 26; ImageQuery links to 
external tools, 16-17; video editing 
tools, 96-99; VisualSEEk system, 93 

Tracking: motion and moving objects, 
157-158; repetitions of texture, 131 

Training costs of new systems, 47 
Transform-based methods in texture 

extraction, 116 
Transmission image quality, 163-164 
Trant, Jennifer, 3, 29-41 
Trees, identifying in images, 131-135 
Tuning queries, 125 
Turning Angle Method (TAM), 109 
TV-tree technique, 79 
Two-dimensional images, 65-66 
Types of digital images, 45 

Universal Transverse Merca to r 
projection, 171 

University of Arizona Library, 19 
University of California: Alexandria 

project , 105; DLI projects , 105; 
ImageQuery system, 14-18; Infor-
mation Systems and Technology 
office, 14 

University of Illinois: Map and Geo-
graphy Library, 169-175; Thirty-
Third Annual Clinic on Library 
Applications of Data Processing, 1 

University of Michigan: MESL project 
data distribution, 38; Xenomania 
system, 84-85 

U.S. Copyright Act, 32 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, 169 
U.S. Geological Survey: digital ortho-

photo quadrangles, 171-174; Web 
and FTP site, 175 

Use patterns for systems, determining, 
45 

Use restrictions for images. See Rights 
and use restrictions 

User in terfaces . See also Quer ies ; 
CVEPS video authoring, 99; Image-
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Query system, 14, 17-18; MARS 
system, 106, 111-112; requirements, 
78; scanning software, 13; virtual 
reality interfaces, 25; VisualSEEk 
system, 94 

User profiles, 61, 62 
Users: defining system's audience, 45; 

demand for multimedia content, 34; 
disparate backgrounds, 78; percep-
tions of image quality, 23-24; user 
terminology, 61, 62; user-assigned 
keywords, 24-25; user -suppl ied 
descriptions, 89; user-tuned queries, 
125; varying interpretations of data, 
61 

User-tuned queries, 125 

Vector graphics, 33 
Veracity of images. See Authentication 

of images; Integrity of images 
Verification constraints (Show&Tell), 

154 
Versions of images, 22 
Vertices on shapes, 67 
Video content retrieval: access pro-

blems, 85; architecture of databases, 
85; CVEPS system, 91, 96-97; 
editing and authoring tools, 97-98, 
99; feature-based retrieval, 90,98-99, 
156; func t iona l i t i es n e e d e d for 
retrieval, 96-97; hierarchical video 
scene browser, 98-99; Media Streams 
(M.I.T.), 52; MMVAR system, 155-
158; natural language queries, 157; 
scene clustering techniques, 98-99; 
semant ic retrieval, 156; spatio-
temporal retrieval, 75-76, 80-81, 98; 
spoken descriptions or collateral 
annotations, 155-158; story order 
retrieval, 98; stream-based anno-
tation of video, 52; video bit rates, 
100 

Viewing images on future systems, 21 
VIMSYS data model: domain knowl-

edge, 85; features extracted from 
images, 77-78; image retrieval sys-
tem use, 82; levels in, 76-77; over-
view, 5 

Virage system: feature-based retrieval, 
82-83, 92; Web site address, 124-125 

Visual information systems (VIS). See 
Digital imaging and retr ieval 

systems 
Visualization module in video retrieval, 

97-98 
VisualSEEk system: combining feature-

based and spatial queries, 92-93; 
overview, 5-6, 91-92; query formu-
lation and processing, 95-96; system 
features, 93-94 

Vocabulary control: in natural language 
input, 152; issues in image catalog-
ing, 24; needs assessment for new 
systems, 46 

Volumetric primitives in tree identi-
fication, 134 

Wavelets: increasing browsing speed, 
113-115,116; wavelet sub-bands, 105 

Web browsers: as clients, 13; as com-
mon user interface, 18; as delivery 
platform, 13, 17, 93, 106; CVEPS 
remote video editing, 99; searching 
disorderly image collec-tions, 121 

Web site addresses: Candid system, 125; 
Cypress database, 130; MARS 
system, 106; MESL site, 41 n.12; 
U.S. Geological Survey, 175; Virage 
system, 124-125 

Weighting features in searching, 83 
Wir ing r e q u i r e m e n t s for imaging 

systems, 12 
WordNet, 8-9, 145-146, 157 
World Wide Web. See Web browsers 
Web site addresses 
WORM life expectancy, 165 

X-Windows-based systems: develop-
ment of, 13; effect of Web develop-
ment on, 17; ImageQuery system, 14 

Zero tree data structures, 114 
Zoom detection in video, 96, 97 
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